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INTRODUCTION 

My expectations for this book were clear from the beginning. I had a theme 
running in my head and a vision in mind's eye. However, I must admit that the 
end result was far more than I envisioned. 

The history was to be about the different people that lived in New London 
beginning with the Native Americans who first inhabited this land, and continuing 
with those that arrived later. It was to be a history that present day New Londoners 
could relate to. 

I had not expected to write this entire book; there was not enough time. My plan 
was to lend my expertise, provide resources (often written papers), be on call for 
consultation and, lastly, have complete license to edit. Having lived an active life 
in this area for over 30 years with service on many boards and agencies, i.e. political, 
economic development and, especially human services agencies, I realized that I had 
tremendous resources right there in my head, ·and also a roomful of friends to call 
upon. 

I selected 15 subjects and set out in search of the authors. Publicity in The Day 
attracted some volunteers and I had my first two writers. The others were 'pressed' 
into service by me. However, in finalizing this book, I found that three groups 
could not be included. With the time planned for research, we could not find 
sufficient material to warrant inclusion in this book. 

The Indian history had been previously published as a supplement in The Day 
and the author had the difficult task of cutting it down for this book. The 
watercolors used in this chapter had also been used in the supplement, and with the 
permission of the artist, Dennis O'Brien, we were able to reproduce them here. 

The Huguenot history was written as a research paper funded by the Connecticut 
Humanities Council. It has been reproduced in its entirety. 

For the African American history, I searched for a writer that would tie in the 
'remembrances' of local people with history dating back to the mid-1600s. Thus, I 
chose Dr. Stacey Close, a history professor who has lectured in this region. Brian 
McCarthy offered me the use of the 1795 document used in this chapter. 

When I could not find an author of Polish descent to write the history of the 
Poles of New London, I asked a non-Pole to write this history. I am sure you will 
agree that he has done a splendid job. 

As for the rest of the authors, they were all tied in one way or another to the 
group they were writing about. 
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When the first four manuscripts were turned over to me, I began to breathe 
easier. They were fascinating~ My expectations for a book that could be read and 
enjoyed by everyone who shared a love for New London was beginning to be 
realized. 

Please note that I am completely responsible for the format, final content, editing, 
and the selection of art work/photographs. I did consult with many and I am 
asking that, if you find it lacking in some areas, do not direct any criticism towards 
the writers, editorial assistant or photographer consultant. They were given a time 
frame to work with and were constricted as to the length. I value them highly and 
my hope is that you will as well. 

In conclusion, I wish to thank Citizens Bank for their financial support; making 
this book affordable to all. In addition, I would like to thank Roger Dennis for 
granting permission to use his painting on the cover of the book, Marcia Stuart of 
the New London Public Library for her help in research, and Faye Vathauer for the 
many volunteer hours she spent in making this book 'camera ready'. 

My thanks to Maria Hileman, Harold Hanks, Robert Patterson and, Milton 
Moore of The Day for their help and generosity in the use of colored etchings and 
photographs for the history on the Indians. My thanks to Tom Hahn, photographer 
consultant. My thanks to Mark L. Kanzler, my editorial assistant. My thanks to 
Conway & Londregan, P.C., for donating their time, services and cost to have this 
material copyrighted. 

Finally, my thanks to the following who offered help and with whom I consulted 
on many occasions: 

Linwood W. Bland, Jr. 
Peter Burgess 
R. Morgan Daboll 
Caroline De Biasi 
Pasqale Folino 
Sharon Griffis 
Myron H. Hendel 

Patricia Hendel 
Sander Hendel 
Dr. Dorothy Leib 
Attorney Francis T. Londregan 
Attorney Thomas J. Londregan 
Rosalind Mallove 
Gail McKissick 

Janet Pearce 
Patricia M. Shippee 
Dr. Carl Stoner 
Paul Trevalle 
George J. Tyropolis 
Clark van der Lyke 
Jane Wickham 

Lastly, my heartfelt thanks and appreciation to the writers without whom this 
history could not have been published. They invested many months on this 
volunteer project. If we have inspired others to continue the research in the histories 
published here or encouraged others to research their own family histories, we have 
achieved a purpose - leaving a legacy for our children and children to come. 

Carmelina Como Kanzler 
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The American Indians 

Natives Of This Land 

Illustrated by Dennis O'Brien 

The land that is now the City of New London, as well as all the shoreline 
region from Old Lyme to Westerly, was once the home of a race of people that until 
a dozen years ago had faded into the backdrop of local events. 

The Pequot and Mohegan Indians, who survive today as several groups of 
descendants of these native peoples, inhabited southeastern Connecticut in the early 
1600s when the first contact with white Europeans occurred. Other tribes, including 
the Nehantics and the Narragansetts, also lived in the region and in Rhode Island. 

The tribes are again forces in the region, enjoying an economic renaissance 
based on casino gambling and entertainment enterprises. The Mashantucket 
Pequots, who have a reservation in Ledyard, established a casino there in 1992 that 
is the most profitable in the world. The Mohegans have broken ground for a casino 
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at the former United Nuclear Corp. site in Montville. Former Mohegan Tribal Chief 
Ralph W. Sturges and other descendants of both tribes still live in the city. 

The Mashantucket Pequots, who now have 370 members, were recognized by 
the federal government as an Indian tribe in 1983. The Mohegans, whose ancestral 
lands had dwindled to a single .4 acre tract in Montville where the Mohegan 
Congregational Church is located, received federal recognition in 1994. About 1,082 
people belong to the Mohegan tribe today. 

Another branch of the Pequots, which is splintered into two factions - the 
Paucatuck Eastern Pequots and the Eastern Pequots - have a 224 acre reservation 
near Long Pond in Ledyard. These tribes do not have federal recognition. 

The historical relationship between the Pequots. and the Mohegans is unclear. 
No direct record of the link between the tribes has survived. 

Most historians believe the Mohegans and Pequots were branches of the same 
tribe that split into two factions, possibly over the issue of how to deal with the 
Europeans. The state historical markers at Fort Shantok in Montville, ancestral 
stronghold of the Mohegans, describe them as the same people. · 

This is the view the Mohegans and most of the Pequots themselves espouse 
today, based on oral history, but Pequot tribal archaeologist Dr. Kevin McBride and 
some other modern historians are convinced otherwise. 

McBride notes that early Dutch records in 1614 mention trading at Trading 
Cove north of Fort Shantok on the Thames River. 11They describe them as two 
separate peoples, calling the Mohegans 'a people we sometimes trade with,' 11 

McBride said. 

McBride also believes there are significant enough differences between Pequot 
and Mohegan pottery shards found in archaeological digs to raise questions about 
the traditional dogma. 

11 The best answer is that nobody could tell you for sure exactly what their 
relationships were/ said Bureau of Indian Affairs historian Virginia DeMarce. 11They 
were living on opposite sides of the river, had closely related languages, and the 
leading families had intermarried extensive! y. 11 

Mohegan oral tradition holds that the tribe migrated to Connecticut from 
northeast of the Hudson River in upstate New York. 
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Illustrated by Dennis O'Brien 

The first records about the indigenous tribes of southeastern Connecticut were 
kept by Dutch traders, including Adrian Block, who made the first contacts with the 
Pequots and the Mohegans on the Thames River in 1614. 

Block reported meeting a band of 11 Pequotoos 11 near the mouth of the 
Connecticut River. 

Early records show that the('~ were by far the most powerful of the 
tribes, a position they enjoyed beforer fie Eurc5peans arrived because of their control 
of the highly significant trade with other Indian tribes in wampum. The relationship 
between the Dutch and the Pequots also was dominate=tloy an economic trade 
triangle in wampum involving the Pequots, the Dutch and the Indian tribes in New 
York State. 

The Pequot tribe, described by the English as II swollen with pride at this 
time," was more warlike than its neighbors, the Narragansetts and Niantics. The 
tribe is repeatedly termed 11 rich and potent 11 throughout the English accounts. 

W~, or shell beads, had a special meaning in Indian culture and have 
been fu neliil arcrureofogicaf surveys as far west as the Great Lakes and the 
Midwest. The shells had a spiritual value that does not equat~ to European money. 
Shells were used to make treaties, seal marriages, pay bride prices, for adoptions, 
and to recompense for murders. 
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The trade network involved the Dutch giving the Pequots kE__~s, ~s, 
awls, k~ttles, duffg_l cloth and other_Euro~_trade_goods in exchange for wampum. 
ffe Diitch then sailed up the Hudson river to trade the wampum with the tribes of 
the Seneca, Cayuga, Oneida, Onondaga and Mohawks, of the Iroquois confederacy. 
In exchange, the Iroquois gave the Dutch furs, which were valued for coats and hats 
in Europe. 

Dutch documents refer to wampum as the 11 source, and mother of the fur 
trade. 11 In an 1884 article, William Weeden of Johns Hopkins University wrote: 

~Wampum was the magnet which drew the beaver out of interior forests." 

Wampum is a type of white and purple shell bead taken from two distinct 
kinds of shellfish that were found most often on the shoreline between what is now 
New Haven harbor and Narragansett Bay in Rhode Island. White wampum beads 
were sliced from the columellas (central column) of the northern whelk, found as far 

/ north as Narragansett Bay and as far south as coastal New York. Purple wampum 

l was cut from the purple part of the hard-shell quahog clam, found mainly along the 
Connecticut and Rhode Island coasts. 

--------

The beads were cut in the shape of tubes, and the center hole that allowed 
them to be strung was drilled by hand. After the arrival of the whites, who 
provided the natives with metal tools, bead production sped up significantly. 

The significance of wampum to the Dutch is made clear in a 1614 map by 
explorer Adrian Block that shows 14 X's offshore between the Connecticut River and 
Fishers Island inlet and at Narragansett Bay, marking where wampum could be 
found. 

The first recorded conflict between the tribes and the whites occurred in 1626 
when a Pequot sachem named Sicknanes was kidnapped by Dutch trader Jacques 
Elder and held prisoner for one year. The Pequots paid a heavy ransom for him, 
and trade relations were interrupted for a four year period. 

During the early 1630s both the English and Dutch established trading posts 
on the Connecticut River, and both nations laid claim to the territory. In 1631, 
Puritan colonists at Plymouth and at the Massachusetts Bay Colony received an 
invitation from the Podunks, a tribe of Connecticut "River Indians," to send settlers 
to Connecticut. The English responded promptly, setting up a trading house in 1633 
at Windsor and constructing a fort in 1632 by John Winthrop Jr. at the mouth of the 
river at Saybrook. 

The Dutch never attempted settlements in Connecticut as they did in New 
York. Although they made a brief attempt to set up a trading house on the river at 
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Courtesy Milton Moore, The Day 
A 19th century idealized etching of a Pequot family, 

from John W. DeForrest's 1852 11History of the Indians of C01mecticut. 11 

Courtesy Robert Patterson, The Day 
A reproduction of a wampum belt used in trade by the Mashantucket Pequots, 

Wampum beads were made from whelk and quahog shells. 
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the future site of Hartford, the Dutch withdrew at the first sign of opposition from 
the English. 

Three other English settlements in Connecticut were started in 1634-35, at 
Wethersfield, Windsor and Hartford, and residents of three Massachusetts Bay 
Colony towns moved to the new territory. This was only 15 years after a group of 
Puritan 11 separatists," calling themselves Pilgrims, set up the first permanent 
settlement in New England at Plymouth, Massachusetts. 

-----1 Relations between the English and the Pequots were strained during these 
years>-with each side accusing the other of atrocitie~ In the spring of 1632, Capt. 
John Stone, a 11 dissolute 11 Virginia trader, was banished from the Massachusetts Bay 
Colony after a trial for piracy and adultery. Stone sailed for Virginia, but detoured 
up the Connecticut River and kidnapped some Indians to guide him to the Dutch 
trading post near Hartford. Stone and his crew were killed by a group of Western 
Nehantics, a tribe that was tributary to the Pequots. 

Later that year, the Pequots signed a temporary peace treaty with the English. 
The Pequots at the time were at war with the Narragansett tribe of Rhode Island. 
The English demanded restitution for the death of Stone, but the Pequots claimed 
they weren't responsible. 

Nonetheless, the Pequots sent conciliatory gifts of otter-skin coats, beaver and 
skeins of wampum to the English in Massachusetts. 

The English declined the gift, sending a delegation to Saybrook to return the 
tokens. At about the same time, a group of Indians attacked and killed an English 
trader named John Oldham at Block Island, but the attack was discovered by 
another English trader, John Gallop, who counterattacked and killed 12 of 14 natives 
involved. 

An expedition from Boston, headed by Capt. John_ Endicott and Capt. John 
Underhill, was sent in September to punish the Indians of Block Island. The English 
burned two Indian villages of 60 wigwams on the island, destroyed food stores and 
canoes and killed four Indians. 

They sailed to New London, and demanded from the Pequots an explanation 
for Stone's murder three years earlier. The Pequot sachem, unnamed in the English 
records, claimed Stone had killed a sachem and was then killed by the sachem's son. 
They said the ship was blown up by the English themselves, who set fire to the 
powder on board. Besides, the Pequots said they mistook the English for Dutch, 
who were their enemies. 
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The English continued to demand the heads of the natives responsible for the 
Stone murder. Afte~ ·;hoyps o egotiation, the English attacked the Pequots in 
Groton, near where :e2.rt-Gf:iswold s as today. Several Indians were killed (the 
accounts vary as to numbers). 

The following morning, the English attacked the Pequot villages on the New 
London side of the river, burning them and destroying their supplies of food for the 
winter. No English soldiers were killed in any of the exchanges. 

These skirmishes with the Pequots are the first historical events recorded on 
the land that is now New London. 

During the winter of 1636-37, the Pequots laid siege to the fort at Saybrook, 
murdering soldiers who ventured outside and torturing others. On April 23, 1637, 
200 Pequots attacked settlers in the fields around the Wethersfield settlement. Nine 
English, including three women and a child, were killed. Two young women were 
carried off, and the shirts and skirts of the victims were flown as mock sails on their 
canoes as they passed by the English fort at Saybrook. The girls were later rescued 
by the Dutch. 

William Bradford, the governor of the Plymouth Colony, in his account of the 
establishment of Plymouth Plantation, described the murder of white settlers in the 
fields around the Wethersfield settlement. The Pequots, he wrote, "fell openly upon 
the English at Conightecute (Connecticut), in the lower parts of the river, and slew 
sundry of them as they were at work in the fields, both men and women, to the 
great terrour of the rest, and wente away in great pride and triumph, with many 
high threats. 11 

On May 1, 1637, the English at Hartford declared war on the Pequots. 

The principal fortified villages of the Pequots were on a height in Mystic 
known as Pequot Hill and on a ridge in the present town of Groton known as Fort 
Hill. -

The Pequots had settlements, as well, along the Thames River in what is now 
New London, and in Niantic. 

The Mohegans, headed by Uncas, inhabited the area along the river from 
what is now Uncasville north to Norwich. Around the mouth of the Pawcatuck 
River lived the Eastern Nehanticks, over whom the Pequots claimed authority, but 
who were sometimes allied with the Narragansetts. · 
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The Western Nehanticks lived around Niantic Bay in Waterford and East 
L ym.e. They had a fort near the head of Niantic Bay and another on the summit 
ridge of Black Point, overlooking the Sound. 

All the tribes belonged to the Delaware nation, and all spoke variations of the 
Algonquian language. 

At the time of ·the war's outbreak, the Pequots and other Native American 
tribes were already greatly weakened by disease. Although historians aren't sure 
which viruses imported from Europe decimated the Pequots, many tribes were cut 
down by tuberculosis, influenza, smallpox and measles. 

In Bradford's account of the Plymouth colony, he describes in gruesome detail 
the plight of stricken Indians, stuck to their mats by weeping pox sores. 

11 When they turn them, a whole side will flay off at once as it were, and they 
will be all of a gore blood, most fearful to behold. And then being very sore, what 
with cold and other distempers, they die like rotten sheep," he wrote. 

Two epidemics hit the Massachusetts Bay colony hard from 1616 to 1619, 
violently cutting down a tribal population of 25,000. An estimated third died 
between the Narragansett Bay and the Penobscot River. 

Historians have not yet determined what disease had such deadly 
consequences for New England's Indians. But the Puritans, apparently immune to 
the outbreaks, regarded them as a sign that God was making way for his chosen 
people. 

Like the other natives, the Pequots in the 23-year period before the war had 
been weakened significantly by diseases such as measles, smallpox and influenza. 
Historians estimate there were 16,000 Pequots before the whites arrived. Their 
number had been reduced by 81 percent, or to 3,000, before the Pequot War began 
and stood at about 1,500 when the war ended. 

In late May 1637, 90 English soldiers led by Capt. John Mason and Capt. 
Underhill sailed down the Connecticut River and eastward along the shoreline, past 
a series of Pequot villages that dotted the shoreline between Old Saybrook and New 
London. The Pequots, believing the English were sailing by their two forts at the 
mouth of the Mystic River because they were afraid to attack, began celebrating. 

Instead, the English, with 70 Mohegan allies and some N arragansetts, gained 
permission from the Narragansetts to travel through Rhode Island and attacked the 
Pequot stronghold in Mystic from the east. 
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The massacre took less than an hour. No more than 12 of the estimated 400 
to 700 people inside the fort escaped. 

Pequot tradition holds that an English militiaman asked Capt. Mason what 
he should do when he peered into a wigwam and saw a group of small children 
huddled there. 

He was ordered to go ahead and set fire to the wigwams. "The dogs were 
running and barking, and the people were trying to wake each other up," said 
Charlene Prince, a woman of Pequot blood who grew up on the Ledyard reservation 
and heard the story repeated by her mother. The fort at Mystic held mostly old 
men, women and children because the men had joined their sachem Sassacus at the 
fort at Fort Hill. 

A contemporary account by Capt. Underhill, one of the English military 
leaders at the scene, described the reactions of the Narragansetts, sworn enemies of 
the Pequots, who aided in the attack. 11It is naught, it is naught because it is too 
furious and slays too many men, 11 the N arragansetts said. 

But it was too late to undo the morning's work or stem the tide of genocidal 
events that set the tone for English colonial policy in the new world. 

11 It was a fearful sight to see them thus frying in the fire and the streams of 
blood quenching the same, and horrible was the stink and scent thereof; but the 
victory seemed a sweet sacrifice, and they gave the praise thereof to God, who had 
wrought so wonderfully for them, thus to enclose their enemies in their hands and 
give them so speedy a victory over so proud and insulting an enemy," wrote 
Bradford in his account 110f Plimouth Plantation. 11 

· 

11 There lay the aged counselor, the wise powwow, and the brave warrior; 
there lay little children, who, but the day before, had played in mimic warfare about 
the hill; there lay mothers, wives and young girls just entering womanhood, all dead 
by a horrible and agonizing death, and so disfigured that not even the eye of love 
could recognize them," wrote John DeForrest in his 1852 "History of the Indians of 
Connecticut. 11 

The issue of who was most at fault has been debated hotly by historians ever 
since, most passionately since the 1960s and 1970s when several revisionist schools 
of thought about the American Indian experience came to the fore. 

Many modern historians, led by Francis Jennings, have laid the blame 
squarely on the shoulders of the Puritan leaders of the infant Massachusetts Bay and 
Connecticut colonies, arguing that the English quest for land and economic control 
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____§~d with the attempt~ extermination of the Pequots, the most powerful tribe in 
New England. - -- -

The crusading righteousness with which the Puritans pursued their "errand 
into the wilderness," they say, was a way of legitimizing such measures as the 
chamel house at Mystic. 

Other historians, like Alden Vaughn of Columbia University, whose 
influential "New England Frontier: Puritans and Indians, 1620-1675," was published 
in 1965, argue that "most of the blame must fall upon the Pequots. 11 

While generally taking a moderate view of the events leading up to the war, 
Vaughn says the Pequots, in the testimony of all the whites and most of the other 
Indians, "were guilty of blatant and persistent aggression. 11 

Over the ensuing months, hundreds more Pequots were tracked down 
throughout southern New England and killed, others were sold into slavery in the 
West Indies, many were given as servants to English households, and others were 
given as vassals to the Mohegans, Niantics and Narragansetts. Only 12 of 26 
sachems avoided death. 

A 120-man force from Plymouth arrived in June with the express purpose of 
annihilating any remaining Pequots. Capt. Stoughton built a house in New London 
and kept his headquarters there for two months, possibly near the site of Fort 
Trumbull today. This was probably the first English house in New London. 

Stoughton took more than 100 fugitives captive at Cuppacommock, or the 
Owl's Nest, a swamp on the east side of the river. The Pequots did not resist. 
About 80 women and children were put in bondage. About 30 men were taken out 
beyond the harbor's mouth and drowned. 

The English, in the 1638 Treaty of Hartford, ordained that the very name 
Pequot should be stricken from the language, and that the survivors henceforth be 
known as members of the tribes to which they were vassals. 

The Pequot War did not end until several months after the June 1637 
massacre in Mystic. During those months the English, led by Mason, systematically 
wiped out as many of the straggling Pequot survivors as they could find. 

They tracked westward after a band of exhausted Pequots who left Groton 
following the massacre, killing about 80 warriors the morning of July 14 in what one 
English writer called a 11 hideous 11 mist-filled swamp in Southport. The women and 
children were rounded up and marched back to Pequot country in southeastern 
Connecticut, where they were divided up among the Mohegans and Narragansetts. 
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An estimated 1,500 Pequots were killed in the war, leaving approximately 
1,500 survivors. 

The Pequots' chief sachem, Sassacus, son of Tatobem, escaped before the 
swamp fight to seek asylum with the Mohawks in New York, who were advised by 
the Narragansetts that the English would look favorably on a beheading. Sassacus' 
head and hands and those of several sachems were delivered to the English leaders 
in Hartford in August. 

"And happy were they that they could bring their heads to the English, 11 

reported Mason. 

The colonial legislature ordered that the survivors, who were absorbed into 
other tribes, hunt on behalf of their overseers and make wampum beads to be paid 
in tribute to the English. 

About 300 to 500 people, including 80 adult males, were assigned to serve 
under Uncas, divided between those who lived with the Mohegans and those who 
lived in five villages of 72 wigwams in New London. Another 500 to 750 people 
assigned to the Nehantics and Narragansetts lived near Misquamicut, Rhode Island. 

This was the original division of the once-united Pequot tribe that comes 
down to this day as the Paucatuck Eastern and Mashantucket Pequot tribes. The 
Paucatuck, or Eastern band, now lives on a 250-acre state reservation in North 
Stonington, but has not been federally recognized. 

The Paucatuck tribe was headed after the war by Wequashcook; the 
Mashantucket band was eventually headed by a young man named Robin 
Cassicinamon, who historians now believe figured in the selection of the site of New 
London. 

Cassacinamon was among the Pequots who were indentured after the war. 
Historians conclude that he must have been a teenager at the time of the war in 
order to have survived the Mystic massacre and the genocide that followed. 

The name Robin was commonly given during that period by the English to 
any Indian whose name they could not readily pronounce. 

The first mention of Cassacinamon in the English documents is in 1638, when 
he and nine Mohegans were sent to Boston by Mohegan Chief Uncas to buy a 
Pequot woman that Uncas wanted to marry. · 

Uncas and other Indian leaders of the time were attempting to strengthen 
their power bases by marrying the surviving wives and daughters of Pequot 
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sachems. Indian societies were matrilineal in descent, so that people, sometimes 
whole villages, came with the women of defeated chieftains. 

Cassacinamon was told to stay at the Winthrop house to help the woman 
escape if the English would not sell her. Apparently the sale took place, because 
later documents mention the woman as being at Uncas' stronghold at Mohegan, the 
modern day Fort Shantok. 

The next mention of Cassacinamon is seven years later, in 1645, when he took 
John Winthrop Jr. on a tour of southeastern Connecticut to help him choose a site 
to found a town. One of the goals was to find a spot where the colonial governors 
could keep an eye on Uncas, whom the Pequots disliked and complained about 
bitterly. Many colonial leaders, including Winthrop, also distrusted Uncas. 

"This tour of Pequot Country probably had much to do with Winthrop's 
selection of New London in 1646,U archaeologist McBride theorizes. "It was where 
Cassacinarnon' s people were living, and it was a deep water port with access to 
minerals in the interior. But New London might have been somewhere else except 
for the relationship between these two men." 

Stoughton, while encamped in New London in 1637, had written to the 
governor and the council, recommending it as a good site for a settlement. A small 
settlement of Pequots who had survived the war were found by the English. They 
were called by the English Narneaugs, and Cassacinamon was their leader. 

Cassacinamon cultivated a relationship with the new white settlers in New 
London, which was then called Pequot, allowing his warrio~s to hunt for them so 
they had meat for that first winter of 1646. Uncas responded by punishing the 
Pequots for hunting in former Pequot territory, which he now claimed, invading 
their villages in New London and stealing their supplies for the winter. 

The colonists sided with the Pequots and, backed by Winthrop, Cassacinamon 
petitioned for a piece of land where the Pequots could live apart from Uncas. More 
Pequots left Mohegan and moved to the settlements in New London, and the 
Pequots began to refuse to make wampum payments to Uncas. 

Despite strong opposition from Mason, Uncas and Connecticut Governor John 
Haynes, Cassacinamon and Winthrop managed to get the tribe out from under the 
control of Uncas. By 1650 the Pequots were settled on 500 acres of their own land 
at the mouth of the Mystic River in Noank. 

Cassacinamon soon began complaining that the soil in Noank was poor and 
no firewood was available. In 1666, the Pequots were given another 2,000 acres at 
Mashantucket, and retained rights to both sites until 1720. 
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For several generations, tribal members moved back and forth between the 
shoreline and the wooded area to the interior, pursuing fishing, farming and hunting 
in the manner of their ancestors. They grew com, beans, squash, tobacco and 
collected berries, grapes, walnuts, chestnuts and acorns, as well as a variety of 
tubers. They ate shellfish, water fowl, fish and wild game, especially deer. 

In exchange for the loss of the Noank land, the Pequots obtained clear 
surveying title to Mashantucket, where descendants have lived to this day. 

Encroachments by whites on Pequot land began almost immediately, and the 
history of the tribe from the late 1600s through the 1970s was one of a struggle for 
survival against tremendous odds. By the 1970s their land had dwindled to 204 
acres, and only two elderly women remained on the reservation. 

The Pequots filed suit in 1975 to reclaim tracts of their original reservation 
land. In 1983, President Ronald Reagan signed into law a $900,000 settlement to 
allow the newly-recognized tribe to buy back 800 acres that had been sold in 1855 
without federal permission. That was the seed money for the bingo hall and the 
casino that has reversed the tribe's economic fortunes. 

As in the early 1600s, when Dutch merchants first bartered with them for 
wampum shells, the Pequots are a powerful economic force in southeastern 
Connecticut. This time, however, their future and fortunes appear secure. 

The Author: Maria Hileman, 42, is assistant managing editor of The Day, where she 
coordinates investigative projects and series for the newspaper. She has written 
extensively about the history and culture of the Mashantucket Pequots of Ledyard. 
She lives in New London with her husband, Mark, and three sons. This material is 
excerpted from a four-part series The Day published in December, 1993. 

© April 1996. Maria Hileman, 11All rights Reserved 11 
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The "Yankees" 

During the past three hundred and fifty years, New London has been home 
to a variety of ethnic and racial groups, and each has made its contribution to the 
community. Included among these many sub-communities is the one known as 
11 Yankees," a group which has had a significant impact on the history of the city. 

A word of explanation is necessary when one utilizes the term 11 Y ankees. 11 

Popular usage gives many meanings to the name, but for the purposes of this article 
a more precise definition is needed. The main component of the group is old 
English (Puritan and Anglican). They probably account for at least 90% .of those 
designated as Yankees. Beyond these people there have been a variety of additions 
from other groups who have come to New London over the centuries, including 
Welsh, French Huguenots, probably some Scots and a stray Dutchman or two .... 
there even were additions from Spain and Italy during the 18th and early 19th 
centuries. In virtually every case, the non-English additions were quickly 
assimilated by joining one of the English churches and intermarrying with the 
English families. Within a generation or two, · the non-English became close to 
indistinguishable from the English. It is because this "blending" took place that a 
term such as 11 Yankee11 is needed. It is simply a more accurate way of describing the 
group. 

Geographically the Yankee founders of New London came mainly from East 
Anglia (Essex, Suffolk, Norfolk, etc.) and the West Country (Cornwall, Devonshire, 
etc.) in ·England and Monmouthshire in Wales. The Winthrops themselves came 
from the little town of Groton, Suffolk, not many miles northeast of London. The 
England that the Yankees were leaving was a country tom by civil strife. King 
Charles I and his Royalist supporters (sometimes called 11 Cavaliers 11

) were attempting 
to maintain control of the country against the increasing! y successful pressures from 
the forces of Parliament and the Puritans (often referred to as 11 Roundheads 11

). The 
first settlers of New London were overwhelmingly supporters of Parliament and 
were products of what is now called the 11 Great Puritan Migration11 to the New 
World, a movement generated by discouragement with Puritan prospects in 
England. 

The official founding of New London took place in 164~. However "Yankee" 
contacts with the area had occurred prior to that year. The Dutch, under Capt. 
Adrian Block, explored the Connecticut coast in 1614. Further, colonial military 
forces were in the area in 1636 and 1637, in connection with conflicts with the 
Pequot nation. It was the latter incursion that resulted in the construction of the first 
European building in New London, a place called "Possession House," built by 
troops from the Massachusetts Bay Colony. It would also seem that the actual 
settlement of New London took place as an indirect result of the Pequot War. While 
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in pursuit of the Pequots, the English became familiar with the attractions of the 
area. This information was then passed on to Roger Williams of Rhode Island, and 
he in turn conveyed it on to his friend John Winthrop Jr. son of the Governor of 
Massachusetts Bay. Winthrop determined to make a settlement at New London, and 
in 1645 led an advance party to prepare the way. 

The advance party consisted of Winthrop, the Rev. Thomas Peters, Mrs. 
Margaret Lake (sister-in-law to Winthrop), Robert Hempstead, Cary Latham, Thomas 
Miller, William Morton, Jacob Waterhouse (Watrous) and Isaac Willey. This group 
was in many ways typical of the English Puritan colonists in 17th century America. 
They had been carefully recruited in the old country, were led by a member of the 
gentry (in this case, Winthrop), included a clergyman (Rev. Peters), and consisted 
primarily of people fro~ e yeomen class in England (generally small land-owning 
farmers and artisans). All of these settlers had been screened to ensure that they 
were sober, honest, devout, hard-working and enterprising. It therefore should 
come as no particular surprise that the early colonists were so successful at New 
London, all being strongly imbued with what is now called the "Puritan Work 
Ethic. 11

] 

By 1648 the small group of Yankees in the advance party had been 
augmented by many more arrivals, and the time had come to put the settlement on 
a more formal basis. The colonists organized themselves into an official town 
government and elected their first officials: five "townsmen" (selectmen), a 11 clarke 
of the town," two "fence viewers," two 11clearers of the highways" and two "overseers 
of the weirs. 11 Jonathan Brewster, son of Elder William Brewster of the Mayflower 
and Plymouth Colony, was selected to be the first town clerk. The first townsmen 
were John Winthrop Jr., Robert Hempstead, Cary Latham, John Stebbins and Thomas 
Miner. 

Gradually, the new Yankee community took shape. At this time a number 
of additional 11 firsts 11 occurred among the English colonists, events concerned with 
family aspects of the community. The first (English) marriage took place c.1646 
(Robert Hempstead to Joanna Willey?). The first (English) child was born in March 
1647 (Mary, daughter of Robert and Joanna Hempstead). The first (English) male 
child was born in April 1647 (Manasseh, son of Thomas and Grace Miner). The first 
(English) child died in 1652 (Ann, daughter of Thomas and Grace Miner, born 1649) 
and the first (English) adults died in 1652 Garvis Mudge and Thomas Doxey). 

Once the town had been placed o a firm footing, the Yankees next turned 
their attention to economic enterprise. e first step was to establish a proper 
agricultural base for the colony (to ensure that the settlers ate regularly and to 
provide a surplus f trade). The next step was to create means for processing the 
agricultural produce. ~intlwop initiated these efforts by establishing what we now 
call the "Old To~ 111 in 1652, selling breadstuffs and baked goods throughout 
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the colony and to the military forces. Richard Manwaring followed with a second 
grain mill in 1712, while Peter Hackley built the first fulling mill in 1693, John 
Prentice the first sawmill c.1693 and Capt. James Rogers the first windmill in 1726. 
By 1724 Richard Rogers had eight looms in operation making 11 duck11 or canvas. 
Further, by 1735, Solomon Coit had launched the only molasses distillery in the 
state. 

Turning their attention to the sea, the New London Yankees soon established 
ship building yards. John Coit and Hugh Mould, his master builder, were 
constructing pinnaces and shallops in 1659 and between 1660 and 1664 produced the 
barques Speedwell, Hopewell and Endeavour for the West Indies trade, Further, in 
1661, Coit and Mould built a much larger merchant vessel, the New London Tryall. 
Trade soon developed between the port of New London and the West Indies (called 
the 11mules and molasses11 trade). Additional commerce in agricultural products 
spread along the Atlantic coast from Virginia to Newfoundland. By 1680 New 
London registered two ships, three ketches, and two sloops involved in trade. In 
1730 the New London Society of Trade and Commerce was founded, an organization 
devoted to building and purchasing vessels and 11 embarking on new channels of 
enterprise. 11 In 1733, that society sent out their first whaling ship. 

The Trade Society's whaling effort was not the first. The Yankees had hunted 
whales in Long Island Sound as early as 1647. In 1717 /8 a 11 whaling voyage" to 
Fishers Island was carried out and later in 1718 an actual "whaling vessel" was 
outfitted. Gradually the New Londoners expanded this new area of enterprise. By 
the 1730' s, Yankee whaling ships had reached the Grand Banks, Cape Verde, the 
West Indies and the Gulf of Mexico. After 1745 the locals were whaling in Davis 
Strait, Baffin's Bay and off the Coast of Guinea, and by 1770 they were hunting off 
the Brazil Banks. 

The Revolutionary War brought a temporary halt to this promising enterprise 
but the Yankees had found whaling a most promising area of endeavor and chose 
to rebuild. In 1794 the first of the new whaling ships cleared the harbour. Led by 
the Williams and Deshon families, tKeNew Londoners were soon headed into the 
greatest boom period in the history of the town. T~ whaling industry hit its peak 
Jn the 184cts and New Lo__ndon based ships were found all over the world. In 1845, 
New London passed Nantucket to become the second most important whaling port 
in the United States, reaching a peak of 80 ships at sea. (By this date the crews of 
the whaling ships were decidedly heterogeneous, recruited in virtually every port, 
but the owners, agents and ship captains were still completely Yankee.) Needless 
to say, the industry brought great prosperity to a number of Yankee families and 
they in turn graced their town with many fine houses and public buildings. In 1852, 
the main whaling firms in New London were the _1yman Allyn ~o., Williams & 
Harris, Williams & Barnes, Perkins and Smith and iviiner, Lawrence & Co. All were 
enormously successful. But it was not to last forever. The relentless pursuit of 
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whales diminished their numbers. Petrol and its products were beginning to replace 
whale oil. The Gold Rush of 1849 in California stripped many of the ships of their 
crews and left them stranded far from home. Still, even as late as 1860, New 
London boasted 38 whaling ships. The Civil War and the Confederate raiders 
destroyed most of these. By the 1870' s the whaling industry was in a severe decline 
and only a few firms, Havens, Williams & Co., Lawrence & Co., and the Miners 
were still sending out whalers. The last New London owned schooner to sail from 
port was the ERA, Captain John Orrin Spicer, in 1892. 

With the whaling boom over, the industrious Yankees of New London looked 
for new fields of enterprise. The _fishing ind.4stry had declined as whaling 
expanded; nevertheless, New London still averaged between 40 to 70 boats per year 
that were involved in fishing and lobstering. The West Indies trade had also 
declined (for the same reason as the fishing). However, new (and rather exotic) 
enterprises now beckoned. Sealing in Alaska soon attracted the attention of the 
locals. This was followed by II sea elephant hunting" in Antarctica and II guano 
mining" in the Western Pacific! Each produced some short-lived success, but the sea 
was not to be New London's source of wealth for the next phase of development. 

Even as early as 1702 New London had become one of the principal market 
towns in Connecticut. This happy situation continued right across most of the 
town's history. As a result, it was the New London merchants who emerged as the 
principal leaders in the town's financial, political and social life. This was especially 
so in the case of the Shaw, Harris, Christophers, Hill and Pickett families, all of 
whom began to buy vessels, build wharves and warehouses and open stores. The 
whaling industry spawned further mercantile development. Many of the whaling 
11 agents 11 set up stores to market the products that resulted from the industry: whale 
oil, soap, candles, etc. W. P. Benjamin set up his well-known "Long Store" in 1833 
and Jonathan N. Harris established his very successful store in 1838. 

A further local advance took place when whaling and mercantile profits were 
put towards industrial development. New London had always been home to a 
certain amount of industrial activity. By the late 18th century there were no less 
than six clockmakers and twenty-two silversmiths in town. In 1827 Increase Wilson 
establis._hed a factory to produce coffee mills. This was followed in 1831 by the Boss 
Co. wj)ich__riia e era ers or wruiling s 1ps and baking powder for the ho:t.ne. The 
Albertson & Douglas Machine Co. made cotton gins and did shipwork for whaling 
ships in 1839 and Washington W. Sheffield started his Sheffield Dentifrice Co. in 
1850. By 1860 New London boasted no less than 237 "factories" of various sizes, the 
largest being Wilson's Hardware Manufacturing, Albertson & Douglas, T. M. Lyon 
(clothing) and Shepard & Harris (also clothing). Later additions included Brown 
Cotton Gin Co., R. T. Palmer Co., and the Brainerd & Armstrong Silk Mills. As in 
trading and whaling, sizable fortunes . were made in these endeavors and much of 
the money was turned back into the betterment of the community. 
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Related developments also took place as the expansion in the economy of 
New London created a need for_banks-and.insurance__companies. The first bank in 
New London was the Union Bank, founded in 1792, (General Jedidiah Huntington, 
president). The New London Bank followed in 1807 (Elias Perkins, president) and 
the Savings Bank in 1827 (Ebenez.er Learned, president). Learned had taught at the 
Union School on State Street as a young man while studying law. In the related field 
of insurance, the Union Insurance Co. was established in 1805, the Marine & Fire 
Insurance Co., in 1831, and the New London Marine Insurance in 1847. As in trade, 
whaling, and manufacturing, all of these institutions were launched by local 
Yankees. 

Moving beyond the economic aspects of New London growth, the early 
Yankees also made many other contributions to the development of their 
community. The town needed contacts with the outside world. Therefore, as early 
as 1651, aJ err service across the Thames was established~ Edward Messenger was 
the first ferryman and transportation was by canoe up to 1654 and then by boat after 
that year. (The trip was free on the sabbath and on town meeting days.) In 1794 
a special wharf was built for the ferry; in 1821 a horse ferry commenced running 
and in 1849 a steam ferry was inaugurated. 

The railroad came to town in 1847 when the New London, Willimantic and 
Springfield Railroad Co. was incorporated (Thomas Williams, president). This was 
followed by a fleet of omnibuses in 1852 and the New London Street Railway Co. 
(trollies) in 1891. The New London Steamboat Co. CTonathan Harris, president) 
brought regular steamboat connections with New York City. A New London 
Yankee, Capt. Moses Rogers, was commander of the steamship Savannah, the first 
to cross the Atlantic. 

The King's Highway was first laid out in 1669 and connected New London 
to neighboring towns and ultimately to all of British North America. The Royal Post 
Road from Boston to New York City (now Route 1) was established in 1710 and 
passed through New London. It was at this time that New London was made the 
chief post office for the S~ate of Connecticut. In 1792 the first turnpike in the state 
was laid out, running between New London and Norwich (with William Stewart 
and Samuel Wheat representing New London interests on the Board of Directors). 
Other nearby turnpikes followed, all initiated by local Yankee entrepreneurs. 

Not surprisingly, hotels and similar accommodations arose to service the 
travelers brought to New London by the ever-expanding transportation network. 
Of note are Shepard's Hotel and Stage House, the City Hotel, David Frink' s Hotel 
and the Steamboat Boarding House, all set up in the first half of the 19th century as 
well as the elegant Pequot House of 1853 (H. M. Crocker, landlord). In 1872, the 
Crocker House opened as the first modem hotel with 125 rooms and elegant suites 
for families. 
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The first printer in Connecticut was Thomas Short who set up his 
establishment at New London prior to 1712. He was succeeded by Timothy Green 
and his family as they established a local printing 11 dynasty11 over the next century. 
The first newspaper in New London was the New London Summary, which 
appeared in 1758 under the editorship of Timothy Green. In addition, the Greens 
published a popular annual Almanac or Astronomical Diary in the 1750's. Later, 
in 1763, the New London Gazette appeared under the editorship of a second 
Timothy Green, nephew of the first. Beyond the Greens, Nathan Daboll moved to 
New London in 1793 and commenced publications of his popular Daboll's Almanac 
for Navigation_ and Mathematics in connection with his school of navigation. 

The telegraph came to town in 1847 when the New London Telegraph Co. 
was organized (R. H. Chapell, President). Some decades later, in 1880, A. H. 
Chapell, J. Ivers Louis and Mason Young launched the first telephone company in 
New London. 

Continuing to look for opportunities to improve the life of their community, 
the local Yankees acquired a fire engine as early as 1767, the machine being given 
to the town by Nathaniel Shaw Jr. A~ ehouse11 was soon built to house the engine, 
and in 1786 a regular fire fighting company was organized ( consisting of twelve 
men, plus Ebenezer Douglas, Captain). 

The first constables appeared at New London in. the 1660s, the first jail was 
established in 1661/2, the first Court for New London County was set up at New 
London in 1666 (with Capt. John Mason, the son of the military leader as chief 
magistrate), the first pound for stray animals was set up in 1663/ 4 and the first 
poorhouse (alms and workhouse) was built in 1761. 

On October 13, 1882, Charles M. and Norman W. Daboll introduced _eL ic 
li hting_ to New London, being the first in the state to illuminate their houses. Three 
years later, the Oneco Company, under the leadership of C. A. Williams, brought 
electricity to the town in general. The first street lights appeared in 1853 and 
developed as a result of the efforts of the New London Gas Light Co. (A. C. Lippett, 
president, J. N. Harris, treasurer). Finally, the New London Aquaduct Co. laid 
extensive water pipes under the city streets in 1800 (under the sponsorship of the 
Hallam, Butler, Allyn, Frink and Treby families), but the endeavor failed after 
twenty-five years of effort. ~ ~ stem ~ f~y established under the 
leadership-oLMayor Hiram Wiley in 1862 (Mayor 1862-1865 . 

In 1784, New London became a city, being one of five chartered by the state 
in that year. The first mayor was Richard Law and the first aldermen were 
Winthrop Saltonstall, John Deshon, David Mumford and Thomas Shaw. 
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Turning to the politics of the Yankees, it is of interest that the very first 
settlers, strong Puritans, were undoubtedly 11Roundheads II to the man. This means 
that they supported Parliament, Oliver Cromwell and the Commonwealth of 
England. The later colonials were mainly 11 Whigs11 and, when the revolution finally 
broke out, 11Patriots. 11 After the war, the Congregationalists and most of the 
Episcopalians supported the Federalist party and the Baptists, Methodists and some 
of the Episcopalians backed the Jeffersonians. This latter group evolved into the 
Jacksonian Democrats while the Federalists became in turn, Whigs, Free Sollers, 
11 I<now Nothings," and finally, Republicans. After the Civil War, most of the Yankee 
Democrats gradually left that party and joined their fellow Yankees in the 
Republicans, a situation which has continued to the present day. 

Considering the religious history of the New London Yankees, the group was, 
by definition, P..rotestant. The founders were .Ru.rita.D,S. and soon evolved into 
Congr_egatio~ ts:- The original church in the tDWn, -First Congregational, was 
founded in 1642 in Gloucester, Massachusetts, and migrated to New London in 1651. 
The first settled clergyman was the Rev. Richard Blinman, nunister of First Cfiurch 
from 1642 to 1658. Other Yankee churches followed, including: St. James Episcopal 
(1725), the 7th Day Baptists (1785), the United Methodists (1793), First Baptist (1804), 
Second Congregational (1835), Second or Montauk A venue Baptist (1840), 
Huntington Street Baptist (1849), the Unitarian-Universalists (1895), the 7th Day 
Adventists, the Christian Scientists, the Salvation Army, etc. Still other Yankee 
churches were organized but did not survive: The Rogerean 11 Quaker-Baptists11 

(1677), the Gorton First Day Baptists (1710), the New Light Separate 
Congregationalists (1743), the Hammond Separate Baptists (c.1745), the Universalists 
(1835), the Wesley Methodists (1840), the Seaman's Bethel (1867), and likely others. 

New London, a seaport with numerous contacts with the world beyond 
Puritan Connecticut, seems to have hosted more than its share of somewhat "exotic" 
religious movements. Time and space do not allow an extensive coverage here but 
the Rogerean "Quaker-Baptist" movement of the 1670's and after should definitely 
be listed. It is also of more than passing interest that New London was the center 
of Connecticut's New Light Separate Congregationalist movement of the 1740's, 
more popularly known as the "Great Awakening." The very first Separate church 
was organized in New London and the first (and only) New Light theological school 
(the "Shepherd's Tent") stood on Truman Street. Finally, it is probably correct to 
state that the "Second Great Awakening" in Connecticut (in 1842-3), also centered on 
New London, Elder Jabez S. Swan's revival alone baptizing some eight hundred 
converts in the Thames River! 

In military affairs the New London Yankees have been actively involved in 
virtually every conflict that took place in their part of the world. The very site of 
New London was chosen as a result of the English invasion during the Pequot War 
of 1637. Lt. Thomas Bull and several of the veterans of this war chose to settle in 
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New London in 1651 and were given land grants in reward for their service. In the 
King Philip War of 1675, six buildings in New London were fortified and watchmen 
set out. The town contributed a large number of soldiers for the attack on the 
Narragansett stronghold and throughout the war New London served as a base of 
operations and a hospital for the sick and wounded. In King William's War (1689-
1697), Queen Ann's War (1701-1714) and King George's War (1744-1748), New 
London sent a considerable number of troops with the expeditions to Canada and 
actively participated in the privateering wars. The French and Indian War (1754-
1783) brought great disruptions to the colonial trade while many local men served 
at Fort William Henry, Crown Point and in the Conquest of Quebec. The Revolution 
(1775-1783) saw New London militia companies march to the Lexington Alarm and 
participate in the Seige of Boston and the Battle of Bunker Hill. The local school 
teacher, Capt. Nathan Hale, made his sacrifice for his new country and New London 
men fought in virtually all the major campaigns and battles of the war. Further, the 
town was extensively engaged in the naval war and in privateering and was burnt 
by Benedict Arnold in 1781, partially because of this involvement (seventeen New 
London Yankees were killed at Fort Griswold). New London was also active in the 
creation of the Connecticut Navy and in 1776 fitted out the state's first warship, 
appropriately named the Oliver Cromwell. 

The War of 1812 (1812-1814) brought further involvement for the local 
Yankees. Impressments worked a hardship on the seafaring population, while many 
of the locals became active in various aspects of privateering. It was at this time that 
neighboring Stonington was bombarded by the British. The Mexican War (1846-
1848) was not popular in New London. Nevertheless a number of the locals served 
in the artny in that conflict. The Civil War (1861-1865) saw a very large number of 
New London men and women enlist in the Union's cause. At one point, in 1862, no 
less than twenty officers and two hundred and seventy-two enlisted men from New 
London were serving in the Federal Navy. The record of New London men and 
women (Yankees as well as all other groups) is equally honorable for the Spanish
American War, World Wars I and II, the Korean and Vietnam Wars, as well as the 
many smaller conflicts. 

Another area in which the rec_ord _ p the local Yankees is especially 
commendable is in the field of ed atiea{ . Education had always been of 
considerable importance to the Purita:nsin that they thought it highly desirable that 
all should be able to read the Bible for themselves. Consequently the Puritan 
colonies were very early in the establishment of school systems. New London had 
an elementary school of some sort by 1650. ' A town grammar school followed in 
1678, the private Union School in 1750 (where Nathan Hale taught and served as 
principal) and a Female Academy in 1799 (where the historian Frances M. Caulkins 
was principal in 1830). The first teacher in New London appears to have been the 
Rev. Richard Blinman in the 1650' s. A bit later, in 1673, a public spirited citizen 
named Robert Bartlett left a considerable amount of money for the town's schools 
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and this ultimately resulted in the development of a regular public school system 
for the town. Ground for a town grammar and Latin school was set aside in 1701 
and regular teachers were hired (the first known, George Denison in 1708, while the 
first principal was Jeremiah Miller in 1716). The first real schoolhouse was built in 
1713 and others replaced. it over the years. In 1833, thanks to a gift from Joseph 
Hurlbut, a new and much superior school building was built. After the town 
became a city in 1784 a more structured school system was developed. (Joseph P. 
Brown became the first school superintendent in 1886.) In 1849 Leonard Bulkeley 
left a fund to found a free school for boys. This became the Bulkeley High school 
in 1873. In a similar fashion, Mrs. Harriet Peck Williams left a trust fund in 1891 to 
establish a free school for girls, as a memorial to her son, Thomas W. Williams. This 
developed into the Williams Memorial Institute. Further, William H. Chapman and 
his family left a large sum of money for a 11 New London Vocational School," thus 
creating Chapman Technical High school in 1906. Finally, while several cities in the 
state competed for the establishment of a college for women, it was the zeal and 
determination of prominent citizens in New London that secured the site for the city. 
They launched a campaign and raised $134,000 in one week; the City of New 
London appropriating $50,000. Mr. and Mrs. George S. Palmer, Harry W. Allyn, 
Morton F. Plant, and Mrs. Edward S. Harkness donated considerable funds to 
establish what is now Connecticut College. The Yankees' belief in education has 
greatly benefitted New London! 

Finally, the Yankees' belief in the Puritan concept of the\ 11 stewardship of 
we th11 (that God gives you prosperity as an outward 11 sign11 of inward 11grace, but 
expects you to share this wealth with your fellow citizens through public 
benefactions) encouraged many of the most successful Yankees to turn back to the 
community much of the money that they accumulated as a result of practicing the 
Puritan 11 work ethic. 11 A good example of this type of benefaction is the present city 
library. The Yankees had formed a private New London Library Company as early 
as 1784 and followed this with the New London Young Men's Reading Association 
in 1838 and the Young Men's Library in 1840. However, none of these really served 
the needs of the community as a whole. Consequently, in 1891, thanks to a 
generous gift from Henry P. Haven, the New London Public Library was 
established. 

In 1926, the daughter of Captain Lyman Allyn, a New London whaler, sensed 
a need for a museum for the people of New London. Her father had accumulated 
great wealth as a result of his success in the whaling industry. She therefore was 
able to contribute a large sum of money to found a museum in her father's honor. 
Known as the Lyman Allyn Museum, this institution constitutes a splendid addition 
to the cultural life of the community. 

Still another example of how this philosophy benefitted New London 
occurred in the field of medicine. John Winthrop Jr. was undoubtedly the first 
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physician in New London but he soon moved on to a larger field, the state as a 
whole. The first strictly local doctor must have been Dr. John North, 11Professor of 
Physick," who established himself in New London in 1662. The first hospital in the 
city was very likely that which the Colony of Connecticut set up in 1675 to nurse the 
sick and wounded from the King Philip's War, especially after the attack on the 
Great Narragansett Fort. By 1781 there were several private hospitals functioning 
in the town. In 1848 the Cottage Hospital was organized and then, in 1893 (with a 
large sum of money donated by J. N. Harris), the Memorial Hospital was 
established. Sebastian D. Lawrence left a very generous gift of money for a second 
hospital in 1909. The two institutions merged in 1918, creating the present city 
hospital, Lawrence and Memorial .... a fine example of the type of benefactions 
provided for the community of New London. 

Coming to the end of .this short coverage regarding the Yankees of New 
London, the compiler feels a need to attempt a list of the more important of the 
Yankees who have been a part of the life of the town. It turns out that the task is 
more difficult than originally envisioned. Certainly Governor John Winthrop Jr. 
belongs on the list. So, too, does Captain Nathan Hale. Beyond this, the list should 
include Nathanial Shaw (merchant, Patriot), Lyman Allyn (Whaler, public 
benefactor), Henry P. Haven (merchant) Jonathan N. Harris (merchant), Frances M. 
Caulkins (historian), Joshua Hempstead (diarist), Mr. and Mrs. Edward S. Harkness 
(philanthropists), Timothy Green and family (printers, publishers), Robert Mills 
(architect, engineer), Rev. Richard Blinman (first established clergyman), Rev. 
Gurdon Saltonstall (clergyman, governor), Elder Jabez S. Swan (locally famed 
evangelist), along with many other founders, clergymen, merchants, traders, whaling 
ship owners and captains, military and naval heroes, and civic leaders. It turns out 
to be quite a lengthy list.. .. 

In conclusion, it is a bit sad to note that a good portion of the descendants of 
this group that contributed so much to the life of New London no longer live within 
the boundaries of the city. It seems likely that the majority of them now live in the 
suburban communities surrounding New London. Still, the city itself constitutes a 
kind of memorial to these people. After all, it is they who founded it and who 
developed it for the most part. Beyond this, the city is filled with reminders of their 
presence and contributions. Consider the following partial list of their visible legacy 
to New London: the Nathaniel Hempstead House, the Huguenot House, the Old 
Town Mill, the Nathan Hale Schoolhouse, the Shepherd's Tent, Fort Trumbull, the 
Old Courthouse, the Robert Mills U.S. Custom House, the New London Library, 
Union Station, Whale Oil Row, First Congregational Church, St. James Episcopal 
Church, Second Congregational Church, First Baptist Church, Huntington Street 
Baptist Church, the Brainerd Lodge Masonic Temple, Ye Antientest Burying Ground, 
Cedar Grove Cemetery, the Lyman Allyn Museum, the Timothy Green Printing 
House, Lawrence and Memorial Hospital, the Shaw-Perkins Mansion, the statues of 
Governor John Winthrop Jr. and Nathan Hale, the numerous homesteads and the 
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various other mansions. To paraphrase Christopher Wren's epitaph: "If you would 
see their monument ... .look around!" 

December 15, 1995 
Mason P. Andrews 

The Author. Mason P. Andrews is a tenth generation "Yankee" who has devoted a 
considerable part of his adult life to studying, writing and speaking about the early 
history of Connecticut. He holds a B.S. from Central Connecticut State University, 
two M.A.s from the University of Connecticut, and pursued his .doctoral studies at 
the latter institution. He has taught at CCSC, UConn. and several other colleges 
across the State and presently teaches history in the Groton School System. He is 
historian of The First Baptist Church of New London and state historian of the 
American Baptist Churches of Connecticut. 

© April 1, 1996. Mason P. Andrews, "All Rights Reserved" 

A Note on Sources: The factual information in this article was drawn from the two 
standard works on New London history; Francis Manwaring Caulkin's History of 
New London, Connecticut, etc. (1895 edition) and Robert Owen Decker's The 
Whaling City: A History of New London. The definition for the term "Yankee," as 
well as the various conclusions drawn from the facts are those of the writer. :MPA 
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State Street, Labor Day, Early 1900s • Courtesy of Richard Gipstein 
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Lower State Street, General Grant's Campaign, 1868 • Courtesy of Richard Gipstein 
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Strangers in a Strange Land: 
New London's Colonial French Connections1-

Researching New London's colonial ethnic history raises far more questions 
than it answers. One thing is sure: civil and church records, shipping and passenger 
lists, court papers and other documents show that although no ethnic group 
approached solid minority status in the face of English colonization, there was far 
more diversity than has usually been assumed. Irish, Africans, Scots, Italians, 
Germans, Spanish, Jews from Spain, and even Muslims found there way to this port 
long before the turn of the 18th century. So did people of French origins. 

Many of the early non-English people disappeared from the records by the 
19th century, but they did not always literally vanish from the scene. Some changed 
their names, anglicizing them out of ethnic recognition. Many intermarried. Some 
changed their religion so that they could gain citizenship. No doubt others moved 
on, but as careful genealogical work shows, even among the most English of colonial 
founding families, there may be found intermarriage with Native Americans, with 
African Americans, as well as those of other European heritage. By the second half 
of the 19th century, many new immigrants were arriving in Connecticut, including 
many French Canadians, but this group is not the subject of this article. 

In addition to written records, New London's architecture reveals clues to the 
town's early ethnic heritage, as in the case of both the Shaw Mansion (1756) and 
Nathaniel Hempsted House (1758), sometimes called the Huguenot House. How did 
the Nathaniel Hempsted House get this strange name? Did French people, Acadian 
refugees as some have claimed, really have anything to do with its construction or 
with the Shaw Mansion? What possible connection could Nathaniel's small gambrel
roofed stone house have with French Protestants who were persecuted and exiled 
from their homeland from the 16th to early 18th century, a scattered few of whom 
settled in New London? Or, perhaps the epithet 11Huguenot11 is really a later name 
given by some genealogically-minded descendant in order to make the house sound 
quaint? Whatever the French connections may have been, why did Nathaniel; a fifth 
generation English colonist, a rope-maker of moderate means, build in stone, an 
expensive anomaly in colonial New England? 

The first printed reference to the Nathaniel Hempsted House being termed 
11 Huguenot11 dates from 1896, when an article was published with a photo of 
Nathaniel's house, completely engulfed in ivy. The caption read: "The labor of 
building was perfon;ned by Huguenot refugees. 112 If the author of the article was 
confusing Huguenots and Acadians, he would not have been the first: both were 
French, both were persecuted because of their religion, exiled to the English colonies, 
came in relatively small numbers, and seemingly disappeared after a short period.3 
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But the Huguenot epithet stuck and in the 1920s the old house became the 
11 Huguenot Book Shelf & Tea Room. 11 

New London's great 19th-century historian, Frances M. Caulkins, in her 
History of New London, lists many 18th-century French names, though she does not 
distinguish between Catholic and Protestant French. With no Catholic Church in 
New London until 1842, it was perhaps a moot distinction.4 A later wave of French 
came to New London at the time of the French Revolution, perhaps knowing that 
those who came before had found the area hospitable. Still, there were never enough 
French people here to constitute a recognizable group, to maintain ethnic heritage 
or language, and their family histories have mainly been lost. 

Caulkins touches on most of New London's notable events and legends, yet 
does not mention any 11Huguenot 11 houses here, though she knew Hempstead 
descendants personally. Nor did the later Hempsteads, several of whom wrote about 
the site, speak of any French family connections.5 In this century, the most 
influential writer on the so-called Huguenot House was Gordon Bodenwein, who 
wrote a number of articles about the stone house for New London newspapers 
before publishing his definitive treatment on the subject in 1944. Bodenwein states 
that the stone house had been known as 11 The Old Huguenot House11 for many years, 
but that the Huguenots probably had nothing to do with it. Instead, Bodenwein 
posits, it was French Catholic exiles from Nova Scotia, the Acadians, who built the 
house for the Hempsted family.6 

In 1755 the Acadians of Nova Scotia who refused to take an oath of allegiance 
to Great Britain were dispossessed of their lands, houses, and worldly goods. Nearly 
6,000 of them were put on transports for exile to the American colonies. In January, 
1756 a shipload of 300 came to New London harbor. The General Assembly assigned 
12 11 neutrals11 to New London, but many more gathered in the port over the next few 1 : 

years.7 In all, there were probably 1000 or more in Connecticut, some of them 
traveling illegally through the colony on their way back to Canada.8 

Bodenwein points out that in 1756 Captain Nathaniel Shaw employed thirty
five of the French exiles to build his stone mansion. Shaw was a shipmaster from 
Fairfield who had made a fortune in the flax seed trade with Ireland, and according 
to another writer, Shaw 11 graciously came to the rescue [of the Acadians] by allowing 
them to remove a large portion of the granite ledge from his property and build him 
a substantial stone residence. 119 How much grace was involved in using Acadian 
labor is a matter very much open to question since the exiles were used essentially 
as slave laborers in New London as elsewhere.10 Both Nathaniel Shaw and Joshua 
Hempsted (Nathaniel's grandfather and family patriarch) were on, the town 
committee charged with finding 11 suitable employment" for the Acadians. Thus, it 
would hardly be surprising if both families took advantage of this low cost labor 
force.11 
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With no homes to return to in Canada, 666 Acadians in Connecticut petitioned 
the French king for transportation to France in 1763, but this hope failed to 
materialize. Meanwhile, some of the exiles accepted the unofficial invitation of the 
French sugar island, Saint-Domingue (Haiti) government, hoping to gain land after 
a period of indenture. Many left from New London, but in Haiti they found 
themselves impressed into work gangs at the French naval base of Mole St Nicolas. 
The lucky ones found employment as artisans, laborers, and masons. Meanwhile, 
back in Connecticut, in 1766, 147 exiles petitioned the General Assembly for release 
from bondage, and the following year, more made a petition, pointing out that they 
had spent eleven years as "strangers in a strange land among a people of a different 
tongue and religion. 11 In 1767, an additional 240 Acadians, led by their former parish 
priest, pooled their resources to charter the Pitt, a merchantman, and sailed from 
New London harbor for Canada. What happened to the others is unclear, though a 
few settled in Connecticut permanently.12 

"Efforts to trace the Acadians themselves in New London," writes Bodenwein, 
11 seem hopeless. The selectmen of the town were charged with finding 
accommodations for them at some distance from the town .... and they were also to 
see that they were kept at some suitable employment. 11 Joshua Hempsted notes in 
his diary, 1 March 1756: 11 

••• in the Evening I was at GR [Guy Rogers'] with the rest 
of the Civil Authority & Selectmen to Consider how to dispose of the French 
Neutrals. 11 Joshua's diary indicates that he used Acadians to help in various tasks 
and that they worked alongside family members as well as neighbors' slaves: 
"Mentis [a black slave of neighbor Joseph Truman] & Peter Frenchman gathering 
com. Peter Frenchboy filled all ye carts. peter Frenchman & Darrow Diging Potatoes 
[October 1758]. 11 

Meanwhile, New Englanders were migrating to the maritime provinces to 
take over the French exiles' farms. By 17 63, 12,000 English colonists had settled in 
what had been Acadia. When some of the exiles were allowed to return to their 
homeland, they found their farms taken up by New Englanders, including many 
from New London County. Those Acadians who had stuck it out in Canada, taking 
the required oath to King George, and those who fought for Britain in -the American 
War of Independence nonetheless found their farms expropriated by Loyalists from 
the colonies after 1784.13 

Did the Acadians refugees in New London serve as laborers to build both 
Nathaniel Hempsted's stone house and Shaw's Mansion, as Bodenwein supposed? 
Recently Victor Scottron maintained that the Acadians had nothing to do with the 
masonry work on either the Shaw Mansion or the Nathaniel Hempsted House 
because Acadians were unaccustomed to doing work in stone, their own houses 
being made entirely of wood.14 Studying the stone work at both houses, Scottron 
concluded that the work must have been done by the same master mason, a mason 
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who used the kind of uniform ashlar work characteristic of Huguenot buildings 
elsewhere.15 

Since the Nathaniel Hempsted House and Shaw Mansion were built around 
the same time, Scottron's thesis of one master mason seems likely enough. But, is it 
reasonable to suppose that because Acadians, like Connecticut's own English settlers, 
were not known for their stone work, some other ethnic group must have been 
involved in these two New London stone houses? There were other stone houses in 
New London at the time the Shaw Mansion and Nathaniel's house were built. Stone 
houses built before 1800 are rare in New England, not because of any lack of 
suitable stone or know-how but because of the high cost of labor. However, in New 
London there were at least six stone houses--probably more, though only Shaw's and 
Hempsted's have survived.16 Stone masonry was far from unfamiliar to New 
Londoners since foundations and chimney stacks of quarried stone can be found 
throughout the area.17 Further, the craft of masonry was carried on by individuals 
of varying ethnic origins, such as Gideon Quash (1751-1845) and his son James, 
noted African American masons in the region.18 What is clear is that the Acadians 
were used as laborers for work projects in New London as elsewhere and little 
reason to doubt that cobbling streets and building in stone were priorities, given the 
cost of labor. 

But, the Acadian work crews would have needed supervision, particularly for 
buildings like Shaw Mansion, and considering the language barrier, such a 
supervisor would most likely have been a French speaker. Might this supervisor 
have been a Huguenot? 

As it turns out, there was at least one Protestant Frenchman involved with 
stone quarrying in early New London. Frances Caulkins found that the important 
granite quarry at Millstone Point was active by 1737, as evidenced in a lease from 
Major Peter Buor to Benjamin Ellard. The property was sold in 1739 to Henry Paget 
of Newport but "late of Dublin," and Paget in turn sold it to Richard Durfey of 
Newport for L7,500, including a farm of 557 acres. In 1788 the farm and quarry were 
purchased by Benajah Gardiner, the southern portion of the original Winthrop grant, 
and it remained in the Gardiner family until recent times.19 Who were these French
sounding men--Buor, Ellard, Paget, and Durfey? 

According to Robert Hallam' s history of the Episcopal Church in New 
London, Peter Buer came from the French sugar island, St Christophers (St Kitts), 
which was New London's second biggest West Indian trading partner after Barbados 
and a place with a great deal of stone masonry. 20 Hallam no doubt gleaned his 
information from Caulkins' History of New London, but what neither Hallam nor 
Caulkins realized was that Buer was French rather than English. 
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An official Act in the year 1723 naturalized a number of Frenchmen in New 
London. These included Peter Buer de la Mariniere, son of Esagar Buor de la 
Mariniere by Ann his wife born at St Hilaire in Poitou, and "others being persons 
born out of your Majesties Allegience but Profesing the true Protestant Religion." 
Buor and a number of other possibly French names, including Goddard, Deshon, 
and Palmes, were also associated with the founding of the Episcopal Oi.urch in New 
London.21 

Referring to Buer and unnamed others, Caulkins claims that "these foreign 
residents gradually gathered around them a circle of society more gay, more in the 
English style, than had before been known in the place, and led to the formation and 
establishment of an Episcopal church. 11 Ironically, then, it was a group of French 
people who introduced a more 11 English style11 to New London and spearheaded the 
formation of an Anglican church here.22 

It seems likely that Joshua Hempsted and Nathaniel Shaw commissioned 
Major Buer on work projects involving the French exiles. There is no documentary 
evidence to prove it absolutely, however, even though Buer is mentioned in Joshua's 
diary a number of times. Unfortunately, Joshua's diary ends just before the stone 
house was built.23 

It seems likely that both French Catholic Acadians and French Protestant immigrants 
had something to do with the construction of our two surviving colonial stone 
houses in New London. Having at their disposal on the one hand a group of cheap 
laborers who knew very little English and who had little choice but do whatever 
they were bid, and on the other hand at least one French-speaking person with 
managerial skill, entrepreneurial interests, and knowledge of quarrying, it would 
have been out of character if New London's town leaders had failed to match the 
Acadians with the likes of a Major Buor on various work projects. 

The early architecture of Connecticut in general shows greater variety of style and 
framing practice than does the rest of New England, and this variety is thought to 
be due to a greater ethnic diversity here. New London, as the major seaport in the 
most densely populated region of the colony, was exposed to a greater range of 
European traditions than inland centers, especially in its equidistant location 
between New York and Boston, its close association with Long Island and most 
significantly, Newport. Also of great importance was New London's tie with the 
Caribbean. Unfortunately, a great deal of New London's architecture was lost in the 
Revolution, in modern neglect, and in post-modern urban renewal, but the survival 
of the Shaw Mansion and Nathaniel Hempsted' s stone house, buildings that are 
difficult to categorize or tie to a particular New England architectural tradition, 
point to a defining characteristic of Connecticut: diversity of style. This is what 
architectural historian Abbot Cummings has called Connecticut's 11 distinctive 
interm.ingling11 of ethnic traditions. It is the diversity of style that provides 
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Connecticut with II a unique status among the thirteen original colonies, 11 and within 
Connecticut, colonial New London enjoyed the greatest diversity.24 

About The Author: Mary Beth Baker is Historic Site Administrator for the 
Antiquarian & Landmarks Society, Inc., with particular charge of the Hempsted 
Houses, New London, the Nathan Hale Homestead, Coventry, and the Avery-Copp 
House, Groton. She is a graduate of Duke University, with a masters in teaching 
from CCNY. Further graduate work in English was done at NYU, York University, 
England, and the Bread Loaf School, Vermont. She is presently a graduate student 
in history at UCONN., Storrs and lives in New London. The research for this article 
was underurritten by a grant from the Connecticut Humanities Council. Research 
assistance was provided by Sarah Ryan, Valarie Kinkade, and Alice Sheriff of 
NCHS, to whom many thanks are due. 
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"African Americans in New Lo,ul,on: A Short Perspective" 

The histories of African people in New London, Connecticut are intertwined 
with those of people in the Caribbean, Pequots and other indigenous people, and 
Europeans. African American history in New London is one of suffering, survival, 
discrimination, and pain; however, it is also a history of community bridging, 
forging freedom, and monument building. 

As early as the mid-1600s there was an African presence in Southeastern 
Connecticut. One of the earliest inhabitants of African ancestry was a woman, by 
the name of Hagar. Hagar worked as a servant for James Rogers. Lorenzo 
Greene's The Negro in Colonial New England, James M Rose and .Barbara Brown's 
Tapestry, Barbara BroWJl' s Blacks in Southeastern Connecticut and William Piersen' s 
Black Yankees provide ample evidence of the connection to the Caribbean. 
Molasses, rum, and African slaves aided in the economic development of the 
region.1 The parents and offspring of this economic trade became the foundation 
for families still present in Southeastern Connecticut. 

Despite the perils of the inhumane system of slavery, an African American 
culture carved its way into the Puritan culture in the 17th and 18th century. The 
slavery encountered by African people in New London was different from the 
institution in the South; however, it did undoubtedly have a harsh side for some 
people. Africanisms could be found in music, dance, Paw-Paw, and Negro Election 
Days. In the Old Burying Ground of New London, the tombstone of Florio Hercules 
reads 11In memory of Florio Hercules, wife of Hercules Governor of the Negroes." 
She died in April 1719 at the age of sixty. The Negro Election Days allowed 
African Americans to choose people whom they respected, as leaders h1 New 
England. William Piersen argues that usually the persons chosen were believed by 
other African Americans to have certain special qualities such great physical 
strength, special oratorical skills, and physical attraction. 2 African American office 
seekers often encouraged other African Americans to vote for those with the same 
qualities as Hercules. At times, white slave owners in Connecticut found great 
pleasure because of their servants political seats. Some owners even aided African 
American office seekers in achieving positions because having their servants in 
leadership positions among other servants provided them with increased prestige 
among white peers.3 

New London did have some free African Americans living within its borders. 
In fact one African American, Robert Jacklin, in 1711 was wealthy enough to 
purchase property, however, the law denied him that right.4 During the 18th 
century, the African population of Southeastern Connecticut increased through 
natural growth and immigration. The life of Venture Smith, who was kidnapped 
into slavery and brought to Connecticut, teaches readers an important lesson about 
loyalty and hard work. Through thrift and saving, Smith acquire~ freedom and 
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immediately began the process of working diligently to purchase the freedom of 
family members. His narrative reveals that Venture Smith perceived of himself as 
an individual with pride and love of family.5 This love of family would be a 
constant throughout African American history in the area. 

Another free African American was Caesar Shaw. Shaw travelled on the 
sloop Betsey from the port of New London to the West Indies. He carried with him 
a document describing him as a 'free negro mariner', a citizen of the United States 
of America and a resident of New London where he lived with his family. The 
document signed on the 30th of December, 1795 by the first Mayor of New London 
(Richard Law (1784-1806) and notarired by Lyman Law was proof that Shaw was 
not an indentured slave.6 (See following page). 

The American Revolution signaled the great watershed mark in ending 
slavery in New England. The impetus for the war led many leaders in Connecticut 
to reassess ideas about the right to own slaves. The British policy at the time forced 
the Continental Congress to make a decision about enlisting African Americans. The 
Continental Congress eventually came to the agreement that African Americans 
could fight during the War for American Independence. African Americans Lambe 
Latham and Jordan Freeman died defending Fort Griswold when the British attacked 
under the leadership of General Benedict Arnold. After the war, Connecticut passed 
a law prohibiting any African American or mulatto born in Connecticut from being 
held as a slave after an individual reached the age of 25. All children born of slave 
parents after 1784 were to be free.7 

By the 19th century a growing segment of freed people could be found in 
New London County. In 1800, New London had 141 free African Americans and 
54 enslaved persons out of a total population of 5,150. By 1810, there were 147 free 
African Americans and 13 enslaved persons. The number of free African Americans 
increased to 173 free persons in 1820, while 3 people remained enslaved.8 Freedom 
brought a period of adjustment in which African American people found homes, 
chose surnames, built families and acquired employment. African American men 
and women worked within New London as domestic help, hired workers, 
blacksmithing, and cobbling. On July 2, 1827 Robert Jones, a negro, deposited $10.00 
in the Savings Bank of New London that launched the bank on its long career; 
Robert Coit, Treasurer, made the first entry into the ledger.9 

The whaling industry brought Cape Verdeans to New London during the 19th 
century. Sea captains eagerly sought the skilled Cape Verdeans for service aboard 
ships. Cultural enclaves formed among Cape Verdeans in New London, Newport, 
and Providence. Islanders such as Anton Desant married within New London's 
African American community.10 The African American community increased its 
diversity with such inter-marriages. 
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The African American community recognized the importance of education, 
and it was during this century that they struggled to educate their children. In 1837, 
Ichabod Pease, African American New Londoner, established a school for African 
American children near the Episcopal Church. African American children could not 
attend the regular district schools and the town made no provision for elementary 
education until Ichabod made an appeal. At the Town Meeting, Pease procured fifty 
dollars in aid to support the school. The appropriation was renewed for a second 
year but not continued thereafter.11 Still, parents endeavored to educate their 
children. For his efforts, Ichabod Pease would go on to be immortalized at his 
funeral by Reverend Robert A. Hallam in 1842. The eulogy published in New 
London by Bolles & Williams during the same year stated the christian qualities of 
Pease.12 The acquired education during these early years undoubtedly served as the 
foundation for liberation. 

New Londoners in the 19th century continued to remember that other African 
Americans desired liberation in a more physical form. Local abolitionists paved an 
underground road to freedom through New London. The 1839 landing of the La 
Amistad with its crew of self liberated Mende led by Cinque saw the issue of 
slavery once again on the doorstep of New London. After a highly publicized trial 
and the death in jail of a number of the Mende, the survivors were given their 
freedom.13 Another pivotal event occurred after a fugitive slave in 1859 stowed 
away on a ship from Wilmington, North Carolina. The fugitive revealed himself 
once the ship sailed close to the mouth of the Mystic River 12 days later. The man 
fearing capture from a hostile captain and crew leaped overboard, swam to shore, 
and fled toward New London. The ship captain continued his pursuit, captured the 
fugitive and brought him to the U.S. Commissioner at the New London Custom 
House. One of the people rushing to the scene was Judge Augustus Brande gee of 
the New London Police Court. Upon his arrival, Brandegee posed the following 
question to the runaway slave 11 D0 you wish to stay here or go free? " The man 
desired freedom and the Judge replied "Go then! "14 Other fugitives landed in 
Rhode Island and abolitionists in Westerly and North Stonington ferried them 
further on the path to freedom. 

The force of the Civil War in 1861 again raised the question of African 
Americans and military service. Abraham Lincoln provided the final answer by 
issuing the Emancipation Proclamation. Connecticut's Governor and other leading 
politicians supported Lincoln's efforts. Its issuance allowed Connecticut's African 
Americans to join other northerners in crushing secession and liberating African 
Americans in bondage in the South. African Americans in New London contributed, 
along with others in the city, in aiding the Union war effort. James Smith, of New 
London, enlisted as a private in the Connecticut Twenty-Ninth Colored Regiment 
on December 4, 1863 and served until he was mustered out of the army on October 
24, 1865. The 29th Regiment engaged the Confederates in battle in Virginia at places 
like Petersburg, Chapin's Farm, Darbytown Road, and Richmond. The all-African 
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like Petersburg, Chapin's Farm, Darbytown Road, and Richmond. The all-African 
American regiment, excluding officers, won renown for its fighting spirit and 
gallantry. This forged alliance of African American soldiers and white officers in the 
North proved to be the most influential abolitionist forces ever assembled. The 
military mustered John Smith of Connecticut into the 31st Colored Regiment on 
January 6, 1864. The 31st fought during one of the Civil War's strangest 
engagements, the Battle of the Crater.15 Connecticut's 29th and 30th all black 
regiments proved instrumental in winning the war. 

African Americans in New London continued to distinguish themselves 
abroad in U.S. conflicts. and others. By the time of U.S. entry into World War I, the 
call to duty found numerous members of New London's community in service for 
the United States. The military offered for African Americans not only an 
opportunity for employment, it also offered the opportunity for family betterment 
and greater overall equality. Service Records for Connecticut: Men and Women in 
the Armed Forces of the U.S . . During World War 1917-1920 reveals the names of 
a number of New London's African American community. These individuals served 
at home as well as with American Expeditionary Forces. Names such as William 
Belfield, Kinner Churchill, John Edwards, Thomas Elliot, Leopold Evans, and 
William Franklin can be found in World War I records. Evans and Elliot were part 
of America's expeditionary forces. Many of these servicemen were born in the South 
or the Caribbean, particularly Jamaica. A number lived on or within close proximity 
to 44 Bank Street and 51 Hempstead.16 The only African American New London 
serviceman to appear in the State of Connecticut Military Service Record Survey 
was John Stanley Hale. Hale, a member of Odd Fellows, served in the Navy during 
World War I. He received, according to his survey, a gold chevron for serving in 
the war zone for six months.17 This tradition of African American New Londoners 
in the military continued throughout time with African Americans from the city 
serving overseas during the World War II, Korean Conflict, Vietnam, and recent 
confrontations. (Service Record Survey for J.S. Hale - see following page). 

It should be remembered that the lives of New London African Americans 
was a cosmopolitan experience. African Americans shared experiences in New 
London with immigrants from Poland, Russia, and elsewhere. Noted musician 
Harold Gilliam recalled attending Bartlett, Stanton, Nathan Hale, and Jennings 
elementary schools with children from a number of different ethnic groups in the 
1930s.18 

Discrimination found its way into the lives of African Americans. Gilliam 
stated that African Americans could not walk on Ocean and Montauk A venues and 
towards Lincoln Avenue without being questioned. In addition, he also remembered 
that African Americans were denied service at the Mohican Hotel and Crocker 
House. For a person of Color, the only entrance was as a waiter or doorman during 
the 1930s. Gilliam graduated from Chapman Technical High School in 1941. With 
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the help of his parents and others, he also became one of New London's more well 
known musicians playing the piano and bass. As late as 1982, he played at the 
Steak Loft and Groton Motor Inn.19 

William Bush achieved renown as a musician and chess player during a much 
earlier period. His family learned very early that the youngster, growing up during 
the 19th century, possessed an ear for music. Bush played hymns at the Bradley 
Street Mission. He later studied in New York and at Yale University. In 1904, Bush 
played at the St. Louis Exposition on the largest organ in the world. Later, he played 
at the Saint-Sulpice in Paris. Bush was also an avid chess player and member of the 
Pillsbury Chess Club in Boston. His skills at chess led him to be chosen to represent 
the United States in a match against Great Britain.20 

Religion has always been an integral part of African American life. These 
institutions have a history of concerning themselves with issues of local concern and 
those with national scope. Initially, African Americans attended established white 
churches as a whole until 1894. That year marked the establishment of the Shiloh 
Baptist Church in New London. African American churches often have a larger role 
within their communities. Church members worked historically to ease the burden 
of less fortunate individuals. 

Within the African American church in the United States, Connecticut, and 
New London, African American women also have historically had an active role. 
Shiloh's Phyllis 11 Ma Hylton11 moved to New London in 1943 from New York via 
Kingston, Jamaica. She not only aided others desiring to come to New London, she 
also founded charitable organizations, volunteered at Lawrence Memorial Hospital, 
and organized the Imperial Carib Club to name just a few things she 
accomplished.21 Shiloh and other churches continue to have individuals, who 
follow the tradition forged by Hylton and others like her. 

Churches also are an integral component in the continuation of African 
heritage. Services at New London's African American churches still contain 
elements of African culture mixed with that of America and Europe. The churches 
of New London are instrumental in initiating and continuing the Martin Luther 
King, Jr. Day and African American History Month celebrations in January and 
February.22 These celebrations urge and encourage young and old to be proud of 
their roots and proud of their African heritage. Audiences eagerly listen and learn 
of ~e struggle of individuals such as Cinque, leader of the Mende, who seized a 
slave ship and in turn their freedom.23 

The role of the African American church within the African American 
community continues to be one of many interests. The church's concerns are 
extremely diverse. The recent development of the New London Community Center 
revealed an interest in caring for the community in New London. Reverend Ben 
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Watts pushed forward with the Center after becoming Minister at Shiloh Baptist 
Church. The Center provides many services aimed at children and the New London 
community such as SAT preparation programs, after school tutorials, study groups, 
computer training, cultural education, and basketball leagues. The Center also 
serves as a safe haven for area children.24 Life in cities often forces people residing 
in those areas to adapt to the environment. Churches are a part of that adaptation. 

National issues have also been on the minds of African Americans in the city. 
For example, a glance back to 1942 at the 98th New England A.M.E. Zion 
Convention held at the Walls Temple Church revealed the strong interest of 
conventioneers and New Londoners in national issues of freedom for African 
Americans. The five day session discussed issues that are still vital in the 1990s such 
as education, economic, and social progress. The convention stressed that all men 
are created equal. City leaders such as Rev. A. A. Garvin, Mayor Lewis B. Doane, 
(Mayor 1941-1942, 1943-1944), and others joined Rev. Gilbert H. Coffey of Walls 
Temple Church at the convention.25 

After World War II, the call for greater democracy intensified as the 1950s and 
1960s emerged. During World War II, the United States arsenal of democracy 
liberated Europe from the horror of Nazism. As a result, many individuals came 
home with a desire to make the United States a land of greater freedom. 

The Civil Rights Movement has often been thought of as a "southern 
phenomenon." However, African Americans and whites in New London, like 
numerous people in the North, confronted the evils of racism and discrimination by 
marching and protesting. In support for African American demonstrators in the 
South, · protesters in New London supported Civil Rights activists by boycotting 
national chainstores, such as Woolworth's, hoping to aid southern protesters in their 
struggle for change by bringing pressure in the North.26 New London's local 
NAACP chapter under the leadership of President Linwood Bland led its own battle 
for justice in southeastern Connecticut. The New London Conscience, the local 
NAACP newsletter told of the organization's efforts in the 1960s to open avenues 
for African Americans at Electric Boat and Pfizer, Inc.27 

In addition, the organization fought against redlining and encouraged voter 
registration. Efforts at voter registration are illustrated in the June 12, 1964 issue of 
the New London Conscience. On the front cover, it shows nine youngsters holding 
signs urging people to vote. One of the signs reads "We're Too Young What's Your 
Excuse?1128 Bland and others supported national efforts by attending the 1963 
March On Washington.29 The present political and social fervor is no longer at the 
level of the 1960s; however, its embers still burn in the hearts of those who 
participated in the movement in the 1960s. 
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The embers of those years helped to ignite moves for greater political voices 
in the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s. Voting and office holding are important for African 
American longevity. African Americans in New London focused attention during 
the latter three decades on establishing coalitions and building a political voice. 
African Americans in New London have a history of such efforts. Coalitions have 
been formed with whites, Latinos, and other ethnic groups. The African American
Latino Coalition serves as a bridge between African Americans and Latinos in New 
London; strengthening them and insuring greater political participation as they work 
for some of the same concerns.30 

In New London, the African Americans can be found on the town committee, 
on the City Council, in the Mayor's office, and at the state level as Representatives. 
In 1969, Ernest Kydd, Jr. became the first African American elected to a major 
political office, the New London City Council. In 1979, Leo Jackson became Mayor 
of the City of New London. His ascension to the Mayor's office represented a 
monumental milestone in New London history. Jackson was the first to hold that 
office in New London and also the first in New England. In 1979, only one percent 
of the elected officials were African Americans. His election to the post resulted in 
a telephone call from President Jimmy Carter. A veteran of World War II Jackson 
had also served diligently on the school board for four years and as Chairman of the 
Easter Seals campaign.31 All in all, Jackson served 12 years on the Council. The 
political watershed mark for African Americans in New London came in 1990 after 
Rev. Wade Hyslop won election for the 39th District State House of Representative 
seat. Coalitions, grass roots politicking, organization, and voter registration efforts 
enabled Hyslop to ascend to office.32 

The inroads to political, social, and economic betterment is something that has 
to be earned. It involves reading about diverse groups of people at local libraries. 
It also includes having individuals interested in fostering diverse ideas. It means 
getting involved in unions like the Connecticut Education Association to continue 
inroads made by Eunice Waller and Jane Glover. It also means fighting for the 
Equal Rights Amendment as Jane Glover and others did. People also have to 
strongly urge Democratic and Republican parties to work more closely with African 
American communities.33 Such efforts can be found among leaders within New 
London's African American community. 

African American educators and public safety officials in New London, 
currently active, acquired inroads into such avenues because of the efforts of earlier 
trailblazers. In the tradition of Ichabod Pease and earlier inhabitants, Marjorie 
Gonzales, an educator from 1955 to 1990 in New London and Bettye Fletcher, New 
London's first public school principal, dedicated their lives to educating the young 
and stimulating their mental growth. Gonzales was a Guidance Counselor and Dean 
of Girls at New London High School. Appointed in 1980, she was also the first 
Dean of Students at the High School. Earlier, in 1951, Bennie M. Dover Jackson 
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became New London's first African American, full time, public school teacher. The 
Bennie Dover Jackson Middle School was named in her honor. In 1951, Maurice 
11 Mo 11 Yates and William 11Billy 11 Goode became New London's first African American 
policemen; they were supernumaries. Victor Johnson and Franklin Jarvis served as 
early as 1961 and 1979 as a public safety officer and a police detective, respectively. 
Other individuals such as Henry Kydd, Jr., James Plowden, Dane Sebastian,. and 
Cyrus Williams were early African American pioneers, who forged careers within 
the fire department. 34 African Americans in New London understood the benefits 
of educators and public safety officials with similar backgrounds who served their 
communities. The traditions established by the above individuals provide a 
foundation for building for the future. These individuals have helped to inspire and 
nurture future citizens. Some of these individuals have gone on to study in 
universities, colleges, and technical schools throughout the country. Founded in 
1970 because minorities were unable to find employment due to lack of training is 
the Opportunities Industrialization Center (OIC). Under the guidance of Executive 
Director Bennie Jennings since its inception, it provides vocational training and job 
counselling for the under educated, under employed, and unemployed. 
Additionally, Elizabeth Hamilton, Executive Director of the Drop-In Learning Center 
since 1970, has been delivering educational and recreational services for children in 
grades 1-12 of whom 95% are at risk. Today, both programs are open to all and not 
limited to minorities. 

In the past, history books have not provided vast information about New 
London's African American comm.unity. African Americans, who called the city 
home prior to World War II, formed an organization called Black New Londoners. 
African American organizations in the 1920s and 30s hosted social functions that the 
entire community could enjoy such as the 11The Bellman's Ball. 11 During its time, the 
"Bellman's Ball was considered by the African American community to be as 
important as the Yale-Harvard boat races.35 

Recalling another instance, Oarence Faulk, (Chairman of Black New 
Londoners), stated that a four- page spread on the 1938 hurricane did not cover any 
responses from the black families who experienced it. He felt that the whole black 
community was ignored and that many black families living on Main Street when 
it hit, were also affected by the hurricane. The Black New Londoners serves as a 
vital cog within the African American community36 

Members of Black New Londoners also remembered early businesses operated 
by African Americans. Rosa Shakle, age twenty-two in 1893, arrived in New 
London from her childhood home in Emilia County, Virginia. She opened the Home 
Hand Laundry at 669 Main Street. Her brother, William Goode, had settled in New 
London years before. A stone mason by trade, he helped to build the lighthouse at 
Race Rock. Goode and his spouse Rosa raised a large family of twelve children and 
owned their own home in New London. Estelle Washington was the youngest child 
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of William and Rosa Goode.37 The family of Norma Albright established and 
operated a restaurant during the 1920's and the 1930's. When passing through New 
London chefs, porters, and train servants visited the restaurant, called the Cooks and 
Waiters Catering Club.38 

There were also periods of enjoyment as well. Black New Londoners recalled 
church picnics at Riverside Park, rent parties, and speakeasies. There were also 
remembrances of Bootsie Brown's Band and Tommy 11Dark Gable" Simmons. During 
the 1920s, 30s and 40s, blacks and whites listened and danced to the orchestra music 
of "Bert Jordan and his Rhythm Kings". Robert 11Bert 11 Jordan later turned the band 
over to Albert 11 Bootsie 11 Brown. 11The Rhythm Kings 11 became known as the 11 Bootsie 
Brown Orchestra".39 Children, members recalled, grew up not understanding many 
of the harsh realities faced by parents until they began searching for employment 
in the 1930s and 1940s. Life for African Americans revealed an intimate richness not 
always evident to many people. 

Life ran the gamut for teenagers in the 1950s. Some extra-curricular activities 
by school organizations, church groups, or athletic teams were available. James Rose 
recalled that African American young people usually congregated at Pepi's, their 
favorite place. Young people in the 1950s frequently jived after school. For those 
who wanted to be more adventurous, there were conking parties. This was the long 
and arduous task of hair straightening. As for James Rose, his career took him from 
New London High School to Columbia University. Other African American 
students from New London High School dared to dream like Rose.40 

Lastly, Elizabeth Jeter Greene is fondly remembered for her services to the 
poor and disadvantaged. During World War I, she formed "The CanteenU, an 
organization of black women who served black troops aboard trains that stopped 
in New London. Black troops were not afforded the same courtesies as white troops 
and were often ignored. After the war, the name of the organization was changed 
to The Negro Welfare on War Relief, and later to The Negro Welfare Council. To 
avoid duplication of services when the New London Welfare Department came into 
being, the name was changed to New London Service League. Mrs. Greene 
provided services for the destitute and disadvantaged youth for over fifty years.41 

African Americans in New London can be proud of their long history in 
Connecticut. It is a history intertwined with the histories of Africa, Europe, and 
America. National events impact upon African Americans in New London. African 
Americans in New London also influence the national scene. They could be found 
marching in Washington in 1963 and amongst those participating in the Million Man 
March. Young people searching for monuments, buildings, and underground 
railroads to freedom in 1996 should first look closely into the eyes and faces of their 
parents for living history. Adults, whether young or old, should whisper their 
family origins into the ears of younger people establishing monuments for the 
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future. African Americans in New London are cognizant of social, economic, and 
political perils faced in the 1990s. There is a continuing effort to form coalitions and 
bring about change. The African Americartcommunity in New London is fortunate 
to have an early family history in Tapestry • . The springboard for future studies is 
in place for additional studies on the vibrant and influential African American 
community in New London. 

About The Author: Stacey Oose, Ph.D. is an Assistant Professor of History at 
Eastern Connecticut State University. His fields of interest are African American 
History, African Americans in New England, Civil War and Reconstruction, and 
Religions of the World. 
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"The Italians" 

Italy is a small and crowded country, and the Italians have been survivors 
after many centuries of domination by the Etruscans, Greeks, Romans, Spaniards, 
French, and Austrians. Finally, in 1861, they achieved liberation and unification. 

After the unification, the changes in social conditions, bad harvests, political 
strife, and the outbreak of cholera, caused some to seek freedom and better living 
conditions. Around 1870, Italians started to immigrate to the United States, and in 
the early 1900s they came to New London from all over Italy: Campania, Calabria, 
Marche, Sicily and other regions. 

The Italians are a hard working and family oriented people. They were not 
always treated kindly in New London. At times, they endured ridicule, as well as 
verbal and physical abuse. They came to a strange, new country and worked hard 
to make ends meet. Being a warm and loving people, they could not understand 
this hostility and, therefore, built an invisible and impenetrable wall around them. 
This helped to build a strong community that commanded respect, and sometimes 
envy. In this brief history we want to present the sagas of struggle, devotion, love 
and success of the Italians. 

The history of the Italian people in New London is intriguing and interesting. 
As early as 1816 there was an Italian presence in New London. It is the Giuseppe 
Lorenzo family history that is contributed here by Dr. Vincent Longo of New 
London. 

Giuseppe Lorenzo was born on January 12, 1788; his father was a successful, 
prosperous merchant of Venice, Italy. When he was sixteen years old, Giuseppe left 
home and came to America; first to Baltimore, Maryland, then to Savannah, Georgia, 
but always working in the shipping industry and also selling groceries and 
shipfitter' s supplies. He advanced rapidly from seaman to captain while working 
the East India and China trade. He first visited New London in 1814 and was 
deeply impressed_:with the wonderful natural harbor and its outlying Long Island 
breakwater. A visionary genius, he realized that New London had the potential to 
become the leading port facility on the east coast of the United States. He moved 
to New London, opened a grocery store on John Street, and married Miss Nancy 
Woodward Brown, the daughter of a wealthy farmer from Waterford, Connecticut, 
Mr. Jeremiah Brown. 

Being a perceptive individual, he noticed that there were not too many people 
in town whose names ended in 'O' or any other vowel, especially in the shipping 
business. He anglicized his name and decreed that he would be known forevermore 
as Joseph Lawrence, no longer Giuseppe Lorenzo. He did this so he could compete 
with non-Italian shipping magnates, and he was surrounded with names like 
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Williams, Deshon, Havens, Miner, Smith, Chappell, and Coit. Nancy and Joseph 
had three sons: Joseph Jeremiah, Francis Watson and Sebastian Duffy. 

Giuseppe entered the whaling business, as well as coastal and foreign trade 
shipping. An astute business man, he diversified his investments to also include 
banking, railroading, commercial real estate, stocks (especially in railroads), and 
bonds. But it was the whaling industry that enabled him to acquire a substantial 
fortune; he became the wealthiest man in Connecticut. The risks were high in the 
whaling game, but the profits were sixty to sixty-five per cent return on investment 
(and no taxes). At one time the Lorenzos owned a fleet of one hundred ships 
traveling the oceans of the world; Joseph Lawrence was recognized nationally as a 
very successful shipping agent. Among Lawrence's vessels was the 700 ton Atlantic 
and he had a regular schedule of vessels departing every two weeks. 

He built a beautiful Italian villa at the corner of what was then Federal and 
Main Streets; it was torn down years later as part of the New London 
redevelopment program. 

Much has been written about him. He was 11 kind, generous, careful, polite, 
a man of few words, conscientious, honest, strictly upright, enterprising, resourceful, 
respected by the entire community for his financial wizardry, and for his Christian 
spirit 11

• He was never too busy to lend an attentive ear to the troubles of others. 
When he retired, Giuseppe turned over the business to his sons Francis and 
Sebastian; Joseph Jeremiah had moved to New York City where he operated a 
successful shipping facility between New York City and Liverpool, England. 

Francis and Sebastian were just as financially successful as their father had 
been. Sebastian D. Lawrence was one of the richest merchants in Connecticut, 
leaving an estate of $10 million at his death in 1909. He also donated funds to build 
the Soldiers and Sailors Monument on the Parade, the Firemen's Monument on 
Broad Street, the Spire of St. Mary's Church, and land, buildings, and $500~000 for 
the establishment of Lawrence Hospital (now Lawrence and Memorial Hospital). 

It was not until the early 1880s when names of other Italians appeared in the 
city directories. These earliest names were Satti, Ferro, and Conti These hardy and 
adventurous people came by sailing ship on a voyage that, at times, lasted three to 
four months. 

One of the earliest to settle in New London was Charles Satti, the great 
grandfather of Mayor William L. Satti, and the grandfather of Mayor Margaret M. 
Curtin and City Councilor Eleanor Satti Butler. Charles Satti, born in 1853 came to 
America in 1879 from Barga di Luca in the region of Tuscany. He first resided in 
Norwich and sold fruits and nuts. He moved to New London in 1883, living at 5 
State Street with his wife Maria whom he had brought from Barga. Later, he sold 
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fruit at 59 Bank Street, and by 1890 had opened a confectionery store at 135 Bank 
Street. By 1910 he had prospered; he purchased properties at 775 Bank Street and 
at the northerly end of Montauk Avenue. He sold fruits and vegetables throughout 
the city from a horse drawn wagon, operated a vegetable and fruit store, and a 
confectionery store until his death in 1936. 

Charles and Maria had seven children and during their early years, the 
children worked in the family business ventures. Maria, in addition to raising her 
children, tended chickens and a large vegetable garden in the backyard of the Bank 
Street property. Their youngest son, C. John Satti, was the first medical doctor of 
Italian heritage in New London. Graduating from Rhode Island State University and 
Yale Medical School, he began a general medical practice in 1925 that continued 
until shortly before his death in 1968. He was known for his generosity to his 
patients, especially during the depression years. 

Because of his concern for the many Italians that had immigrated to New 
London, Dr. Satti became active in politics; he served as Secretary of State of 
Connecticut from 1934 to 1938, Chairman of the New London Democratic Party from 
1934 to 1955 and 1965 to 1968. In 1941, he served on the Ocean Beach Park Board 
that was planning the rebuilding of the park destroyed by the 1938 hurricane. He 
also served as Workmen's Compensation Commissioner for the Second 
Congressional District from 1941 to 1945. 

Dr. Satti's son, C. Robert Satti, served as Prosecutor of the New London Police 
Court from 1955-1961, and in 1975 served as the first full-time States Attorney for 
New London County until his retirement in 1995. 

Nicholas Ferro came to New London from Venice at about 1880; his wife, 
Paula, joined him later. In the 1880s, he and Charles Satti joined in a business 
venture selling-fruit on lower State and Bank Streets. Ferro and wife lived on Starr 
Street and became the parents of five children. Years later, Ferro opened a grocery 
store on lower Pequot A venue where he had purchased property. After selling off 
some of his properties to the railroad, he purchased additional properties in the Fort 
Trumbull section of New London and moved, with his family, to Chelsea Street. 

Because they were involved in a retail business that also served non-Italians, 
Nicholas and Paula learned the English language. Italians arriving later, mostly 
laborers and masons, would first come to live in one of Ferro's houses and Paula 
would use her knowledge of the English language to assist them in purchasing 
clothing and furniture. Many of them later settled in the Fort Trumbull and Shaw 
Street areas of New London. 

Two distinct and separate Italian communities were established in New 
London and were referred to as the 11 two Italys 11

• 
11 The Fort" area around Fort 
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Trumbull, and the~_Str~ area that went from Bank Street to Jefferson Avenue, 
Belden Court, Truman Street, Pratt Street, Steward Street and Moore A venue. For 
years there was a good natured rivalry between the groups, often expressed in 
athletic events. 

It is hard for us to appreciate the intense concentration of Italians in this small 
community. According to the city of New London, the 1910 Census showed 783 
foreign born Italians. That number had increased to 1296 by the year 1920. It 
reached a peak in 1930 with 1476 Italians recorded in that census. In 1940, it was 
1370 and declined to 1145 by 1945. Another surge was evident in the 1%0 census 
when the number of foreign born Italian increased to 2928, dropping again in 1970 
to 2226 and to less than that in the following years. 

By the 1890s, the second wave of immigration to America saw groups of 
southern and eastern Europeans filtering into New London. Italians from the 
Marche Province settled in the neighborhood outside of Fort Trumbull. Fort Neck, 
as it was once known, bulges eastward into the Thames River. It is bordered by 
Shaw's Cove to the north, Greens Harbor to the south and New London Harbor to 
the east. Fort Trumbull was built on the neck's most eastern shoreline in the 1840s. 
It has been the site of military installations of varying importance ever since. 

This isolated area of New London was originally unsettled farmland owned 
by Nathaniel Shaw. In 1852, the whaling firm of Perkins and Smith had the land 
surveyed for lots and streets. Also during the mid-nineteenth century, the 
construction of the New London and New Haven railroad line drew Irish 
immigrants to the area. Many settled in the newly laid out properties. The railroad 
cut the neighborhood off from the center of New London, with the exception of two 
access roads. After the turn of the century, the Italian immigrants built homes and 
settled into their new neighborhood starting businesses to support their needs. 
Many of the new residents were masons and carpenters. The cheap real estate and 
proximity to the wharf and shipbuilding was an invitation for them to stay. They 
became economically stable after a few years of hard work. As news of their success 
drifted back to Italy, more people came over. 

The reason for their immigration was varied. Some sought freedom from 
obligatory conscription, others were fed up with the Monarchy. However, most 
simply wanted a better life. They received encouraging letters from adventurous 
brothers or uncles of the opportunities available in America. New London was a 
center for ship building and fishing, and the Marchegiani were skilled in these areas. 
The Fort was near a wharf, a shipyard, and the shore line was easily accessible. As 
the Irish neighbors became more prosperous, they moved to other places, vacating 
houses and selling or renting the properties to newly arrived Marchegiani. By the 
1920s the Marchegiani were the dominant population in the community, with only 
a few Irish families remaining. 
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To the immigrants it was like living in Italy again. They came from the 
Marche Province and all spoke the regional dialect. They helped each other get 
established in the community, i.e., build a house. Money was not exchanged. The 
second generation has carried on this tradition with building, plumbing, and 
electrical businesses. 

The buildings they created lent an Italian character to this neighborhood. But 
this is merely the skeleton of a close-knit community of hard-working immigrants. 
The story of their daily life can only be told by those who lived it; their settlement 
left a mark in New London and their struggle made a strong impression on their 
descendants. The neighborhood they built out of hard work and compassion gave 
the Fort its character. It became a happy environment which provided all the 
essentials for a good life. 

Many men had acquired skills as masons and carpenters in Italy. Some who 
had been fishermen came here and decided not to fish anymore. They worked as 
unskilled laborers for construction gangs or for the city of New London. There were 
two building contractors set up at the Fort. They employed their friends and 
neighbors, capitalizing on their skills. One business moved to East New London, 
but still hired the Marchegiani. They were very proud of their success because they 
did quality work, the old way, and it always passed building inspections. 

There were two grocery stores in the area; Orsini had one in the building now 
occupied by Joyce's Tavern on Walbach Street and the Filippettis owned the other 
on Smith Street. 

Giuseppe Filippetti, father of Enzo Filippetti, came to America from Fano 
Italy. Once he had settled and raised enough money, he sent for his wife and 
children. In 1907, not quite six years old, Enzo Filippetti and his family arrived at 
Ellis Island, traveled to New London, and settled on Smith Street. They owned and 
operated the G. Fillippetti grocery store where they bottled their own cheese and 
offered the customary Italian staples that were in great demand. They delivered to 
those who could not come themselves, some of whom lived across the river in 
Groton. 

Enzo, like many young immigrants, did not have the opportunity to continue 
with his schooling. By the age of 12, he was traveling alone to and from New York 
City to pick up orders. Most of his knowledge was self taught, either by book or 
through actual experiences. People came to trust and respect him and approached 
him for assistance on the various 'new' laws that they now had to adhere to in this 
country. Initially, it was to obtain citizenship papers. Later, many came for help 
with the new IRS requirements. His efforts were not always successful, as 
evidenced by one man in particular. When Enzo asked him for his income, he was 
told in no uncertain terms that it was none of his business. 
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Because of the different religious beliefs, the community formed two social 
clubs. Each provided an outlet for recreation, a source of culture, a political 
platform, and a place to turn in times of financial need. These clubs included only 
the Marchegiani. Italian communities external to the Fort formed other social and 
political associations or opened local chapters of groups based in larger cities (i.e., 
Sons of Italy, Knights of Columbus). 

The Italian Mutual Benefit Society was established in 1907 to help its members 
out of financial difficulties and provide a social center for people in the community. 
There were committees set up to visit sick members, and when someone passed 
away, they asked for one dollar donation from each member which was then given 
to the family for burial expenses. To raise money, the club would hold dances, 
present dramas and operas. 

Around the same time, the Italian Dramatic Club was formed. Men who 
shared the same points of view socialized there. Although they were labeled 
anarchisti, they were not politically oriented. After all, anarchism was illegal and 
cause for deportation at that time. Their opinions were purely anti-clerical and often 
misinterpreted by non-members. They did not even attend mass for funerals, 
baptisms or weddings. They would sit outside the church, wait for the ceremonies 
to end, and then rejoin the rest of the celebrants for the party. They were considered 
intellectual by some, especially on the matter of Italian politics. They were well read 
in Italian literature, Dante, Machiavelli, and kept abreast of world events through 
the Italian-American press. They most often read "II Progresso", an Italian language 
newspaper from New York, which had been established in the 1880s. The Dramatic 
Club was based on the old Masonic Club, and was not connected to religion. They 
wore special silver ribbon ties to distinguish themselves on May Day, the celebration 
of the worker. Some were married in the hall instead of in church. For the 
Marchegiani, the two social clubs in the neighborhood provided the center for 
weekend entertainment. Dances were held at one or the other club all year long. 
The dances raised money for some cause or for a needy family. 

As the immigrants of the 1920s assimilated, the ethnic cleavages healed and 
social differences became less important than economic survival. Assimilation was 
easier to accomplish as a strict national immigration restriction policy had halted the 
flow of reinforcements from the old country. This process lessened the fears of the 
old-stock American. The onset of World War II helped to bring together ethnic 
groups against a common enemy, reducing class differences even further. 

By the time the second generation reached adulthood, the disintegration of 
the community was already underway. Even though they grew up in a special 
ethnic environment, their contact with the outside world brought them away from 
the protective embrace of the Fort. With their eventual economic success, marriages, 
and movement to other communities in the forties and fifties, only a few 
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Marchegiani property owners were left. Some moved out of the Fort area to 
property elsewhere. Their goal was to be able to raise their family in a better 
environment. 

After the Nazi invasion of Poland in September 1939, J. Edgar Hoover, head 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, ordered reports on persons of German, 
Italian, and Communist sympathies and others whose interest may be directed 
primarily to the interest of some other nation than the United States. This was the 
first time that the federal government questioned the loyalty of the Italian-American 
community. There were investigations in the area. The non-citizens were stripped 
of the right to own short-wave radios. The naturalized citizen fishermen could 
continue to fish, while the others were deprived of their livelihoods. Ironically, one 
of ·the naturaliz.ed Marchegiani who fished out of Noanl< at the time, was given a 
medal by the Navy for reporting a German U-boat, lit up as a dragger, patrolling 
the waters off of Fishers Island at night. 

In 1942, Executive Order 9055 was signed permitting the military to designate 
areas from which any or all persons may be excluded. Boats were regularly 
searched. No one from the neighborhood felt the full force of this wartime hysteria. 
They were happy to be back to work. Many worked at Electric Boat. 

In 1942, after the outbreak of World War II, the Navy expanded the 
Underwater Sound Lab property, pushing into the neighborhood by right of eminent 
domain. The government bought the property on the east side of Smith Street. 
Although there were those who protested the uprooting and demolition of their 
homes, they were all eventually forced to relocate. During war time the Coast 
Guard training facility grew and there was heavy bus traffic through the 
neighborhood. The residents of Smith Street were preoccupied with the proposed 
expansion. The newspaper showed pictures of the houses on that side of the street 
being moved in 1943, but gave no information about the effect on the people in the 
neighborhood. The Marchegiani still living on the other side of Smith Street found 
themselves peering across through a chain link fence and saw large, cold brick office 
buildings on the land that once accommodated the baseball field and homes of their 
close friends. 

In New London, civil defense measures were starting to develop and invasion 
was on everyone's mind. During this period, the Fort Trumbull base was actively 
involved in the protection of the harbor and naval activities. Some families in the 
area were investigated by the FBI. At the Fort, few people were aware that there 
was any doubt concerning their loyalty. There were instances when the 
naturalization proceedings were halted for Italians (and Germans) so that 
investigations could be conducted. The patriotic Marchegiani reacted to the 
outbreak of war by a general reaffirmation of their American loyalty. Many second 
generation boys were draft age and joined the armed services. The Italian Mutual 
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Aid Society offered to lend its services to the Red Cross in the form of sewing, 
purchasing U.S. Defense Bonds, and allowed their building to be used by district Air 
Raid Warden. 

The war, the expansion of the Naval Underwater Sound Lab, full 
employment, and the adulthood of the second generation all played a role in the 
deterioration of the Italian neighborhood at the Fort. A few remained, and lived out 
their lives there. ' 

Another group of Italians were concentrated in and around Shaw Street; this 
did not encompass a large area. (We must note that there were other groups of 
Italians living around the city; it is not possible to include them at this time.). The 
area extended for a short section of Bank Street to its intersection with Truman Street 
not far beyond Jefferson A venue. It went up Truman Street, not much beyond 
Belden Court. It extended down Shaw Street, past Pratt Street and Steward A venue, 
just about up to Moore A venue. At this time Shaw1s Cove had not yet been filled 
in so that Woodbridge, Division and Elizabeth Streets were across the brook and not 
part of the community. It is well known that many Italians in this community were 
of Sicilian origin, often from the same village of Tusa in Sicily. Hence the creation 
of the Tusana Lodge, founded in 1921 by Francesco Pescatello, grandfather of Francis 
T. Londregan and Thomas J. Londregan. 

Sicily was beset with a depression, poverty and harshness that eventually 
drove countless thousands of its young men and women to foreign lands to seek a 
better life. One of those young men was a man named Francesco Pescatello. In 
1900, he left the little town of Tusa, high above Sicily's north shore, and found his 
way to America. He left a wife, Dominica Longo Pescatello, and a one-year old 
daughter, Angelina. 

Francesco had to support a family, and he could no longer do that in, Sicily. 
He found his way to New London where he had heard there was employment. He 
went to work for the Public Works Department of the city of New London as a 
street sweeper. After working for a year and saving enough money, he sent for his 
wife and daughter. He had an exceptional work ethic and a charisma that endeared 
him to a wide cross section of New London's society. He became a very well
known and respected member of the community. Over the years, he was able to 
acquire a few pieces of real estate, one of them being located at 39 Truman Street, 
where he raised his family of five children. 

Francesco immersed himself in the Italian community, and his counsel was 
sought by many. His success in the New London community inspired many other 
Tusanis to follow in his footsteps. He made it his practice to meet the newly arrived 
Tusanis at the train station and take them to some prearranged place where they 
would be housed until they were able to move out on their own. He would then 
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introduce them to prospective employers. All too frequently, unfortunately, he 
would also take them to the Mariner Savings Bank where he would cosign a note 
so they would have some money to get them through an initial period. 

Mr. Pescatello left, as a legacy, an organization known as the Tusana Society. 
He was the founding father and its first president. He supervised the construction 
of Tusana Hall on Moore Avenue. The society was formed as a mutual aid society. 
In those days, there was no unemployment compensation, workers compensation, 
or welfare. If someone was unable to work or was out of work, he had to depend 
on his friends and family if he was to get by. These ethnic mutual aid societies 
collected a small pittance from each of the members on a regular basis and built up 
a treasury. If one of the members was unable to work due to illness or injury or 
otherwise, the mutual aid society would provide the member's family with whatever 
was needed to get them through the difficult time. 

Another organization founded in 1916 was the Order of the Sons of Italy. The 
Tusana Society and the Order of the Sons of Italy merged in 1960, forming the 
Tusana Columbus Lodge, Order of the Sons of Italy. Angelo G. Santaniello was the 
Grand Venerable of the Order of the Sons of Italy, 1963-1967. Santaniello later rose 
to the position of Associate Justice of the Connecticut Supreme Court. 

In the memories of millions of Sicilians was one Giuseppe Garibaldi, who was 
born on July 4, 1807. Perhaps while they were taking their civic lessons, studying 
the history of America, and learning of George Washington, the father of our 
country, they reflected on Giuseppe Garibaldi, who performed a similar function and 
was the father of the modern state known as Italy. No less a source than the 
Encyclopedia Britannica called Giuseppe Garibaldi 11 one of the greatest guerrilla 
generals of modern times. 11 Giuseppe Garibaldi rid the peninsula of many of its 
foreign powers and medieval type landowners. 

Many of the Sicilians recalled that Giuseppe Garibaldi commenced his great 
venture on the island of Sicily. In 1860 this Italian idealist had a following known 
as 11I mille11 (the one thousand) who went with him to Sicily where they were soon 
joined by many local patriots who were successful in quashing the Neapolitan army 
which was more than 25 times greater in size than the 11 Garibaldini. 11 The local 
Sicilians had to have memories of these events or had listened to their fathers' 
stories about the famous invasion by Garibaldi and the Camice Rosse ("the red 
shirts"). They were proud of this heritage in October of 1935 when his grandson, 
General Garibaldi, Jr., came to New London and visited Garibaldi Park. Later that 
evening he gave a speech in Italian at the Bulkeley schoolhouse. The visit had been 
sponsored by the Old Central Council of Italian Agencies. 

Throughout the years, the park continued as the cultural and economic heart 
of the Italian community. Laborers often went there in the morning to catch a 
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trolley to their various work location: in the mills, as contractors or as masons. New 
Londoners love to recount of the time the men were seeking a substantial lunch to 
sustain them throughout the labors on the long, hot days. A grocery store concocted 
a sandwich of sliced meats, cheeses, and vegetables on crisp Italian bread and thus 
created the 11 grinder11

• The location of that grocery store, the old New York Fruit, 
was on Shaw Street and faced the park directly. 

An active and well known person in New London was Mary E. Romano, now 
deceased. Mary was born in Tusa, Italy at about 1910. Her father, Joseph Miceli, 
had come to New London in 1902, lived briefly in Louisiana, and when he had 
accumulated enough money, he returned to Tusa to marry. This was a common 
practice at the time. In 1912, he brought his wife and daughter to New London and 
worked as a gardener at the Harkness Estate in Waterford, and later at Connecticut 
College. Mary Romano was involved most of her life in the community, Democratic 
politics, and Italian American Affairs. In 1934, when Dr. C. John Satti was elected 
Secretary of State, Mary began what was to be thirty eight years of service to the 
State. When interviewed by the Day for their 1881-1981 One Hundred Years issue, 
Mary spoke of the difficulties that the Italians encountered but noted that it was sad 
"that many of the parents did not live long enough to see their children succeed". 

In the early days, housework, laundry, mending, cooking, and child rearing 
were full time jobs. The women worked very hard on their hands and knees 
scrubbing, boiling laundry, making meals from scratch. They were very proud of 
the cleanliness of their homes, inside and out. The neighborhood was always very 
clean. All the houses had neat picket fences and with carefully maintained flower 
gardens in the front yards. Most of the properties had vegetable gardens, barns with 
farm animals, and outhouses. There was a wooden footbridge that ran beside the 
railroad tracks from Hamilton Street to Bank Street (where City Coal is today) there 
was a drawbridge where it crossed the cove; they used this to cross into the city. 

Often, the neighbors would just get together in each others homes. Someone 
would bring a guitar or clarinet and they would all sit around and sing. Food, wine 
or beer was offered happily. A local band was formed in 1926, and they played in 
area clubs. At times, members of the band played spontaneously in the 
neighborhood for all to enjoy. Families also planned picnics to Fishers Island or 
Bluff Point. They carried enough food and drink to satisfy all the families. While 
there , they went clamming and cooked the clams over an open fire until they burst 
open. Time for recreation was after work on Saturday afternoon and all day 
Sunday. There were bocce games going on all over the neighborhood on the 
unpaved streets. It was a game of strategy, and skill, playing on the opponents 
strengths and weaknesses. 

Public school was the key to assimilation to American life. Children who 
usually spoke the dialect at home were forced to read, write, and speak English at 
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school. They helped each other with this difficult task. Even though they were 
separated into a different world, they stayed together at school and spoke Italian 
amongst themselves. They did not mix with other ethnic groups. They stayed with 
their own. The education experience gave the second generation an easy step up the 
socio-economic ladder. Schooling was one of the many opportunities available in 
America that the immigrants had dreamed for their children. As the children 
assimilated more fully into the American way of life, the Italian Neighborhoods 
gradually blended into the mainstream. 

In October 1928 the Columbus statue at the comer of Howard and Bank 
streets, was dedicated during the Columbus Day festivities. There was a large 
parade, speeches made by local officials praising the accomplishments and loyalty 
of the Italian-Americans in the area. Dr. C. John Satti was the principle speaker at 
this dedication. 

Between 1929 and 1933, the country was in the throes of economic crisis: no 
work, no money and with no end in sight. The relief efforts of local charities did 
not adequately satisfy the needs of all the unemployed and their families. Savings 
were quickly spent and bills piled up. If any money was made it went to pay taxes, 
the mortgage or the rent. 

The Italians, by and large, are Catholics. When the first immigrants came to 
this country, they brought with them their catholic faith and traditions. In the larger 
cities, their clergy also came to assist them. This was not true in New London. The 
Italians were left on their own. Some entered the 11 so called II Irish parishes of Saint 
Mary's and Saint Joseph's and took their place next to their Irish neighbors. This 
was not easy. The Italians spoke a different language, had different traditions and 
for the most part were looked down upon, even by their catholic non-Italian 
neighbors. It is interesting to note, however, that in Saint Joseph's parish which was 
founded in 1907, the first baptism in the new parish was an Italian child; Maria 
Stella, daughter of Leonardo and Giuseppina Romano Cosemmi. 

The Italian group from central Italy, Marche region, because of historical 
difficulties back home in Italy were less prone to get involved in the catholic church. 
With the lack of Italian speaking clergy in New London, they became alienated from 
the church. This was not true of the Italian groups from southern Italy (Sicily, 
Calabria, Campania) who brought with them their faith and their festivals thus 
celebrating the Feast of the Assumption. 

The Feast of the Assumption of New London originated in 1928 when Mrs. 
Marianna Dipolina, her husband Carmelo and invited friends had a high mass 
celebrated at St. Mary's Church by the Pastor Timothy M. Crowley, in thanksgiving, 
recognition, and honor of our Blessed Mother on her feast day. This middle-August 
holiday called the Ferragosto, (when the Tusani celebrated their favorite Madonna 
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the Patron Saint of Tusa) was, at this mass, brought to life by the efforts of Mr. and 
Mrs. Dipolina and friends. On this occasion a committee was formed which was 
called the "The Assumption Feast Committee." In 1929 the Dipolinas were joined 
by Mrs. Antonia Castanza and Antonio D'Angelo who helped collect funds for the 
mass from friends who came from their native Tusa (tutti i paisani). Mr. D'Angelo 
worked especially hard in the development of the float. It began as a litter which 
was borne by four men. It evolved into a float years later. He, in the true Oi.ristian 
spirit, wanted no recognition for his efforts. There was such a tremendous response 
and interest that members of the Tusana Society of Mutual Help, under the 
presidency of Mr. Giuseppe Miceli, initiated plans to sponsor the 1930 feast, and 
celebrate it as it was celebrated in Tusa. 

The ceremony began with the crowning of the statue of Our Lady of the 
Assumption at a high mass in the church yard, on the Sunday closest to the 15th, 
followed by the carrying of the statue through the town in a procession. On this 
occasion, the entire Italian community gathered to venerate the Holy Mother. The 
crowning was done by a young girl of Italian descent, by putting a wreath of fresh 
flowers on the head of the statue of the Blessed Virgin Mary. 

In .1976, Angelo Cacciatore, Director of the Italian Hour on radio station 
WNLC, and members of the committee conceived the idea of an Italian festival. In 
1977, he with a group of other Italians, put together three days of festivities called 
the Italian Festival (later to become the Festival Italiano), which was to be a cultural 
event that would culminate with the Feast of the Assumption. Once again we see 
the presence in New London of the traditional Ferragosto. A second renaissance had 
begun. 

That same year, 1977, we were blessed with the presence of Bishop Daniel P. 
Reilly in the celebration of the High Pontifical Mass and also in the crowning and 
the procession of Mary in the streets of the city. His presence in the festivities had 
reawakened the spiritual value of the catholic community by moving people to 
participate. The combination of the Italian Festival and the Bishop's presence, has 
restored in people's hearts their love for the Blessed Mother. In addition, the 
following year we were blessed with the presence of Father Joseph Castaldi. In 
1976, Father Castaldi came to New London from Rome, Italy. He had been a staff 
member of the Curia, the administrative body of the Vatican in the Pontifical 
Commission for Migrants. He immediately saw the beauty of the Feast that was 
celebrated each year in New London and dedicated all his efforts to see to it that the 
feast be set on firm and lasting foundations. With Father Castaldi, Saint Joseph's 
Church joined Saint Mary's Church in the Feast. He was appointed Pastor of Saint 
Joseph's Church in New London on December 21, 1988 after 25 years in the 
priesthood. 
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The Festival Italiano realized the success of an annual week-long event which 
emphasized Italian culture, as well as maintained the ceremonial honoring of Our 
Blessed Mother of the Assumption. Mr. Louis Esposito has chaired the Festival 
Italiano Committee since 1978. 

And yet the Italians can be equally proud of the contributions their 
descendants have made to this community. There were and still are many positions 
held in civic and community organizations that can be listed. However, we would 
like to take this opportunity to list those that served as Mayor of New London. 

Fred Benvenutti. 1946 - 1947 
1949 -1950 
1952 -1953 

Anthony J. lmpellitteri 1958 -1959 
Francis T. Londregan 1965 - 1966 
Richard L Uguccioni 1976 -1977 
Margaret Mary Curtin 1977 - 1978 
Wayne T. Vendetto 1980 ::: 1981 

Robert A Martin 

Carmelina Como Kanzler 

Anthony R. Basilica 
William L. Satti 

M. John Strafaci 

1982 -1983 
1986 -1987 
1985 -1986 
1987 -1988 
1991 -1992 
1992 -1993 
1995 -1996 
1994 -1995 

The lives of these people may not appear to have been noteworthy to 
everyone, but they have contributed greatly to the fabric of the area. They were 
simple people who sought only the freedom to live and love, to sing and pray, to 
work and succeed in a new place, with dignity. They overcame many obstacles: 
their uprooting, resettlement, and assimilation. And, with all that on their shoulders, 
they bore their burden courageously and with compassion. They dealt with 
problems as they came and passed their experiences down to later generations to 
admire and absorb. 

The Fort and Shaw street areas were places where the trials of their lives 
seemed lessened. They found strength amongst their neighbors and friends. They 
felt kinship within those few blocks of close houses and ties to the kin they left 
behind. Together they kept their culture alive, enjoying the sea, the food and wine, 
the laughter, and music of the old country . 

...J 

Nowadays, it is said that neighborhoods do not exist anymore; that people do 
not associate with each other, and that they barely speak to their neighbors. Modern 
conveniences, like the automobile, the telephone, and the shopping mall, have made 
neighborhoods obsolete. We do not need to commune with the people next door. 
Our families can move away from their roots and still be as close as a telephone. 
As we drift away from living in the type of community that nurtured special bonds I 
between people, it is beneficial to look back into its past. We can see that support 
from the community is necessary if you are to overcome the obstacles that life puts 

1 
in our paths. It is a good example of the quality of life that is possible with only the 
bare essential of human kindness. 
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Out of this sort of place came solid people of strong character. Their 
descendants celebrate their heritage and the struggle that brought them to that place. 
For those who can hear, their laughter still rings clear on the streets of the Fort and 
Shaw Street. 

About the Co-Authors: Elisa Giommi is a 1990 graduate of the University of 
Connecticut and a member of Alpha Sigma Lambda National Honor Society. She 
is a second generation Italian-American with ties to the City of New London which 
date from her grandparents' arrival in 1933. She has lived, worked, studied and 
traveled extensively in Europe and continues to pursue her interests in Italian
American history and culture from her home in Groton,Connecticut. 

Angelo Cacciatore, born and raised in Castrofilippo, Sicily, and educated 
through superior school in Italy, came to the United States in 1965 bringing with him 
a wealth of priceless memories of Italian traditions. Angelo pursued his educational 
ambitions and received a Bachelor in Arts from Connecticut College in Italian 
studies. His interest in Italian arts and culture rooted in his heritage, led him to the 
founding of the Italian Festival Committee and co-founding of the Dante Alighieri 
Society, both in New London. He is also the Director and Host of the radio program 
11 L' ora Italiana 11 on radio station WNLC in New London, Connecticut. Mr. Cacciatore 
is author of two poetry books, Memorie/Memories published in 1986, and Schegge 
di Luce/Bits of Light, published in 1991. He is pursuing his M.A. degree at 
Southern Connecticut State University in New Haven with an interest in emigration. 

© April 1, 1996. Elisa Giommi and Angelo Cacciatore, "All Rights Reserved". 
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And for all to read and enjoy, we would like to end with a poem, written in 1983, by 
Ernest "Frog" Mei. 

In this fancy, frilly you gotta have a gimmick 
world, we pause with deep thought 

Of a place we will love forever, a place 
called · The Fort 

Bordered by the railroad tracks and nestled 
near the Thames, A proud heritage of many Italian Names. 

A place where people grew up in a community with pride, 
And when help was needed, they were always 

by your side. 

A smell of spaghetti, of pizz.a and pastichatta, 
And the two Italian clubs with their chicken and insalata. 

Swimming by the shipyard, diving off Connors Rock, 
Clamming by the creek, near Frank Maria's dock. 

Berto1s, Ciavaglia, Orsini, and Filippetti 
These stores always kept our tables full of 

food and spaghetti. 

The Pequot and Gondola, two restaurants on Walbach Street, 
Where people stopped for a beer and a little bite to eat. 

Ring-a-livio, Ducks are Flying and Buckety Buck, 
Games we played with skill and a little bit of luck. 

People laughing, always happy and funny, 
And just think, we did it without any money. 

Thanksgiving was a big day, Shaw Street was our foe, 
Off to Mercer Field, that was the place to go. 

Just a little histoiy of our old neighborhood, 
Where eveiyone worked hard and people were good. 

We've lost some of our loved one who took 
care of us when times were tough, 

And because of their guidance, life is not too rough. 

And so I'll end my stoiy with just one thought, 
If there's a place in Heaven, I hope they call it 

"THE FORT" 
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Bulkeley School, 1873 • Courtesy of New London Landmarks 

Crocker House • Courtesy of Peter Burgess 
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The Irish In New London 

May there always be work for your hands to do 
May your purse always hold a coin or two 
May the sun always shine on your windowpane 
May the rainbow be certain to follow each rain 
May the hand of a friend always be near you 
May God fill your heart with gladness to cheer you. 

An Irish Proverb 

Ireland has long acknowledged that its greatest export has been its people. 
They carried with them a strong faith, sense of family, a wonderment of nature and 
a willingness to work. The genes from 2500 years of Irish history provided them 
with a rather unique philosophical brew of the natural, the supernatural and 
Christianity, and, either an inability or unwillingness to discern the differences 
between these forces. One might concede that the Irish character is generally 
marked by a vivacious temperament, rapidly changing between exuberance and 
melancholy. The ability to laugh at themselves in the face of adversity has been a 
signature trait and is reflected in the tongue and cheek wail, 110ur only hope is 
despair 11

• The contradictions of 11quick to praise" and 11 quick to criticize11 have 
produced an incongruent character of the Irish people - friendly but requiring "thick 
skins11

• Perhaps the only consistencies shared by most Irish are their learned distrust 
of monarchal government and their appreciation of democracy. 

It is uncertain as to whether the impact of the Irish in New London has ever 
been formally assessed. Certainly, their contributions in the social, political, 
economic and religious developments of New London have been many and positive. 
But, the path was not an easy one. 

Beginning in the 1650s emigration from Ireland to North America had become 
commonplace.1 The new-world was seen by the Irish as a haven of opportunity for 
a new life and freedom from centuries of oppressive British rule. While some Irish 
could afford to pay their transoceanic passage, many more were transported as 
indentured servants (redemptioners), repaying their ocean passage in labor. In the 
second half of the 17th century, large numbers of Irish women and children were 
shipped as slaves to the Virginia tobacco and West Indies sugar plantations.2 

Indentured servants dominated Gaelic-Irish emigration in the 1700s, following 
the imposition of the dehumanizing Penal Laws by the British Parliament. Many of 
the vessels bound for Virginia or the West Indies stopped in Connecticut as farmers 
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traded lumber and livestock for molasses and rum with the Caribbean. To illustrate 
the plight of these displaced Irish, a notice in a Connecticut newspaper in 1724 
reported, 11Just imported from Dublin, the barque Darby, a parcel of Irish servants, 
both men and women, to be sold cheap, by Israel Boardman, at Stamford11

•
3 During 

the second half of the century Presbyterians from the province of Ulster emigrated 
en masse to America to escape the oppressive Penal Laws; they were religious 
11 dissenters 11 who refused to conform to the Anglican Church. Most of this group 
were able to pay their own trans-Atlantic passage. Consequently, approximately 
one-half of George Washington's army during the colonial .War of Independence 
were of the Irish Race, Catholic and Protestant.4 By 1790, 1,589 native Irish resided 
in Connecticut, about 0.05% of the state's population.5 

In the 17th and 18th centuries, many Irish-Catholic settlers found great 
hostility in Connecticut. Catholics had to hide or disavow their religion in order to 
obtain jobs or property or to be accepted in society. They tended to worship in 
Congregational churches, where Irish children were baptized and Irish dead were 
buried by Congregational clergy1. 

The volume of Irish immigration into Connecticut increased in the 19th and 
20th centuries. During the 1840s many found work building canals in the state. The 
watershed event of the Irish Famine of 1845-50 generated massive emigration to 
North America. This Irish "Holocaust" of death and emigration reduced the 
population of Ireland by over three million. Most of the famine emigrants travelled 
in steerage in 11 coffin11 ships, so called because as many as 1/3 of the passengers died 
during the 4 to 6 week transoceanic voyage and in Canadian and American 
quarantine stations.6 From 1845 to 1860, approximately 55,000 Irish came to 
Connecticut.7 During 1853-55, a national 11 No Nothing11 political party sought to 
prevent Irish Catholics from settling in America; in 1855, a party leader was elected 
Governor of Connecticut.7 Another agricultural famine in the 1870s produced a 
second pulse of Irish immigrants. By this time steam packet ships made the ocean 
voyage quicker and safer. These two waves of immigration served to establish lrish
Arnerica. The flood of Irish immigrants continued until after the turn of the century. 
The average annual population of native Irish in Connecticut during the period 1870 
through 1900 was about 70,750.7 

American economic expansion and the Civil War accommodated the large 
number of Irish immigrants. Many of these immigrants became soldiers as they 
stepped off the boat and before they assumed residency. Irish laborers and servants 
lived under impoverished conditions, but, conditions that were better than those in 
Ireland. With the expansion of the railroad, many Irish laborers settled in 
Connecticut's railhead cities, like New London. Assimilation began to be achieved 
in the last quarter of the century, largely because of the number of Irish in the Civil 
War and, by this time, the industry and moral fiber of the new Irish residents had 
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become recognized. Their strong appreciation of the education of their offspring 
was reflected in the number and quality of parochial schools established. 

Although Ireland was governed by Britain until 1921, and most U.S. 
immigration records before that date classify Irish immigrants as British subjects, 
discrimination against the Irish in employment was blatantly practiced in 
Connecticut until at least World War I. Classified advertisements and posters stating 
"No Irish Need Apply" or 11 NINA 11 were common in newspapers and personnel 
offices. However, by the 1920s the Irish dominated the ranks of the Post Office, Fire, 
and Police Departments throughout the state, and with the introduction of the 
political ward system, became active in politics. Peaks in Irish immigration occurred 
again in the 1920s and following World War II. However, by 1930 the state's Irish 
born population was reduced to 38,418, and in 1950 was further reduced to 20,566.7 

Using the 1%0 census, the Hartford Courant reported the Irish-American population 
in Connecticut as 20% of the total population, one of the largest ethnic groups in the 
state.7 

New London was a gateway for settlers to Connecticut in the 17th and 18th 
centuries, and considerable trade was conducted between New London and Irish 
ports. ,The presence of Irish settlers in New London was recorded by 1650; perhaps 
earlier. In 1651, Edmund Fanning eventually settled in Groton and by 1654 William 
Collins and son were early grantees of town lots in New London. Some 17th 
century Irish names in New London were Dalton, Buckley, Barrett, Moore, Rice, 
Kelly, Keeney, Roach, Mullin and Butler.8 

Joshua Hempstead kept a diary filled with details about people and events 
in the early 18th century. On January 4, 1724, he recorded the marriage of Isabel 
Maconnel and Samuel Irwin. During the period 1730-1740, the names of Kelly, 
Cosley and Smith were each recorded as "an Irishman." Also during the 1732-39 
period, Captains Thomas and Nathaniel Shaw, New London Merchants, were 
trading regularly at Irish ports. In 1788, a shipwreck occurred off Fishers Island in 
which approximately 20 Irish immigrants perished. Since many immigrant Irish 
were Gaelic speaking and largely illiterate their names were recorded phonetically 
or anglicized, for example: Murfee (Murphy), Driskel (Driscoll), and Dehoritie 
(Doherty).8 

New London Irish families participating in the Revolutionary War included: 
Condon, Crowley, Doyle, Fitzgerald, Geary, Higgins, Kelly, Powers and Ryan.8 New 
London was the home port for a group of American privateer captains of Irish 
descent.9 Those who commanded the privateer brigantines, sloops, etc., include: 
John and Richard McCarthy ("Black Prince"), Kelly (brig. 11 Catherine11

, sloop 
11 Ranger 11

), Michael Melally (brigs "Marshall," "Oliver Cromwell," "Lady Spencer 11 and 
"Rochambeau. 11

), William Dennis (General Sullivan [Sheridan?]), John McClease 
(sloop 11 Worcester 11

), Robert McKean (sloops "Patty," 11 Nabby11 and 11 Hibemia11
), 
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Joseph Powers, Tom Quigley, John Dunn and John Quinlan. Michael Melally and 
his wife are buried in the Old Burial Ground, New London; he died in 1791 at the 
age of 57 years and she died in 1812. Many Irish who served in these Connecticut 
vessels were recruited in New London, such as Thomas Fitzgerald (midshipman on 
Continental Frigate "Trumbull"), Conroy and Farrell.10 One Connecticut newspaper 
reported about an American privateer operating off New London," -she is a cutter 
of 16 guns having a Congress Commission, though the crew are all Welsh and 
Irish".11 -

In the 19th century, the Irish came to New London in groups to work as stone 
masons and laborers in construction and in quarries, as freighthandlers and 
coachmen, and as manufacturing expanded, in factories. Women usually worked 
as domestic servants in the large homes of the New London establishment Qocal 
businessmen, bankers and professionals). In 1842, an Irish labor force arrived to 
repair Fort Trumbull. The neighborhood around the fort was strongly Irish until 
around 1900, when it was occupied largely by Italian immigrants.12 While the Irish 
were raising their families at the poverty level in 1847, a fundraiser rally in New 
London for famine relief assistance to Ireland, led by Protestant Reverend Mr. 
Greenwood, raised $1,200.13 

The shared love and patriotism of the Irish immigrants for both America and 
Ireland was clearly evident during a July 4th celebration in New London in 1846. 
According to the New London Morning Star, the City asked the 11Sons of Erin" to 
lead the City's procession; Mr. Thomas Kelly, 11 a Dublin man", was Chief Marshall. 
The 100 man strong contingent carried a two-sided banner which read, on one side, 
"The Harp and Eagle United - Emblem of the land of our birth and_ of our adoption", 
and, on the other side, "America - though she regards us as Aliens by birth will find 
us Sons in her defence" .14 Indeed, the New London Irish again shouldered their load 
during the Civil War and World Wars I and IL An obelisk at St. Mary's Cemetery 
bespeaks of a poignant tale of the post-famine immigrants. The brief description on 
this memorial stone tells a story too often repeated in other families: "George 
Higgins, son of Daniel and Bridget Higgins, County Down, Parish of Mourne, Killed 
in the army at Fredricksburg on November 21, 1862, Age 16". The Irish are proudly 
represented on the WW I Honor List in New London's City Hall. Included among 
that list are, O'Connor, O'Connell, O'Donnell, O'Neill, Collins, Doyle, Dorsey, 
Driscoll, Flaherty, Flynn, Fitzgerald, Finnegan, Fitzpatrick, Maher, McGarry, 
McGinley, McMahon, Ruddy, Ryan and Sullivan. The full list leaves no doubt that 
the Irish immigrants proudly sent their sons into the war that was to make the 
"world safe for democracy". A simlar acknowledgement appears on the city's World 
War II memorial in Williams Park. 

In the 1920s many of the Irish stone masons worked shoulder to shoulder and 
trowel to trowel with their Italian fellow craftsmen. They erected monuments and 
churches that still stand in the New London area. They built stone walls, such as 
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those that encompass the cemeteries on Jefferson Avenue and the Morton F. Plant 
Estate, which now houses the A very Point Branch of the University of Connecticut. 
Records of the New London Ancient Order of Hibernians (AOH) reveal that 
funding for the stone wall for St. Mary's cemetery was provided by Attorney and 
Mrs. John C. Geary, and that a Mrs. O'Flaherty donated the large stone Celtic Cross 
at the AOH burial site in the cemetery. Some Irish found work as household help, 
gardeners and maintenance people at Eolia, the summer estate of Edward and Mary 
Harkness, now Harkness State Park. During the first quarter of the 20th century, 
New London was a city of ethnic neighborhoods. While the Italian and Polish 
populations were heavily concentrated in their respective areas, the Irish were 
scattered in enclaves throughout the heart of the city. In east New London they 
occupied the areas of }:-lodges Square, Bragaw Street, Winthrop Cove, Connecticut 
Avenue in the vicinity of West Coit and Grand Streets and Shaw Street in the 
vicinity of Pratt and Steward Streets. 

The 1910 census revealed that the Irish constituted 1,207 of the 4,561 foreign 
born white population in New London; the total population of New London was 
19,659. By 1920 there were 1,049 foreign born Irish and by 1930 this number had 
declined to 822 Irish bom15

• 

The first Roman Catholic Church in Connecticut was established in 1829 in 
Hartford (The Holy Trinity Church)16

• In 1842, an upstairs room in a building at the 
comer of Bank and Blinm.an Streets in New London was rented to conduct weekly 
Masses which were served by a Missionary Priest. The arrival of the large numbers 
of Famine-Irish, beginning in 1848, served to establish the Catholic Church in New 
London. By 1850, the church held masses in a residence on Jay Street. In 1851, the 
Rev. Peter Duffy became the first parish priest in New London. In 1852, Pastor Rev. 
Thomas Ryan built St. Patrick's Church on Truman Street; he also purchased St. 
Patrick's Cemetery (later St. Mary's). In 1866, Rev. Bernard Tully purchased land 
on Washington and Huntington Streets for construction of St. Mary's Church, which 
was completed in 1874. Rev. Thomas P. Joynt became Pastor of St. Mary's parish 
in May 1883. In 1891, he started St. Mary's "Young Ladies High School" on Franklin 
Street. The teachers, who came from Meriden, Connecticut, were Sisters of Mercy. 
The school moved to its present location in 1898. Together with the new Italian, 
German and Polish immigrants the Catholic population in New London had 
increased sufficient! y to establish a need for additional masses; they were held in the 
Empire Theater until St. Joseph's Church was dedicated in 1910.16 

In August 1871, the Ancient Order of Hibernians (AOH) was organized in 
New London; a Division was also organized in Norwich in September of that 
year.17. Other Irish organizations or societies may have preceded the AOH in New 
London. The Knights of Columbus was formed by Irish-Catholics in 1882, in New 
Haven, largely influenced by the AOH. In 1884 the Irish National League formed 
in New London and in Norwich, drawing members from the former Land League 
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chapters; under the leadership of President William Mahoney they met in the Star 
of the Sea Meeting Hall, in Stoddard's Block.20 The League was still active in 1933, 
forming a literary committee. In 1885, Hibernian Rifles Company 11 A 11 of New 
London was the first AOH militia unit formed in the state.18

'
21 On June 6, 1888, the 

first AOH State Convention in New London was held in Union Hall.22 The Ladies 
Auxiliary of the AOH was formed in 18% at a State Convention in Hartford.18 In 
1903, Mrs. Margaret O'Connor was the New London County Ladies AOH President. 
By 1902, there were seven (7) AOH divisions in New London County; New London 
(2 divisions), Norwich (2 divisions), Taftville, Stonington and Jewett City each had 
one division. The New London divisions met in the Cronin Building.18 AOH 
Division No. 1 adopted the name Father Joynt Division, after the Reverend Thomas 
P. Joynt, Pastor of St. Mary's Church from 1883 until his death in 1909; the Division 
disbanded in 1947. The Ladies AOH Auxiliary continued until the 1950s. 

On September 16, 1963, the AOH re-established in New London, with James 
Watterson as interim President. John C. Dempsey was elected the first division 
President, and the name John F. Kennedy Division No. 2 was selected on December 
17, 1963. The Division name was changed in July 1989 to the John P. Holland 
Division after the Irish born inventor of the submarine, and who is acknowledged 
as the "Father of the modern submarine". The Holland Torpedo Boat Company later 
merged with other companies to become Electric Boat. An AOH Ladies Auxiliary, 
Division No. 69, was re-instituted in 1965 with Mrs. Elizabeth Gallagher as the first 
President; this Auxiliary disbanded in the 1970s. The reestablished New London 
AOH Division has maintained a program of educational activities in New London 
to preserve the Irish heritage. They ran an annual Feis (international stepdancing 
and traditional music competitions) at Ocean Beach Park from 1972 to 1995, formed 
an Irish Reading Association, sponsored a childrens stepdancing school, gave free 
adult ceili dance lessons, and sponsored public dances throughout the city featuring 
Irish bands from New York and Boston. They continue to teach Irish history in 
adult education programs and have been working to establish a John P. Holland 
Museum in Holland's hometown of Liscannor, County Oare, Ireland. 

While most of the immigrants from Ireland had no better than a grade school 
education, they recognized its importance and the role it would play in creating a 
successful future for their children. Through education, many of the first generation 
Irish managed to break through the social and religious biases in New London, and 
gradually Irish names were found in the medical, legal professions, and in politics. 
Reportedly, by the 20th century the Irish were well represented in New London, 
state and federal civil services. The first Irish Police Chief in_ the city was a Mr. 
Quinn, in 1880.23

• The Telegraph newspaper was co-founded in 1885 by John_ Lynch. 
This Irish occupational assimilation into the political and professional life of New 
London can be best appreciated by citing some examples of a few prominent Irish
American families. 
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Politics: James R. May was born in 1867 to Irish immigrant parents. A Democrat, 
he served as City Alderman, Representative from New London in the Connecticut 
General Assembly, and later as State Senator. He was appointed Postmaster for 
New London in April 1935 by President Franklin Roosevelt. Mr. May was an 
insurance agent who had extensive involvement in the New London banking 
community. He served as Director of the New London City National Bank, as an 
Incorporator of the Savings Bank of New London, a Trustee of the former Mariners 
Savings Bank, and a Director of the Winthrop Trust Company. Along with David 
M. Reagan and the Reverend William Fitzsimmons, he was instrumental in the 
movement to construct St. Joseph's Church in New London. His son, James A. May, 
served on the City Council almost continuously from 1925 to 1955 and was Mayor · 
three times during this period. In 1927, at the age of 26, 11Jimmy11 May became the 
youngest mayor in the nation of a city with more than 10,000 population. He was 
considered to be one of the most colorful politicians in New London's history. 

Mr. James R. May was married to the former Elizabeth Ruddy, whose own 
family played an enduring role of municipal employment in New London. Her 
father, Austin J. Ruddy, a native of County Mayo, Ireland, was hired by the City in 
the mid-1870's and became foreman of the City Water Department. His nephew, 
Austin H. Ruddy, also a native of Ireland, began working for the City in 1886 and 
took over the foreman position. From the 1870s until 1992, there was a Ruddy on 
the City's work force. The two Austin Ruddys, James Ruddy (also Water 
Department Foreman), William J. Ruddy (City Purchasing Agent) and William J. 
Ruddy, Jr. (New London High School Teacher) contributed an unbroken cumulative 
record of over 200 years of service to New London. 

Thomas J. Griffin was a prominent politician in New London from the 1920s 
to the 1960s; his family roots were in Ireland. He was born in 1891 in New London, 
son of Joseph and Martha Skiffington Griffin. He was involved in civic activities at 
a young age and became a potent force in City politics during World War II. As a 
member of the City Council for 23 years and Mayor for three terms, he was known 
for his candor and honesty and as a 11 politician of the little people". He first 
operated the Thomas Griffin and Sons Wholesale Meat Co. in New London. During 
World War II, he was Comptroller of the Naval Underwater Sound Laboratory. 
After the war he became an expediter at Electric Boat until his retirement. He was 
a State Boxing Commissioner, a Trustee of St. Mary's Church, and President of the 
Eastern Connecticut Basketball Officials. He was a member of the Ancient Order of 
Hibernians, an Exalted Ruler of the New London Lodge of Elks, and a Grand Knight 
of the Knights of Columbus. On separate occasions, he was selected as the 11Man of 
the Year" by the Hibernians and by the Elks. 

Medical: Dr. Daniel P. Sullivan was born in Willimantic, son of Daniel and Ellen 
Sullivan. He practiced medicine most o(his life in New London. Dr. Sullivan 
helped organize the Lawrence and Memorial Hospital, and as a Board Member, 
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guided the hospital through many stages of growth. He joined the Hospital as a 
staff surgeon in 1912 and soon became senior staff surgeon. His reputation as a 
skilled surgeon went well beyond New London when he became a consulting 
surgeon for many hospitals throughout the east. During World War I, Dr. Sullivan's 
skills as a physician led the region in the battle against a worldwide virulent 
influenza epidemic. During World War II he organized the City's Civil Defense 
system and as Director was in charge of more than 3,000 volunteers. He received 
numerous honors from the medical profession, city, state, and federal governments 
for his many contributions. He died in 1964 at age 89 years at Lawrence and 
Memorial Hospital. 

It is estimated that Dr. Joseph Ganey delivered more than 6,000 babies in New 
London during his medical career. He was born in 1879, served in the army during 
World War I, and following the war worked as a deck hand on a four-masted 
schooner to help pay for his medical education. He was a colorful character and a 
National Director of Circus Fans of America. A young Eugene O'Neill, who was 10 
years 11Doc 11 Ganey's junior, spent many hours in the Doctor's extensive personal 
library to educate himself in the works of European authors. Doc Ganey' s infamous 
11Second Story Club", an informal, raffish, mostly Irish social organization, was 
composed of a kind of avant-garde of New London in the early 1900s and was 
looked upon with disdain by the respectable citizens of the community. 11Doc 11 

Ganey died in 1958, at the age of 79. 

A more reputable social organization was the 11St. John's Literary Society", 
founded by Irish immigrants in 1848, which regularly convened to discuss great 
works of literature. An advertisement in a 1909 issue of the New London Day 
revealed that the President of the 11Society11

, at that time, was Attorney Frank L. 
McGuire. 

Legal: Three generations of the McGuire family have been practicing law in New 
London. Patrick McGuire left McGuire's Bridge, County Fermanagh, Ireland in the 
1830s and settled in the Greenport-Sag Harbor, Long Island, New York area. He 
married Margaret Collins. Their son, Thomas, a plumber, moved to New London 
in the 1860s where he started the plumbing business of McGuire and Maher. He 
married Margaret Lewis in New London. 

Frank Lewis McGuire was born in 1881. He attended New York University 
and upon graduation joined the New London law firm of Hull and Hull; which later 
became Hull, McGuire and Hull. In 1907, while New London City Clerk, he married 
Winifred Foran, a· ·graduate of Williams Memorial Institute. Her father, Francis 
Foran, owned a large furniture store, the State Financial Corp., and an undertaking 
business in New London. The McGuires moved to 471 Pequot Avenue, which is 
now the Mitchell College Library. Frank Lewis McGuire served on the boards of the 
Hartford National Bank, Lawrence and Memorial Hospital, Norwich State Hospital, 
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Williams School and was active at St. Joseph's Church. He and his wife died in 
1947. 

A brother, Henry McGuire was also New London City Oerk. His son, 
Roland McGuire, became a well respected dentist in New London. 

Frank Lewis McGuire had two sons who also became prominent lawyers in 
New London. Francis Foran McGuire, born in 1910, graduated with distinction from 
Dartmouth College in 1932. He received his law degree from Yale Law School in 
1935; he was an editor of the Yale Law Journal. He joined his father's law firm. He 
married Helen Connolly in 1935; she graduated from Smith College. Francis F. had 
a keen Irish wit and was the picture of distinction. He later joined the law firm of 
Wiggins, Dana and McGuire. He continued his father's interest in politics and 
served for several years as Democratic Town Chairman. He was an officer in some 
of New London's major institutions, including Vice-President of L&M Hospital, 
President of Williams School Board, member of the Executive Board of the Hartford 
National Bank and Trust Co. and The Day Trust; he was a director of The Day 
newspaper. He was President of the Parish Council of St. Joseph's Church and 
President of the United Fund. In 1965 he was awarded the Knight of St. Gregory 
Papal Order by Pope Paul VI. He died in 1982. 

His brother, Morgan Kennedy McGuire, born in 1916, served for some period 
in the family law firm. Later, he was elected State Senator, from North Stonington. 
He died in 1974. 

As with his father, Francis F. McGuire had two sons who continued the 
McGuire name in the practice of law in New London. Frank Lewis, born in 1940, 
and James Connolly, born in 1947, became partners in the law firm of McGuire and 
McGuire. Frank Lewis died in 1990; James continues the practice of law. 

Attorney Thomas P. Condon was Judge of Probate for New London and 
Waterford for 30 years. He was born in 1923, grandson of Irish immigrants from 
Mitchelltown, County Cork and Valentia Island, County Kerry, it was reported that 
Mitchelltown was named after a relative, Mitchell Condon. His parents were 
Thomas J. and Helen O'Neill Condon. He graduated from Providence College and 
received his law degree from Georgetown University. He married Mary Caroline 
MacDonald. He was a popular and respected figure in the community, known for 
his keen legal mind, sensitivity, thoughtfulness and sense of humor. It was said of 
him that he seemed to know every family in the city. He took great pride in his 
heritage and often gave talks on Irish history, which he studied for many years. He 
died in 1991 at age 71. At the time of his death, he was President of the First New 
London Savings and Loan Association. He was a prominent Catholic layman who 
received Papal Honors in 1966. 
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Arts and Literature: The New London Irish boast of an international literary giant 
in Eugene Gladstone O'Neill. Eugene O'Neill, is one of the most distinguished 
names in the canon of American dramatic literature. He was born in New York 
City, on October 16, 1888. His father, James, was born in Kilkenny, Ireland in 1846 
during the Irish famine, and his mother Ella was an Irish-American born in New 
Haven, Connecticut. His father was a well known professional actor. The O'Neills 
were drawn to New London because Ella was seeking a permanent residence for her 
young family, and her mother and aunt had taken up residence in New London. 
On the stage James spent some 30 years playing the role of the Count of Monte 
Cristo, including performances in the Lyceum theater in New London. In the late 
1890s the O'Neills purchased the house on Pequot A venue that was to be known as 
the Monte Cristo Cottage. It would be their home until the early 1920s, when both 
parents and a brother died; they are buried in St. Mary's Cemetery. 

During his youth and early manhood, Eugene spent his summers in the 
Monte Cristo Cottage. He turned repeatedly to the physical and emotional 
landmarks of New London in his writing. Three of his major plays, Moon for the 
Misbegotten, Ah, Wilderness! and Long Days Journey into Night are set in the New 
London locale, and several other works contain references to people and events 
which are traceable to his early life in New London. O'Neill had an Irishman's 
superstition about cursed families and immortalized his own through his art. 11 I'm 
all lrish, 11 he said, referring not only to his ancestry but also to the Irish customs and 
attitudes of his family. 

In 1912, O'Neill' s professional writing career had a less than distinguished 
beginning when he worked as a reporter for the New London Telegraph. In 1972, 
the New London City Council renamed Main Street as Eugene O'Neill Drive. In 
October 1988, on the 100th anniversary of his birth, a bronze statue of Eugene O'Neill 
(as a boy) was dedicated at the city pier. In attendance were William O'Neill, 
Governor of the State of Connecticut, as well as city officials, regional dignitaries and 
notable stage actors who were recognized. for their portrayal of roles in O'Neill' s · 
plays. In June 1989, a contingent from New London and the Eugene O'Neill Theatre 
Center travelled to Shchelykovo, Russia, the home of Russia's premier playwright, A. 
N. Ostrovsky. On behalf of the 100th Anniversary committee, former Mayor 
Carmelina Como Kanzler of New London presented a smaller version of the bronze 
statue to the Museum located there. Enter Eugene O'Neill: dramatist, four 
Pulitzers, Nobel Prize for Literature, international fame. Enter, immortality. 

In summary, Irish immigrants came to New London poor, uneducated and 
unconnected but ready to work. They focused on survival. The three main 

· components of their lives were family, church and work, and that was the ethic that 
they sought to instill in their children (whom they produced in great numbers). 
Success, in the eyes of the Irish immigrant, consisted of home ownership, indoor 
plumbing, and a priest or nun in the family. The overriding concern of these 
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survivors was: What could they do to make life better for their children? They 
took pride in their home and their children, pride in their work and pride in their 
heritage. The great American songwriter George M. Cohan, who tested many of his 
plays at the Lyceum theater in New London en route to Broadway, said it best in 
the lyrics of "Harrigan": "It's a name that no shame ever has been connected with -
Harrigan, that's me". 

Currently, the Irish community in New London is strongly represented by 
descendants of immigrants from two counties in Ireland who came in two waves, 
1900 to 1910 and again in the 1920s. The families originating in the small region of 
Valentia Island, Cahirciveen and Portmagee, County Kerry include O'Connell, Shea, 
Foley, Murphy, Sullivan, and Falvey. The families originating in County Mayo 
include, Joyce, Higgins, Mc.Garry, and Dorsey. 

Resear~~g the history of the Irish in New London was a difficult task 
because of the~ of available written information. Therefore, the challenge to 
the New London AOH, the only Irish oriented organization in New London, is to 
continue this research to fill the voids and provide a comprehensive description of 
the history of the New London Irish. This effort would be a fitting legacy of the 
current generation since, over the next few generations, the identity of "Irish
American" in New London is certain to fade; hopefully never to be lost however. 

The Author: James J. Gallagher 
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From Generation To Generation: 
A History Of The Jews In New London 

The first Jews to come through New London were probably Sephardic 
merchants who dealt with merchants in New England but were unable to settle in 
New London or any part of Connecticut because Connecticut did not separate state 
and church until 1818, and it was not until 1843 that the Constitution was amended 
to allow Jews to "have the same rights, powers and privileges which are given to 
Christians of every denomination." The first Ashkenazi Jew to settle in New London . 
was Joseph Jacob Schwartz from Germany. He opened a "fancy goods" store in 1865 
at 52 State Street. Schwartz was president of the Hebrew Society which was made 
up of German Jews that came to New London in the 1860s and 1870s. The German 
Jews formed Achim Shalom Congregation in 1878 to purchase a plot of land in 
Cedar Grove Cemetery for Jewish burial. Samuel Goldsmith, who was to become the 
owner of the first department store in New London, served as a member of the 
general committee for the celebration of the 250th anniversary of New London. 

Joseph Michael, one of the early Jewish immigrants, assisted many of the 
new arrivals to establish businesses, distribute challah (special Sabbath bread) and 
wine for the Shabbat and serve as the de facto head of the community. When he 
died at age 55 in 1894, all of the clothing stores in the city remained closed during 
his funeral service. The German Jewish community did not continue as an organized 
congregation much past the early 1880s; the immigration of Jews from Lithuania and 
then Poland, Ukraine, and Galicia created new organized Jewish communities that 
continue to this day. 

The Lithuanian immigration to New London began in 1885, with the arrival 
of Samuel Cott. In 1888, Meyer Boyer arrived; his son Max, the first Jewish lawyer 
in New London, was admitted to the bar in 1909. The Lithuanian Jews established 
a burial society by organizing the Sick Benefit Society of Ahavath Chesed in July 
1882 and purchasing land in Waterford for a cemetery. In 1911, the Sick Benefit 
Society amended its charter to include holding religious worship. Samuel Cott was 
the first president of the new congregation. Other families involved in the 
congregation in 1893 were Levin, Protas, Boyer, Cohen, Brodsky, Lubchansky, King, 
Meltzer, Greenblatt~ Glater, Novock, Fastovsky, Parellman, and Baker. 

In 1894 Kale£ Soltz (salt) and his son Joseph opened the first kosher meat 
market in New London. The family continues in the business to this day. By 1900 
Ahavath Chesed had seventy members, and on December 2, 1902, they purchased 
land on Shapley Street to build a synagogue. Philip Jacob Hendel was chairman of 
the building committee. On March 16, 1905, The Day wrote "Pews which had stood 
unused in the main auditorium of the old Second Baptist Church on Union Street 
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for many years were to be used in the new Hebrew synagogue on Shapley Street." 
The Day wrote of the dedication that took place on Sunday, July 2, 11This Hebrew 
Synagogue, the first in the city was indeed a very special occasion for both Jew and 
Gentile. For the Jew -- it marked an important milestone in his religious life, for the 
Gentile - it was an opportunity to witness the Jew in his religious surroundings -
to see him as he really is and not as the unpleasant Shylocks of fiction and anti
Semitic literature." 

Attending the dedication were U.S. Senator Frank B. Brandegee; Rabbi 
Bernard Drachman of New York; Brian F. Mahan, Mayor of New London; Rev. J. 
Romeyn Danforth, First Church of Christ; Lucius E. Whiton; Secretary of State 
Theodore Bodenwein; and Rev. James Wilson Bixler of the Second Congregational 
Church. On January 13, 1919, the Shapley Street synagogue was destroyed by fire. 
Churches throughout the city offered full use of their facilities so that services might 
continue. Eight months later funds had been raised to purchase the Methodist 
church on Federal Street and convert it to a synagogue. The congregation moved to 
its present location on Montauk Avenue on Sunday morning, September 22, 1968, 
the eve of Rosh Hashanah. 

When Jews arrived from the Ukraine, they found the Lithuanian congregation 
Ahavath Chesed difficult to worship in due to differences in ritual practice. In 1895, 
they organized the Sick Benefit Society of Rodeph Shalom and bought a burial 
ground next to the cemetery of the Lithuanian Jews in Waterford. In 1905, the 
Ukrainian group decided to rejoin Ahavath Chesed when they built the synagogue 
on Shapley Street but departed again on July 8, 1911; they formed the Ohave Shalom 
Sick Benefit Society and purchased another plot of land for a burial ground. Families 
involved in Ohave Shalom included Cherkovsky, Sokol, Elionsky, Cohn, Traystman, 
Wachinsky, Sherb, and Rutberg. In 1919, they laid the cornerstone for their own 
synagogue on Blirunan Street. 

A third orthodox synagogue opened on July 12, 1925, when Temple Israel at 
73 Park Street opened to serve the summer residents at Ocean Beach and Neptune 
Park. More than 500 people attended the dedication of this summer synagogue. Two 
of the founders of Temple Israel were Abraham Kirschenbaum and Jacob Sherb. 

The conservative congregation, Beth El, began with High Holy Day services 
conducted on September 29 and 30, 1924, at the Union Lodge Hall on Union Street. 
The services were organized by the Jewish Fraternal Order, B'nai B'rith. Unlike the 
other congregations where the sermons were delivered in Yiddish, the sermon at this 
service was delivered in English. 

In October 1932, a group of men met in the home of Nathan Lubow to discuss 
forming a conservative synagogue. A formal meeting was held on October 30, 1932, 
in the Dutch Room of the Mohegan Hotel. The congregation was chartered on 
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November 9, 1932 with Rabbi Samuel Ruderman serving as the first rabbL The 
congregation met at the Jewish Community House on Blackhall Street which was 
owned by the Hebrew Ladies Aid Society (see further). In March 1933, members of 
Beth El organized a cemetery association and bought land in Groton. 

In the late 1930s a Jewish community credit union, The New London Security 
Federal Credit Union was formed. Ezekiel Spitz, who was one of the founders of 
Mitchell College, served as President of the New London Savings and Loan 
Association, and was an active member of the Jewish community. Although several 
Jews had positions in banks, many Jews were not "bankable". Charles Suisman, at 
the urging of Julius Sheriff, and others, organized the credit union in order to 
provide loans to members of the community who could not otherwise receive credit. 
The original charter stated that the credit union was "open to Hebrews who resided 
in New London and were members of Congregation Beth El." The charter was 
amended in the late 1960s to include the surrounding towns, and is still active today, 
with assets of around $6,000,000.00 . 

A building fund was organized in July 1943 to build a larger synagogue, 
house of learning and social center. Families involved included Grubner, Agran, 
Dane, Elion, Elfenbein, Glassenberg, Glassman, Goldsmith, Harris, Kaplan, 
Lubchansky, Lubow, Polinsky, Rihner, Savin, Schwartz, Shepatin, and Zabarsky. The 
building fund campaign was suspended because of the war; later it resumed with 
additional memb~s including Freedman, Gottlieb, Kirschenbaum, Krinsky, Mallove, 
Rosen, Shapiro, Suisman, Sulman, and Wool. 

On March 30, 1948, property on Ocean Avenue was purchased and the Beth 
El synagogue was dedicated on Friday evening, May 4, 1951 with a Menorah given 
by the First Congregatiol)ctl Church and two pulpit chairs presented by the 
Methodist church. The Library in Beth El is named for Lena Kaplan to memorialize 
her outstanding contributions to the Jewish community. Subsequent major additions 
and renovations of a new sanctuary and renovations to accommodate an expanded 
Solomon Schechter Day School were overseen by Sigmund Strochlitz, Myron Hendel, 
and Steven Daren. Ben Levenson, whose father had been President of Ahavath 
Chesed, served as President of Beth El, recruiting many of the future leaders of the 
congregation. He was known throughout the community for his civic involvement 
and dedication. Louis Detz has served as the "Gabbai" (lay religious leader) of Beth 
El and as a major fund raiser for the United Jewish Appeal/Jewish Federation for 
over thirty years. 

A group of farmers were settled in Chesterfield beginning in 1890 under a 
philanthropic program sponsored by Baron Maurice de Hirsch. The hardware stores 
in New London owned by Gruskin and Schneider were established by descendants 
of farmers from Chesterfield. Another important family from Chesterfield are the 
parents of Moses Savin, who served as a state senator, and was mayor of New 
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London for three terms. He also established the Hillel House at the University of 
Connecticut in Storrs. Another member of the Savin family was Bessie 
Kirschenbaum, co-owner of the Juvenile Shop and renowned throughout the 
community for her benevolence and kindness. 

Jewish education was essential to Jewish life in New London and formal 
education began in 1898. The first Bar Mitzvah took place in 1899. In 1912, a school 
was organized at the comer of Bank and Pearl Streets and classes were held daily 
after public school. In 1914, B'nai B1rith organized a Jewish Sunday School in the old 
Coit Street school building. The school was run by Ezekiel Spitz, chairman of the 
school committee; members of the school committee were Emanuel Henkle, 
Benjamin Kaplan, Morris Lubchansky, and Ludwig Mann. In 1917, a fire destroyed 
the building and classes were suspended. In 1925, the New London Hebrew Ladies 
Aid and Educational Society purchased 60 Blackhall Street and opened both a 
Hebrew and Sunday school; it was taken over by Congregation Beth El in 1932. 

New London had an active Zionist movement. From the early beginnings of 
the Zionist organization in America many of the immigrants from Lithuania and the 
Ukraine were members of the Lovers of Zion. The American Jewish Yearbook of 
1899-1900 mentions a Chovevei Zion (Lovers of Zion) Society in New London. In 
1906, Isaac Resnikoff settled in New London and vigorously continued active Zionist 
endeavors. In 1913, a second Zionist society was founded by Morris Mallove and 
others. Mr. Mallove was later to become one of the three prominent Zionist leaders 
in Connecticut and was to travel to Palestine to purchase land for a Zionist 
settlement sponsored by the Jewish communities of Connecticut. Shortly after Britain 
recognized the Jewish claim to Palestine through the Balfour Declaration of 
November 2, 1917, the Young Men's Hebrew Association of New London met under 
the leadership of William Polinsky and voted to support the Zionist movement. A 
famous Zionist leader, Vladimir Jabotinsky, came to New London and spoke at the 
New London Opera House on Bank Street, recruiting four men to serve in the 
Jewish Legion: Oi.arles Bronstein, Emanuel "Chick" Gensburg, Morris Gordon, and 
Abraham Schuman. They marched under the Zionist flag, wore the Star of David as 
their insignia, and received all their orders in Hebrew. 

In 1925 the United Palestine Appeal was formed and the Jewish community 
in New London immediately supported its annual campaign. In 1947, the State of 
Israel was endorsed by the United Nations Partition Resolution and Harold Weiner, 
then Commander of the Jewish War Veterans, helped organize two shipments of 
surplus military supplies to the State of Israel in defiance of the British blockade. 
Hyman Wilensky, who was involved in this effort, became commander of the state 
organization of Jewish War Veterans. 

In 1950, shortly after the establishment of the State of Israel, Morris Mallove 
traveled to Israel to choose a site within the new country for the Jewish community 
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in Connecticut to support. Morris and Goldie Mallove led the Israel Bonds drive in 
New London for over 40 years and hosted the receptions in their home. Harvey 
and Rosalind Mallove continued this tradition and were leaders in the local Bond 
drive. 

Women were very active in the Zionist movement. In 1915 Ruth Saltz 
attended a Zionist conference in Boston and heard Henrietta Szold deliver an 
inspiring message. Saltz returned to New London and on June 24, 1915, organized 
the Daughters of Zion Club which eventually became the first Hadassah Women's 
Zionist Organization in Connecticut. 

On March 17, 1938, all Jewish groups in New London met to organize the 
local United Jewish Appeal. Rabbi Ruderman was appointed executive secretary, and 
William Polinsky, the first treasurer of the United Jewish Appeal. In 1948, the year 
of Israel's establishment, the United Jewish Appeal, under the leadership of Eli Dane, 
Alex Shapiro, Eli Aronson, and Moses Savin raised a remarkable $200,000 for Israel. 

The United Jewish Appeal (UJA) eventually became the Jewish Community 
Council and in 1970 was organized as the Jewish Federation of Eastern Connecticut. 
The first president was Judge Seymour L. Hendel who served from 1970 to 1974. 
Subsequent presidents were Samuel Bellin, Professor Jerry Winter, Gary Matin, 

' ' 

Harold Weiner, Reuben Levin, Helen Glick and the current president Myron Hendel. 
Louis Detz has served the Jewish community in many different ways, but most 
notably as chairman of leadership gifts for the UJA/Jewish Federation and as 
"Gabbai", lay religious leader of Congregation Beth El, two vital positions that he 
continues to occupy to this day. Under Harold Weiner's presidency, the Federation 
was expanded by the participation of the Jewish community of Norwich and 
Danielson. Under Helen Glick's presidency, Colchester joined the Jewish Federation. 

Currently, the Jewish Federation supports three senior centers, two kosher hot 
lunch sites, funded jointly by the Federation and TVCCA, a Jewish Family Service 
(funded jointly by the Federation and the United Way of Southeastern Connecticut), 
a Solomon Schechter Day School, a community Hebrew High School, the Hillel 
program at Connecticut College, and sponsors local educational and cultural 
programs. In addition, it supports the Jewish Agency in Israel, the Joint Distribution 
Committee that takes care of distressed Jewis~ommunities around the world, and 
a refugee resettlement program begun in 1975 to resettle refugees from the former 
Soviet Union in New London. To date, over 85 families have been resettled in our 
community benefitting from the active help of the New London community, 
especially the New London Adult Education Center where almost all of them have 
learned English. 

Service to local needy members of the Jewish community did not begin in 
1970 with the Jewish Federation but began in an organized way with the New 
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London Hebrew Ladies Aid and Educational Society which was founded in 1901. 
Charter members of the organization were: Hattie Harris, Sarah Hollandersky, 
Fannie Boyer, Libby Soltz, Ida Freeman, Rebecca Gordon, Fanny King, Rose 
Feldman, Jennie Kaplan, Sarah Lubchansky, Lena Baker, Fannie Gordon, and Ida 
Protas. On July 20, 1924, they held a concert and ball at Danceland (Ocean Beach 
Park) to raise funds for the establishment of a Jewish Community House and on 
August 13, 1925, they purchased the Prest House at 60 Blackhall Street which 
became the first Jewish Community Center in New London. The Hebrew Ladies Aid 
Society received support from the Frank Loomis Palmer Fund and was the only 
Jewish member agency of the New London Community Chest. 

Several other social welfare and communal organizations were formed. The · 
New London Lodge #295 Order B1rith Abraham was organized on April 21, 1901, 
to provide social insurance benefits and to raise money for aid to victims of the 
pogroms in Russia. It was disbanded soon after World War I. New London 
Independent Sick Benefit Association was organized to "help its members when sick 
and to bury them when dead." The Society made interest free loans to members and 
a ladies auxiliary was formed. New London Literary and Beneficial Society was 
organized on December 19, 1903, and disbanded a few years later. In September 
1907, the Workman's Circle organized New London branch #109. This was a Yiddish 
oriented secular organization. Workman's Circle bought a plot of land at the Jewish 
cemetery in Waterford to be used as a private cemetery for its members. Lectures 
in Yiddish emphasizing the betterment of life for Jewish workers were provided. In 
October 1928, they opened a Yiddish school on Tilley Street and 25 children enrolled. 
They built a school and center on Jefferson Avenue. Membership and activities 
declined significantly in the mid-1930s. A women's auxiliary was formed in 1929, 
meeting at the Community Center on Blackhall and then at the Beth El Synagogue 
on Ocean Avenue. 

The Young Men's Hebrew Association was formed in 1914 at the home of 
William Polinsky on Howard Street. The Young Women's Hebrew Association was 
organized in January 1915. Both the YMHA and YWHA sponsored socials and 
cultural programs for the Jewish members of the armed services. Membership 
declined by 1919 and the organization disappeared from the New London scene by 
the late 1920s. B1nai B'rith Fraternity Lodge #743 was established on September 22, 
1913, at the home of Emanuel Henkle. In 1921, a women's auxiliary to B'nai B1rith 
was formed. In May of 1933 the local B'nai B1rith Lodge hosted a very large 
convention of District #1 comprising Lodges in New York, New England and 
Canada at the Mohegan Hotel. Wilbur Cross, Governor of Connecticut was the 
principal speaker. 

The Jewish Welfare Board was formed in October 1918 and opened a 
recreation center at 130 State Street to serve members of the armed services and 
civilians, inviting the general public and men in uniform, Jewish as well as non-
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Jewish, to attend. On May 21, 1937, Post #160 of the Jewish War Veterans was 
formed. William Perry was elected commander. A ladies auxiliary was formed in 
1938. The New London Jewish Association for the Aged was formed on April 7, 1949 
to arrange for placement of New London seniors, who required nursing home care, 
in the New Haven Jewish Home for the Aged. Edith Savin founded the Hebrew 
Senior Citizens Club in the early nineteen-seventies and was active in many other 
Jewish organizations. 

In response to the rise of Hitler in Germany, The Day reports on March 29, 
1933, the following: "On the night of March 28, 1933, members of the Catholic and 
Protestant denominations, as well as Gentiles of other creeds, joined with the Jewish 
community of New London and vicinity at a mass meeting at Bulkeley Auditorium 
to protest against the persecution of Jews under the Hitler regime in Germany. 
Attorney Max Boyer conducted the program attended by 800 people." 

Jews have been intensely involved in the politics of New London since 1948 
when Samuel J. Selleck served as the first Jewish mayor of New London. ~ubsequent 
Jewish mayors were Moses A. Savin (1951-52, 1956-57, 1960-61), Harvey Mallove 
(1%1-62, 1966-67), Daniel D. Schwartz (1972-73), Carl Stoner (1978-79, 1983-84), 
David M. Fabricant (1981-82), and Jay B. Levin (1984-85). A. A. "Ted" Washton 
served as chairman of the Democratic Town Committee from 1969 until his death 
in 1994. Harold Weiner served as the chairman of the Republican Town Committee 
from 1972 until 1976. Both men led their respective parties to remarkable successes. 
Two city managers have been Jewish, Edward Henkle (1944-63) and Richard Brown 
(1992-), the current city manager. 

Other Jews prominent in politics and government include Morris Lubchansky, 
who served as a state commissioner and representative; Perry Shafner served as a 
state representative and state senator; Harvey Mallove who served on the State 
Board of Mental Retardation; Rose Lubchansky and Rita Hendel both chaired the 
local Board of Education and served on the State Board of Education; Elaine 
Ginsberg was a commissioner on the Workmen's Compensation Board; Jay Levin 
also served as a state representative; Patricia Hendel served as a state representative 
and on the Governor's Commission on Women; Janet Polinsky has represented New 
London in the state legislature, and Andrea Stillman currently is serving in her 
second term as state representative. 

Seymour Manheirner is generally credited with bringing the Afro-American 
community into the Democratic Party, often relying on students from Connecticut 
College to help him with the registration effort. Harold Arkava has maintained the 
Bulkeley School Alumni Association which provides generous scholarships to college 
bound high school graduates from New London. The Hendel and Glassenberg 
families have been key supporters of the Lyman Allen Museum. Edith "Fuzzy" 
Gipstein was a prime force in the development of the museum's educational and 
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cultural programs for over 40 years. Victor Norman, a conductor who left Europe 
in 1940, served as founder and conductor of the Eastern Connecticut Symphony 
Orchestra for over 30 years. Local artists who have exhibited at the Lyman Allyn 
museum and elsewhere in the country include Gershon Cam.massar, Gerald Levey, 
Irving Piel, and Janet Shafner. 

Nathaniel Spitz served on the Board of Managers of Lawrence and Memorial 
Hospital, as well as serving as President of Family Service Association and the Boy 
Scout Council. Walter Baker, treasurer for over thirty years, and Naomi Rachleff, 
chairman of the development committee are among the many members of the 
Jewish community who have worked hard on behalf of the Lawrence & Memorial 
Hospital. Dr. Edward Gipstein served as Chief of Medicine, Chief of Staff, and 
established the physicians continuing education program at Lawrence and Memorial 
Hospital. Sigmund Strochlitz, a survivor of Auschwitz, has not only led many of 
our local Jewish institutions, but has served as a national leader of the U.S. 
Holocaust Commission, Israel Bonds, Haifa University and Bar Ilan University. 

The pattern of settlement in New London was not unlike that of settlement 
throughout the East Coast of the United States, with families sending to Europe to 
bring relatives to their new home in America. Often these families grew to 
prominence, yet maintained feelings of contact and closeness. The Hendel family is 
perhaps the best example of this phenomena in New London. They maintain an 
active family association with a newsletter and annual meetings. Many large 
businesses have started and been developed by the family. The two sons of Hilbert 
Hendel, Seymour L. Hendel and Myron H. Hendel have distinguished themselves 
as leaders of both the general and Jewish community. Myron Hendel has served as 
president of Congregation Beth El and is currently president of the Jewish 
Federation of Eastern Connecticut. Seymour L. Hendel has served as founding 
president of the Jewish Federation of Eastern Connecticut, and current! y sits as a 
judge on the Superior Court of the State of Connecticut. 

The current religious leadership of the Jewish community in New London 
consists of Rabbi Carl Astor, Ph.D. of Congregation Beth El who is about to enter his 
15th year of service at Beth El and currently serves as president of the New London 
Clergy Association; Rabbi Rhonda Nebel serves as education and youth director at 
Congregation Beth El; Rabbi Isadore Greengrass, who continues to lead Temple 
Israel every summer and also serves the Jewish community of Hebron; Rab bi Israel 
Lapidoth of Congregation Ahavath Chesed, who has served as an educator and 
rabbi in our community since 1955; and Rabbi Aaron Rosenberg of Temple Emanu
El, who als_o serves as an associate chaplain at Connecticut College. Karla Bendor 
serves as the Hillel director and provides campus services on behalf of the Jewish 
Federation for Connecticut College, Mitchell College and the Coast Guard Academy. 
Rabbi Avrohom Sternberg has established a Chabad House in New London. Laurie 
Denenberg serves as director of the Jewish Family Service and Jerome E. Fischer is 
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in his eleventh year as executive director of the Jewish Federation of Eastern 
Connecticut and is serving his fourth year as chairman of the United Way1s 
Emergency Food and Shelter Program under the Federal Emergency Management 
Act (FEMA). 

One can sense from this brief history that New London has been a hospitable 
place for the Jews who have settled here and while occasionally anti-Semitic 
incidents have marred what might have been a perfect picture, relations between the 
Jews of New London and other ethnic groups have }?een remarkable. Congregation 
Beth El maintains a close relationship with the Second Congregational Church; the 
Jewish Federation maintains a close relationship with the Catholic Diocese of 
Norwich, and the Black and Jewish communities continue to have close and 
mutually supportive relations. 

The future of the Jewish community of New London looks as promising as 
the past has been rewarding. It is with great pride and pleasure that the Jewish 
community joins in the celebration of the 350 years since the founding of New 
London, and notes with humor, that perhaps the very first statute passed by the City 
of New London, banning pigs (a non-kosher animal) from running in the streets of 
the city was perhaps a foretaste of the openness and welcome which the City of 
New London provided to its Jewish immigrants beginning in 1865 and continuing 
through to the refugees from the former Soviet Union still arriving today. 

About The Author: Jerome E. Gerry) Fischer, Executive Director, The Jewish 
Federation of Eastern Connecticut. Mr. Fischer is a graduate of the City College of 
New York, and has graduate degrees from Hunter College and Harvard University. 
He lives on Greenway Road in New London, and is a member of the New London 
Rotary Oub. 

© April 1, 1996. Jerome E. Fischer, "All Rights Reserved" 

Sources: 
This monograph is based on articles from The Day; articles by Bessie Bloom 

Wessel of Connecticut College that were published in 1929 and 1944 in the American 
Journal of Sociology; the book A Goodly Heritage: The Story of the Jewish 
Community in New London, 1860-1955 by Esther Sulman with the collaboration of 
Rabbi Leonard J. Goldstein; a family history written by Lillian Bernstein Hendel and 
found in the back of the Hendel Family Association notebook; various dedication 
and special event books from synagogues in New London, and interviews with 
many members of the Jewish community. 
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Lower State Street • Before 1887 • Courtesy of Rosalind Mallove 
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The Poles In New London 

The story of the Polish in America began nearly four centuries ago. An even 
earlier, unsupported legend has Jan of Kolno, a navigator in the service of King 
Christian I of Denmark, guiding a Danish flotilla that explored the eastern coast of 
Greenland, then reached Labrador in 1476 and later sailed down the Atlantic coast 
as far south as the mouth of the Delaware River. According to another legend, a 
Polish seaman living in Spain sailed with Columbus on his 1492 voyage of 
discovery. 

There is no doubt, however, that Polish glassmakers and other skilled workers 
did arrive at the Jamestown Colony in Virginia as early as 1608. Others settled in 
Pennsylvania during the time of William Penn, and in the Dutch colony of New 
Holland. 

While Polish immigrants were arriving in the mid-Atlantic colonies and 
rapidly integrating themselves into the social, intellectual and political life, few were 
coming to New England. This was probably due largely to the prevailing religious 
atmosphere. Except for the relatively tolerant Rhode Island of Roger Williams, the 
Congregationalist leadership in New England would have been unlikely to invite ( or 
even tolerate) many non-English, non-Congregational settlers. Besides, most Poles 
were Catholic, and therefore definitely unwelcome. Polish Protestants (such as those 
who were invited into New Holland by the Dutch) tended to be enlightened and 
quite tolerant of others. Thus they would probably have been viewed with extreme 
suspicion by the authorities. 

Despite this, there appears to have been at least one Polish resident of New 
London during the 18th Century. It is recorded that one R. Makowski purchased 
land here in 1742. Other records show that there were at least four other Poles 
living in the Hartfo~d area at about the same time. 

Although, increasing numbers of lesser nobility, intellectuals and soldiers 
were now emigrating to America, few came to Connecticut; the national census of 
1790 listed 48 residents of Polish extraction, and by 1870 there were still only 83. 

A great surge of Polish peasant immigration began in the 1870s, largely 
encouraged by the expanding American mining and manufacturing industries. 

In common with earlier Polish immigrants, the majority of 19th Century 
peasant immigrants expected to return to Poland once they had accumulated 
sufficient money to improve their status there, and conditions had improved. Many 
wished to own farmland or become landlords, and they wanted to provide their 
children with a better life. Like their predecessors, the peasants thought of Poland 
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as their homeland, regardless of how much time they might spend in America. 
They came to this country seeking the opportunity that was denied them in Poland. 

Regardless of where they settled in America, it often took the Poles longer to 
establish themselves financially than it did for most other large immigrant groups 
arriving during the same period. They were at a disadvantage right from the start; 
among the major immigrant groups, they ranked next to last in the amount of 
money that they brought with them. The Italians, Jews, Germans, and 
Scandinavians all had, on the average, more with them when they landed; only the 
Ukrainians came with less. The Poles had another major disadvantage; they arrived 
late. Immigration from eastern Europe peaked in 1907, but immigration from 
Poland alone did not peak until 1912-13. As a result of these factors, as well as 
unfamiliarity with the English language, the Poles often had to settle for the less 
desirable jobs in places like foundries, brick yards, factories and mills. It also 
appears that they held the poorest-paying jobs longer than most of the other groups 
that had preceeded them. Still, by living very frugally, men were able to send part 
of their wages back to relatives in Poland. They often had to work for eight or ten 
years before they could afford to have their families join them in America. 

In general, the peasant immigrant Poles tended to form extremely close-knit 
settlements in which Polish-run grocery shops, bakeries, meat markets, etc. and 
social organizations provided their communities with near self-sufficiency as well 
as mutual assistance in overcoming common problems. It was recognized that some 
degree of assimilation into American society was necessary and desirable ( e.g., 
learning to understand and speak English), but the Poles clung tightly to their 
traditional beliefs, practices, relationships, diet, etc. They also remained united by 
their loyalty to the Polish homeland and, in most cases, to their Roman Catholic 
religion. 

Continued use of Polish, at least within their community, was encouraged by 
the establishment of ethnic parishes where sermons were preached ( and the children 
given religious instruction) in Polish. Social and religious associations were often 
started under the auspices of the parish. Many of the Polish parish priests were 
fluent in English as well, and so could help their parishioners in matters outside the 
Polish community. 

Most of the Polish men, however, were employed by non-Polish 
establishments, and so had daily contact with other Americans. These contacts, as 
well as efforts to prepare the children for life in American society gradually began 
to change the Polish-American communities. Many Old World values and 
institutions were preserved, but American ideals and values were also adopted. 
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Apparently few Poles had settled in New London before the 1870s. Evidence 
of the arrival of Catholic Polish immigrants is provided by early records of St. 
Mary's Church. 

Construction of St. Mary's was begun on Huntington Street in 1867 under the 
patronage of Our Lady, Star of the Sea. Although the church was not consecrated 
until 1876, records of marriages and baptisms exist for a considerable period before 
that date. Since there was no other Catholic church in New London before 1907 
(when St. Joseph's parish was established), any Catholics arriving in the city from 
the 18601s onward would have attended Mass at St. Mary's parish. 

The first Polish peasant immigrants arrived in Connecticut as early as 1873. 
It appears that the first Polish settlements began in Bridgeport, Meriden and 
Middletown; the first ethnic Polish Catholic parish in Connecticut was founded in 
Meriden (1893). The main wave of immigrants came after 1890, and peaked around 
1913. It is estimated that by 1910 there were more than 120,000 Poles in Connecticut. 
Most had come in search of factory and agricultural work. 

It should be noted that it is impossible to determine accurately the number 
of Polish immigrants entering the country or settling in any given area. 
Immigration, naturalization and census data can be very misleading, because of the 
way in which the original information was collected. At various times, Polish 
immigrants have been listed as Austrians, Germans or Russians, because they came 
from areas of Poland that were occupied by these three nations following the Polish 
partitions. Some Poles first settled in another European country before coming to 
the United States; these would be recorded as French, Dutch, etc. as appropriate. 

For details of the Polish settlement in New London, this account relies heavily 
on an unpublished manuscript translation of research by Reverend Boleslaus S. 
Kumor. In the 19801s, Father Kumor prepared a number of parish histories for 
Connecticut Catholic churches founded by Polish congregations. He apparently 
reviewed early marriage, baptism and statistical records of St. Mary's Church in the 
course of preparing his narrative. 

According to the manuscript, the first baptism of a Polish child in New 
London occurred in December, 1873. The child was Mary Kozlowski, daughter of 
Onupher and Valentin Kozlowsky (Colusky). The next month, Anthony Gerdzinski, 
son of Joseph and Victoria Kubik (Kubick) was baptized. It would appear that 
during this period there were few, if any, other Poles in New London. This 
assumption is supported by the fact that the godparents for these baptisms had 
non-Polish names: Chappell, Bruman and Barun (possibly Baran). After these three 
baptisms, fifteen years passed before another Polish name appeared. Possibly the 
Koslowski and Kubik families moved away from New London; their names never 
appeared again on the church registers. 
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Finally, in August 1891, another Polish child was baptized: Bronislaus 
Baranowski, son of Paul and Catherine Kalisz. The godparents were Francis Safka 
and Veronica Gapska. From 1893 onwards, other Polish names begin to appear on 
the Baptismal Register, and after 1897 the numbers increase rapidly. (Of the twenty 
sets of parents listed by Father Kumor, the only ones whose surnames still appear 
in the New London-Groton-Waterford telephone directory are Sigmund and Monica 
Rondomanski, and Francis and Anastasia Pokornicki. Fifty years later, the 
Rondomanskis, at least, were still living in New London.) 

The first marriage among the Polish was recorded in February 1887, when 
Edward Laughlin wed Ann Piotowski. The fact that this was a mixed-nationality 
marriage indicates that there may still have been a scarcity of single Polish men in 
New London. The next Polish marriage was recorded in January 1893 Gulian 
Rondomanski and Julia Kramska) and the third in February 1897 (Adam Zglejca and 
Dominica Purda). The following year, Polish weddings began to occur with greater 
regularity. 

As to the Polish birthplaces of these individuals, the Marriage Registers are 
of no help, although this information was supposed to have been recorded. 
According to the manuscript, Reverend Theophil Czarkowski, the second pastor of 
Our Lady of Perpetual Help (the New London Polish Catholic parish), had known 
most of the early Polish settlers. In 1940 he recalled that the New London Poles had 
come from all regions of Poland, from Litva, Little Poland (Galicia under the 
Austrians), Suwalska, Ploc and Warsaw in the Russian occupied area, but about half 
had come from the Diocese of Sejnen, now known as Lomze (also in the Russian 
area). 

At the end of the 19th Century, New London was an active seaport with 
shipyards, marine railways and supporting small businesses, boilermakers, iron and 
brass foundries, factories and silk and cotton mills. There was also a quarry at Fort 
Neck. According to the" The Catholic Leader" of 1912 (quoted by Father Kumor), 
Polish men labored in the shipyard "which employed many of our native 
countrymen ... " They had an opportunity not only to earn a salary," ... but also to 
learn the skill of building ships, which would benefit them greatly in the future, 
when they would return to Poland ... " The Polish women and girls found jobs in 
private homes, hotels or the textile mills, where they could earn as much as 15 or 
20 dollars a month. 

It appears that the initial Polish settlement was centered on John, Bradley and 
Potter Streets (an area destroyed during the city's redevelopment program in the 
19601s and now occupied by the Water Street parking garage and the Mariners 
Square complex) as well as lower Bank Street. Later, a large number of Poles 
settled in the East New London section of the city. 
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In New London, it appears that the first reliable count of Polish residents was 
taken in 1902, by the Poles themselves. The Polish immigrant Catholics had been 
attending Mass at St. Mary's Church, where the sermons and other religious 
functions (Lenten services, celebration of saints1 feast days, etc.) were conducted in 
English, a language that many of them understood only slightly, if at all. 

In May 1902, Polish parishioners met with the pastor of St. Mary1s, Reverend 
T. J. Joynt, who offered them the use of the lower church for religious services. At 
this meeting, the Poles formed an organization, the Our Lady of Perpetual Help 
Corporation, dedicated to the establishment of a separate Polish parish. Adam 
Zglejc, one of the first Poles to settle in New London, was selected to head the 
Corporation; he was succeeded by Sigmund Rondomanski. The secretary was J. 
Prusaczek, and later E. Pokornicki. Other officers included S. Miga, A. Smiarowski, 
J. Grosz and J. Barsgcg. The Corporation established dues to be collected from 
Polish families, to be used for the costs of establishing the proposed new parish. 
Delegates were appointed to petition the Bishop of Hartford to establish a Polish 
parish and provide a Polish priest. (At the time, the di(?cese of Hartford included 
the entire state of Connecticut.) Since the size of the proposed parish congregation 
had to be submitted to the Bishop, a local census was taken. This census recorded 
about 600 people, presumably the total number of Polish adults and children then 
residing within St. Mary1s parish. (U.S. Census data for 1900 shows a total New 
London population of 17,548.) Church records show that by 1902, there had been 
45 Polish marriages and 90 Polish children had been baptized at St. Mary1s. 

In the early 19001s it appears that Catholic parishes reported annual 
nationality statistics to their Bishop. Judging from Father Kumor1s manuscript, the 
figures reported by St. Mary's were often rounded-off estimates and sometimes 
incomplete. In 1905, the earliest year quoted in the manuscript, the total parish 
population of Poles was given as 500, out of a total of 6000 parishioners. (Other 
nationalities were given as follows: Irish-4000, Italians-1000, Portuguese-500.) For 
the period 1905 through 1908, the reported number of Poles in the Parish remained 
at or near 500; by 1910, the figure was 590, and in 1914 (the last year cited in the 
manuscript), there were 650. It appears that a significant number of Poles were 
omitted from at least the 1914 report, because in 1915 the newly-established Polish 
parish reported about 1500 members. 

In Hartford, Bishop Tierney was very receptive to the idea of forming ethnic 
parishes. During his episcopate, eleven Polish parishes were established, most west 
of the Connecticut River. The Bishop approved the petition requests of the New 
London Polish delegates, and authorized collection of funds for their proposed 
parish. Reverend John Ambot, pastor of the St. Joseph Polish parish in Norwich was 
assigned to minister to the spiritual needs of the New London Poles. Father Ambot 
began his pastoral duties in New London in October 1902. Every Sunday, he 
celebrated Mass and delivered a homily in Polish in the lower church of St. Mary1s. 
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When scheduled, he blessed Polish marriages and baptized Polish children. This 
arrangement apparently existed for more than a decade, as the New London Poles 
faithfully continued contributing toward the foundation of their own parish. 

In April 1915, the Bishop of Hartford (Most Reverend John J. Nilan) 
established Our lady of Perpetual Help parish under the pastorship of Reverend 
Leon Wierzynski. For over a year, Mass was still celebrated at St. Mary's while 
plans were drawn for a new church, land was purchased, and construction started 
at 327 Huntington Street. The first Mass was said in the new church building in 
June 1916. 

By the beginning of World War I, there was a sizable Polish-American 
settlement in East New London, on Winthrop, Front, Huntington and northern Main 
Streets and Crystal Avenue. It is likely that this influenced selection of a site for the 
church. 

Throughout this period, the Polish immigrants and their American born 
children maintained a strong love for their now-partitioned homeland. When the 
Great War began, many of them believed that an Allied victory would result in 
restoration of Poland as an independent state. Accordingly, some New London 
Poles returned to Europe to fight on the side of the western Allies. By the time the 
United States entered the war in April 1917, a group of about 40 New London Poles 
were drilling regularly as a unit called the Polish Falcons. One of this group was 
Joseph Dymnicki, who had come to New London in 1914. In a 1981 New London 
Day article, he recalled that after the U.S. entered the war, the Falcons approached 
the local recruiter and were encouraged to join the Polish Army that had been 
organized in France, instead of enlisting in the U.S. armed forces. Dymnicki said, 
"We were told it made no difference, and we'd have no problems because we spoke 
the language." After the war, however, the Polish American veterans who had 
served in the Polish Army were denied the benefits provided to other American 
servicemen. In 1927, Congress finally passed special legislation that included the 
Polish veterans. In addition to the Falcons, many other New London Poles 
volunteered to fight in World War I. The Citizen Committee of Our Lady of 
Perpetual Help Church encouraged enlistment; during 1917-1918 at least 66 
parishioners joined the Polish Army and 14 others enlisted in the United States 
Army. Twenty-eight of these young men died in service. 

Following World War I, the Polish American Veterans and Auxiliary Club 
was established at 80 Winthrop Street. This club, with its name shortened to Polish 
American Veterans Oub, later moved to its present location on Central Avenue, still 
in the East New London section of town. This club apparently is the only Polish 
American Club left in New London. At one time there was also a Polish American 
Progressive Citizens Oub, which met at various locations on Main Street. 
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In 1920, a serious religious controversy split the congregation of Our Lady of 
Perpetual Help Church. The source of the controversy originated two decades 
earlier in Scranton, Pennsylvania with the founding of the Polish National Catholic 
Church of America. The National Church was established in response to the feeling 
of many Polish immigrants that their needs were not being given proper attention 
by the American Roman Catholic Church hierarchy (which was predominantly Irish 
and German, and therefore considered "foreign" by the Poles). One major problem 
was the hierarchy's 1884 decision that all church property was to be registered in the 
name of the diocesan Bishop, rather than in the names of the local congregations. 
After sacrificing for years to pay for the operation of their own parishes and, 
eventually, for construction of their own churches, the Poles and other ethnic groups 
resented having to relinquish ownership to the Bishop. The Poles also realized that 
the cause of freeing their homeland, always a vital issue with them, was likely to be 
given a low priority by the American Roman Catholic clergy. Equally important 
was the desire of Polish parishes to have the right to select their own pastors, rather 
than being forced to accept whomever the Bishop wished to appoint. Naturally, the 
Poles wanted parish priests who understood Polish history and culture, and could 
deliver sermons and other services in Polish. (In 1904, leaders of the Polish National 
Catholic Church had decided to translate all church service books, including the 
liturgy of the Mass, into Polish). 

In New London, the controversy erupted when the congregation of Our Lady 
of Perpetual Help Church learned that Father Wierzynski, their original pastor, was 
to be replaced by a non-Polish priest. A group of parishioners contacted Bishop 
Francis Hodur, the founder of the Polish National Catholic Church, to discuss 
establishment of a National parish in New London. Bishop Hodur appointed 
Reverend Teofil Czarkowski to lead the effort. In less than a year, Saints Peter and 
Paul Church was built at 728 main Street, adjacent to Our Lady of Perpetual Help 
Church. The new church was consecrated and dedicated in November 1920. Father 
Czarkowski remained as pastor for several years. 

Both parishes and the nearby Polish American community survived the Great 
Depression and World War II and continued through the 1960s. 

In the early 1970s, however, misfortune struck. A second span was added to 
the Gold Star Bridge across the Thames River. At the same time, the Connecticut 
Highway Department built entrance and exit ramps south of the bridge, requiring 
the relocation of several streets in the East New London area. Main Street 
disappeared and many homes and commercial buildings in the area were 
demolished. The bridge and highway construction project encroached on Our Lady 
of Perpetual Help Church property, which was nearest to the new bridge. In 1973, 
the parish relocated to Quaker Hill after the state bought its property. 
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Saints Peter and Paul Church, on adjoining property, also suffered greatly as 
a result of the highway project. Many of the long-time parishioners of both churches 
were forced to move away when the New London Redevelopment Agency decided 
to tear down their homes. The Polish National Church asked the state to purchase 
its property as well, but the state refused to do so. 

As mentioned earlier, many of the Polish immigrants, regardless of when they 
arrived, expected to remain in America only temporarily. Once they had enough 
savings set aside from their American jobs, they hoped to return to Poland and live 
a comfortable life, even if their homeland was still under foreign rule. This desire 
to return home eventually appears to have been much more widespread among the 
Poles than among any other major immigrant group. As a result, at least initially, 
they had little desire to assimilate into American society or adopt American ways, 
beyond doing what was necessary to hold a steady job and get along with their 
non-Polish neighbors. As the years passed, however, their perceptions of both their 
Polish motherland and their new American homeland gradually changed. 

In 1918 World War I ended and an independent nation, the Republic of 
Poland, was created. Poland was finally free again, but there was no mass migration 
back from America. By this time, the majority of Polish American were comfortably 
settled in their new neighborhoods and had established strong family ties here; 
marriage with a partner from outside the Polish community was becoming more 
common. (Connecticut statistics show that 90 percent or more of the first generation 
of Poles had married with other Poles. However, a census taken in Our lady of 
Perpetual Help parish in 1920 (before the split) counted 79 unmarried Polish men 
and only 10 single women; obviously most of these men must have eventually 
married women from outside the Polish group.) Between 1920 and 1930, less than 
10 percent of the Polish Americans returned to Poland. According to Father 
Kum.or's manuscript only an "insignificant" number of New London's Poles returned 
to Poland during this period, even fewer than returned during the Cold War years 
of 1956-60. 

As the Twentieth Century progressed, the process of assimilation continued 
with the second and following generations of American-born descendants of the 
original Polish immigrants. Most had become fluent in English while attending 
school and so had little difficulty adapting to life outside the Polish-American 
community. They regarded themselves as Americans and felt only secondary loyalty 
to Poland. 

One area in which the assimilation process can be observed is the selection 
of baptismal names for Polish children. In Poland, these names were almost always 
of Slavic or Roman-Germanic origin, or taken from the New Testament; e.g., 
Ladislaus, Casimir, Anna, Helen. During 1915 in New London, every one of the 45 
baptized Polish children was given a name of this type. Ten years later, 20 percent 
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of the children received the Old Testament or Anglo-Saxon first names typical in 
American society. By 1945, fully two-thirds received Americanized names. 

As a group, Polish Americans have been able to take advantage of the 
opportunities afforded to them. In 1912, about three-quarters of the Poles in 
America were working as unskilled laborers. A half-century later, nearly half held 
white-collar jobs and about 5 percent were unskilled laborers. By 1970, Polish 
Americans were mostly middle class, and their median family income was above the 
national average. Interest and involvement in their community moved many to 
serve on city boards and to direct health and human service agencies. 

One example of a New London Polish American who succeeded is John P. 
Janovic. At 87, he can look back on a long and successful career as a businessman 
and public servant. He served a decade on the New London City Council and as 
Mayor in 1957 -58. He was elected to the Connecticut State Senate representing the 
district including New London (1967 - 69). Mr. Janovic is also an accomplished 
musician, having learned to play the violin, clarinet, saxophone and banjo as a 
young man. He formed his own ten-piece Polish band, which performed regularly 
for many years at The Cabin, a Bank Street restaurant. Mr. Janovic also helped plan 
an event that could be considered a forerunner of the nationally know Polkabration 
music and dance festival. 

In the summer of 1964, commissioning ceremonies were held for a U.S. Navy 
missile submarine built at the Electric Boat Division in Groton. It was named after 
one of America's greatest Revolutionary War heroes, Casimir Pulaski, the exiled 
Polish nobleman and father of the American cavalry. Electric Boat asked Mr. Janovic 
to assist with an invitation list for the commissioning. Invitations were sent to 
Polish Americans living in all parts of the United States. Following the ceremony, 
Mr. Janovic helped arrange for a party to be held at Ocean Beach Park that would 
include Polish music (including polkas). The event was a success and the seed was 
planted for a large scale event to be held each summer at Ocean Beach Park. 

Richard J. Pillar of Uncasville had been entertaining visitors with polka and 
other music at Ocean Beach Park for several years prior to this event. In 1965, Mr. 
Pillar organized Polish Day at Ocean Beach Park. The response demonstrated 
widespread appeal and also proved that one does not have to be Polish to enjoy 
dancing or just listening to this music. The following year the festivities were called 
Polka Day and in 1967, Polkabration. Over the next quarter century at Ocean Beach 
Park, Polkabration grew under Pillar's direction to a week-long event, featuring the 
Dick Pillar Orchestra and many other nationally known performers offering polka, 
big band, country and other popular music. 
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Whatever their degree of assimilation, Polish Americans have always taken 
great pride in their cultural heritage, and many families continue to follow the 
traditions and values of their immigrant ancestors. 

About the Author: Charles Daniel Wolverton, Jr. has lived in New London since 
1944, and attended local schools. After graduating from Yale University, he worked 
as a research engineer at Electric Boat Division for twenty years. Later, he was 
employed by the U.S. Coast Guard Research and Development Center in Groton. • 
He has been interested in aviation, naval and railroad history, and more recently, in 
local and regional history. 
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The Hellenic-Greek History In New London 

The Hellenic (Greek) movement in New London, Connecticut is the product 
of determination and industry. Years ago it was difficult for a Greek National to 
leave his/her home country which was under the control of the Ottoman Empire. 
It was also difficult to escape the Greek-Turkish wars in Asia-Minor or, more 
recently, to seek economic advantages in a country where there were few chances 
for advancement. The following anecdotes were culled from the records of area 
churches and municipalities and from publications and personal interviews 
throughout New London County. This presentation will cover three periods during 
which many Greeks selected to make America their new country. 

The following history of the progress made by the Greeks in this area was 
culled from local churches (Norwich, New London), records from publications 
researched from local governmental agencies and from interviews with local 
residents. The period of these movements began during the latter part of the 19th 
century. 

Philip Kiritsis, at age nine, left his homeland Constantinople, then governed 
by the Ottoman Empire. He arrived in New London in 1871. He was taken in by 
relatives and lived on Green Street. (He eventually became the grandfather of Helen 
Kortesis). 

Later he opened a confectionery store (in Groton) across the street from the 
trolley stop. Every day he walked to work over the footbridge that connected New 
London and Groton. Over the many years he made several trips back to Greece. 
During one of these trips there he married but returned to America alone. However, 
when he accumulated enough money, he sent for his family. They located in New 
London. In 1952 at age 90, he died.1 

In the early 1880s, Nicholas Tragakes arrived from Plomarion, a small seaside 
village in Greece and located on the island of Lesbos (also known as Mytilene). In 
1885 he and his brother Sarandos founded the Boston Candy Kitchen (locally 
identified as the B.C.K.) located on the corner of State and Union Streets. In 1900 
John, their 13 year old nephew, arrived in the United States and joined his uncles 
and ushered in the first of seven more male members of the family to join the family 
business. 

The B.C.K., in addition to a marble soda fountain, featured a long display case 
full of homemade candies. Poured from large copper kettles onto three inch thick 
marble tables, the chocolate was formed into various shapes and displayed in the 
candy cases. Ice cream, another item on the bill of fare, was also processed on the 
premises. The ingredients were poured into cylinders and chilled with ice chopped 
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from large blocks which were insulated with salt. Then, by hand, the cylinders were 
rotated several times. The ice cream was then poured into five-gallon galvanized 
containers. At that point, the ice cream was ready for consumption. John, in 
addition to his other duties, personally made home deliveries of the ice cream to 
customers who were conducting parties. Most of them lived in the Ocean Avenue 
section. He would load the ice cream on the trolley, pay the five cents fee, drop off 
his wares, then walk back to the store. 

In 1912, John joined the Lesbiaki Phalanga, a group of young men organized 
to fight for the liberation of Mytilene from the Turkish regime. He, along with 
others, returned to Greece and fought in the war. After the war was over, he 
married, bade his farewells and brought his bride to America. There is a story that 
a period of mourning was declared by the village of Plomarion to sympathize with 
the mother who 11 lost11 seven sons to that 11foreign 11 land called America.2 

As with other Europeans, the largest group emigrated to America between 
1900 and 1930. The records indicate, however, that most of the immigrants did not 
plan to stay in America. They were looking for a better way of life but in other 
lands. This was not so with others who led the war in Asia Minor or with others 
who came later. They chose America as a means to a better life. 

On February 4, 1903, Peter Woviotis arrived in America. He left his home 
(the island of Skiathos in the Aegean Sea) and settled in New London where he 
opened a food business: a lunch wagon. Other Greeks, as well, selected the same 
business. Peter accumulated money and expanded his business: he established the 
Seafood Restaurant later called the 11 Hygienic11 and located on Bank Street. 
(Incidentally, Bank Street is part of the Boston Post Road which, in the old days, 
connected Boston and New York). Continuing with his entrepreneurial talent, he 
went into partnership with Peter Siros and George Kelogene. Together they founded 
the Ye Olde Tavern and located on Bank Street. The restaurant was fashioned with 
bright, red table cloths, enhanced by dark walls, and punctuated with sawdust on 
the floors. In 1950 the partnership dissolved. 

Shortly after, Peter brought in his three sons - James, Chris and Nicholas - to 
operate the restaurant. Not happy with the decor, they undertook an extensive 
renovation: changed the interior, placed sketches of celebrities, both political and 
theatrical on the walls, and further enhanced the walls with family portraits. The 
eatery quickly became one of the most popular in the area. At the present time Ye 
Olde Tavern is operated by Mark, Peter's grandson.3 

After World War I ended, America experienced a large influx of Greek 
emigres. Most settled in New London and became part of the community. To serve 
the ever-expanding populace, the community formulated plans to establish the 
Greek Orthodox Church. Lacking a building for their church, they conducted their 
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religious ceremonies at the chapel of St. James Episcopal Church located on the 
comer of Federal and Huntington Streets. Services were also held in Victory Hall 
situated on Bank Street near the Ye Olde Tavern. However, when major holidays 
were conducted, the congregation attended services at the Holy Trinity Orthodox 
Church in Norwich, Connecticut. In order to preserve the Greek culture and 
language for the children, the congregation established a Greek school which is still 
conducted today.4 

In 1938, the Greek Orthodox parishioners established a house of worship of 
their own. Through a vigorous fund raising campaign, they, as well as private 
individuals, businesses, and organizations raised and contributed funds to purchase 
a building located at 80 Jefferson Avenue. 

Christopher Chrisse, a charter member and council member, contributed 
$3,000, the highest amount donated. Because of the large amount of his 
contribution, he was given the honor of naming the church: he chose St. Sophia 
Greek Orthodox Church.5 

Additional money came from the Enosis Society, a women's group established 
in 1929, that became an important force in establishing and maintaining the 
Orthodox Church in the community. Through fund raising they furnished the 
priest's office, the church itself, and purchased the choir robes. Moreover, they dyed 
and wrapped Easter eggs for the congregation and decorated the Epitaphio (the 
floral altar) for Good Friday. Mrs. Dena Constantine was the first president of this 
Society.6 · 

In 1946, the Philoptochos Society was organized. They supported and assisted 
the Archdiocese of Boston in aiding the needy in Greece who survived World War 
II. In 1963 these two societies merged. 

The Order of American Hellenic Education Progressive Association (AHEP A) 
Winthrop Chapter #250 organized on June 26, 1930, was another organization which 
supported the church and contributed to its welfare. The first president was 
Theodore Constantine. Since its inception, AHEP A has widened its purposes and 
goals to include civil enterprises. During World War II, it was the only ethnic group 
to solicit Electric Boat Shipyard workers into purchasing war bonds. AHEP A also 
contributed. funding to help towards the renovations of Ellis Island and the Statue 
of Liberty. AHEPA, further, aided Cooley's Anemia research in its quest to solve 
medical problems such as sickle cell anemia. And the Limited Partnership (housing 
for the elderly in the New London community) supports their interest in all senior 
members of the community, and for education, AHEP A has established a 
scholarship fund. 7 
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Later, the Daughters of Penelope, Dionne Chapter #13 chartered on November 
5, 1946, as an auxiliary group of the AHEPA, also actively lent its efforts in the 
funding of the church. The daughters continue to promote the social, ethical and 
interest of its members to cultivate good citizenship and patriotism towards the 
United States and to disseminate the Hellenic culture. Chrysanthie Harris served the 
chapter as its first president.8 

Around 1900 Socrates Patterson and his nephew Stavros Peterson, both Greek 
and both born in Asia Minor, opened a confectionery and ice cream parlor at 247 
State Street and it quickly became one of the most prestigious stores in the area. 
Named "Peterson's", it soon developed fame for its home made ice cream, chocolates 
and lace, a candy imported from France. These delicious offerings soon attracted 
customers such as Katherine Hepburn, Howard Hughes and Eugene O'Neill. 
Interviewed by 'Newsweek" Katherine Hepburn stated that she wouldn't miss going 
to Peterson's shop when she visited New London. The shop was prominently 
mentioned in Arthur and Barbara Gelb's biography on O'Neill.9 

In addition to his culinary skills, Mr. Peterson was granted a patent for a 
spaghetti making machine and almost earned a patent for his development of dry 
ice. He also devised a procedure for refrigerating ice cream; he glued rock salt to 
rolled paper which was then wrapped around the ice cream containers.10 He died 
on March 7, 1970, in Athens, Greece. 

As more immigrants settled in the New London area, they, too, continued 
to represent a group of hard-working people who either accepted various 
employment or created their own establishments. 

Around 1900, Konstantinos Mathies arrived in New London. He labored on 
work gangs with other Greek inunigrants. He knew a little English and was able 
to interpret English and Greek. He also recruited Greek immigrants for work on 
these work gangs. They worked six days a week, sixteen hours a day and earned 
twelve cents a day. Indentured for two years these laborers earned their money. 

Later Mr. Mathies, having fulfilled his indentureship, became a tailor. His 
wife Erifili, was the first cantor at services held at the chapel at St. James Episcopal 
church.11 

Peter Baras, a prominent Greek attorney, studied at Bulkeley School, earned 
his bachelor's degree at Dartmouth and graduated from Harvard Law School. Spiro 
Velles arrived in New London in 1916. He lived in a rooming house, worked as a 
fruit vendor and sold produce to restaurants and wholesale markets. Later, he 
restricted his business to the selling of bananas, a more lucrative business.12 
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Peter Mitchell also came to New London during the early part of this century. 
He had a pushcart from which he sold popcorn and peanuts. He used the corner 
of Bank and State Streets as his station. Towards late afternoon he would push his 
cart to Niantic and sell his produce to the residents.13 

Theo Constantine was an entrepreneur who purchased a building on the 
comer of Bank and State Streets. At about the same time, he sponsored the Benois 
brothers - Chris, Peter and Alex - who later opened a novelty shop on Bank Street. 
In addition to helping Greek immigrants, he also was an avid sportsman who 
hunted, sailed and took out fishing parties from both New London and Niantic.14 

Diamond Louziotis owned the Manhattan Restaurant located in downtown 
New London. A story goes that he unexpectedly received fifty pounds of flounder. 
Because he had no way to store the fish, he created a new sandwich: the fishburger, 
a new addition to the bill of f are.15 

Thomas Millaris came to New London in 1910. His family had hopes of his 
becoming a priest and preaching in Egypt. However, his brother invited him to 
America where they started a wholesale candy business. After the stock market 
crashed (1930s), Thomas cashed in his insurance policy and bought a small farm in 
Waterford, Connecticut. There he raised chickens and hogs. To feed his livestock, 
he collected garbage from local eateries. Today, although somewhat scaled down, 
the business has added a garbage disposal unit.16 

An interesting facet of the local Greek community is that during this period 
(1900-1940) most restaurants and variety stores were owned by Greeks and operated 
by Greek Nationals. 

From the 1950s to the present, Greek population and church growth 
continued as more immigrants settled in the area. Jean Venetos' love of this area 
began when he worked as a master chef at the Mohican Hotel on State Street. Later 
he purchased the Wauregan Hotel (Norwich), and the Griswold Hotel (Groton). In 
1945 he added the Mohican Hotel to his properties. At the Mohican he hosted many 
important military, naval, and government officials such as Governors John Lodge, 
John Dempsey and Thomas Meskill. In addition he also hosted other functions such 
as greeting members of the Greek Navy who were being trained by U.S. Naval 
personnel to accept three submarines for the Greek Royal Hellenic Navy. Mr. 
Venetos became very prominent in the Greek community by his support in the 
construction of the church and he donated, through the Venetos Foundation, 
$125,000 (over a period of twelve years) towards the construction of the Community 
Center as part of the church building. For his large financial support, the Center 
was named the Jean G. Venetos Hellenic Center. Other contributors were Angelo 
Thanos and Elias Limones; both were managers of the Mohican Hotel. 
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Contributions were being received regularly so the St. Sophia Trust Fund was 
established.17 

In 1957, construction of the church was completed. It is located on 
Hempstead Street. In 1961 Father Charles Sim.ones was appointed as Pastor, a 
position he still holds. Among other accomplishments he is responsible for 
introducing the liturgy in English as an accommodation to parishioners in the 
understanding of the church and its ceremonies and rituals.18 

Because the Hellenic Orthodox Church follows the Julian Calendar, which is 
thirteen days behind the Gregorian Calendar, Christmas in Greece is celebrated on 
January 7. In America, however, it is observed on December 25. 

Easter is celebrated 40 days after the spring equinox and follows Passover. 
Services involve an interesting pageantry that attracts numerous visitors. Good 
Friday services are held in the evening and celebrate the crucifixion with an 
Epitaphio (special altar) fully decorated with flowers. The altar is positioned in front 
of the sacristy. Around 10:00 P.M., the floral altar is carried outside by council 
members and borne three times up and down the street (Hempstead). The 
congregation and the choir, carrying lit candles and chanting, follow the Epitaphio. 
The altar is then returned to the front entrance of the church and raised over the 
heads of the parishioners who are blessed as they proceed under the altar and re
enter the church. The service ends with the flowers from the altar being distributed 
among the members of the congregation. Stipulated is that neither flowers nor 
candles are to be brought into the house until midnight after the Saturday 
resurrection service. On that occasion all lights are turned off at midnight, and after 
a moment of silence, there is a joyful cry of 11 Christ has risen", and the first candle, 
held by the priest, is lit and passed to the altar boys who then pass it on to the 
congregation. At the end of service, red-dyed eggs are handed to the parishioners. 
It is a folk custom to crack eggs with the others to see which egg is the strongest. 
The egg which survives damage insures good fortune for the year to the winner .19 

Christopher Orphanides and his wife Margo were actively involved during 
the building and fund raising of the church. He, owner of Enterprize Electric, 
contributed most of the electrical installations. She, first chair of the Building Fund, 
helped raise funds for the new church. Her committee introduced the Bazaar as a 
means of raising funds. 20 

The Bazaar has developed into a major fund raiser for the church. It has 
attracted many who come from all over to eat Greek food: pastichio, eggplant 
mousaka, stuffed grape leaves, stefatho, spanokopeta, and tiropeta. Desserts include 
baklava, galactoboureko, dipless, finikia, kourabiedes and koulourakia. 
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Other members of the Greek community include John Vallas and his son 
Christopher. They operated one of the first frozen food locker plants on Broad 
Street in New london. Another member of Greek descent who was born in New 
London is Jim Louziotis. He has been involved in local, state and national politics. 

Chris and Gus Harris owned the New London Textile Print Works; they 
employed 100 employees. When the business grew, they built a new plant in 
Waterford and employed 200 employees. The plant has since relocated in the South. 

About the Authors: Bessie Vallas Dallas has dedicated years in working for the 
Hellenic community. She has been a member of the Church Council. In addition, 
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History Of The Lebanese In New London 

The first wave of Lebanese immigrants to the New World and specifically to 
New London paralleled European emigration. It commenced in the early 1880s, 
peaked around the hrrn of the century and ended with our entry into World War 
I. The majority of these were Christian, although there were Muslims also. 

Most of these early arrivals came initially with the idea that it was to be a 
temporary residence in the land of opportunity. With a language, culhrre, and script 
so different from existing Americans and even from the European immigrants, there 
was a general feeling of difficulty in absorption. Hence, the intent of many of these 
early immigrants was to earn a stake sufficient that they might rehrrn to their 
homeland and open a business. Needless to say, while some did accomplish that, 
many more found America so much to their liking that they entered the familiar 
pattern of so many newcomers and later sent for fiancees, wives, and family 
members to join them here. 

As with so many of the European immigrants, the Lebanese tended to come 
from the same towns and villages and mingled with the people familiar to them 
from the homeland. Thus, many of the local Lebanese knew one another and 
congregated together. Interestingly, they were generally called Syrians at this time 
(Lebanon as a nation did not exist until 1946) as the region known as The Lebanon 
was located within the province of Syria, a portion of the Ottoman Empire. 

Some of the more prominent families of this early period included the 
Abraham Maloofs who operated an ice cream business on Bank Street; Solomon 
Nahas, who had a grocery on Main street (it survives today on Willetts Avenue, run 
by his daughter Christine), Peter Haddad who also operated a grocery on Bank 
Street, and the Hage brothers of Colman Street, who were traveling merchants 
specializing in imported linens and silks. Other well-known merchants were Namie 
Massad who specialized in custom-made shirts for men, Charles Pacas who owned 
California Fruit Co. (still being operated by his family today) and Michael and Deeb 
Garra who operated wholesale and retail fruit markets, respectively. John Garra ran 
the wholesale business until his untimely death in 1987. The present Massad 
Insurance Agency was founded by Louis Massad of Montauk A venue and continues 
today, operated by his son Stephen. 

Prominent also were Nicholas and Namer Corra who operated a women's 
ready-to-wear on State Street for many years. It was said that when out-of-town 
students enrolled at Connecticut College (in those days it was for women only) their 
families would automatically open a charge account at Garra' s for them. That 
business was begun originally by Namer J. Garra as an oriental rug business. He 
was considered one of the most progressive and successful residents of New London 
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at the time. He was born on February 18, 1885, son of a grain merchant, and arrived 
in New York at the age of 17, determined to succeed in the New World. Like most 
immigrants, he worked in a similar business to gain experience, became a traveling 
salesman and later opened his own store in New London in 1904 in the old YMCA 
building, moving to State Street in 1912. His brother Nicholas arrived in 1908 and 
joined the firm at that time. The business was later expanded to include women's 
dresses, lingerie, sportswear, etc. 

It comes as no surprise that the Lebanese tended to become merchants of 
various sorts. As with most ethnic groups, they entered fields with which they were 
familiar; their Phoenician forebears had virtually invented the trading routes so 
widely in use for the last 3,000 years throughout the Mediterrean. 

As the number of Lebanese in the City increased, they established a church 
around which much of their cultural and social life centered. While they utilized a 
variety of traveling clergy initially, meeting in rented rooms or using other church 
facilities, they eventually established an Eastern (Greek) Catholic parish, bought 
land, and built St. Ann's. That first church still stands on Connecticut Avenue and 
West Coit Street (although it has since been sold to another denomination). 

Various pastors served initially, with the first permanent clergy, the Rev. 
Anthony Aneed, arriving from Lebanon in 1927. He was instrumental in the 
erection of that first church. In 1936 he was replaced by the Rev. Basil Shaheen, 
newly arrived from Lebanon. Much beloved, he served the congregation until his 
death in 1953. Various interim pastors were in attendance at St. Ann's until 1959 
when the Rev. Simon Hage arrived from Lebanon. He was instrumental in moving 
the church from West Coit Street to its present home onfross Road hLWat~ furd-.:_ 
Unlike the West Coit Street structure, this church was built in true Byzantine style 
and is the focal point for many of the Christian Lebanese today. 

As they became more assimilated, the Lebanese entered the civic life of New 
London. Some, like David Massad of Thames Street, led the Knights of Columbus 
and later served several terms on the Board of Education. Alfred Moutran served 
as bailiff of the New London County Court system, was a Deputy Sheriff for 35 
years and City Sheriff for over 50 years! Anthony Facas, Sr., served as Field 
Representative and Campaign Manager for Congressman William St. Onge and later 
as Postmaster of the City of New London for 25 years. In addition to these duties, 
he was also Chairman of the New London Democratic Town Committee. 

Others, like the popular William (Willie) ·Nahas, was repeatedly re-elected to 
the City Council where he also served as Mayor. First elected in 1971 Willie, as he 
was affectionately called, served as Mayor in 1973-74 and in 1990-91. The Massad 
brothers Stephen and Gregory, nephews of David, were each elected to the City 
Council also. Gregory served as Mayor in 1989-90. 
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As with most ethnic groups, the passage of time increased assimilation and 
inter-marriage and the New London Lebanese were no different. Many second and 
third generation left for military service or education and settled elsewhere as they 
were discharged or as they sought better employment. In the region, the limited 
housing stock within New London caused many to find housing elsewhere in the 
area. 

The advent of civil strife in Lebanon in 1975 began a new, albeit limited, 
surge in immigration to southeastern Connecticut as many fled the umest. Among 
these were several brothers of the Rev. Hage and their children. Thus, a new 
generation of immigrants, quite different from the original group in education and 
outlook, has arrived in New London to carry on from the first settlers. 

About the Author: Nicholas N. Gorra, B.S., MB.A., is a New London native son of 
Nicholas J. and Margaret F. Gorra, formerly of 183 Gardner Avenue. 

Presently residing in Old Saybrook, and a former employee of Northeast 
Utilities and of Groton Utilities, he is a self-employed financial consultant, primarily 
serving the Electric and Water utilities industries. He and his wife Farida have three 
sons; Peter and Marc, are employed by New York City banks and the oldest, 
Nicholas J., II, is an attorney in Old Saybrook. 

Nicholas Gorra is a former Republican Town Chairman in Old Saybrook and 
presently serves on that town's Water Pollution Control Authoricy (WPCA). He is 
a lecturer in Finance and Economics at the University of New Haven. 

© April 1~ 1996. Nicholas N. Gorra, B.S., M.B.A., "All Rights Reserved." 
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The Dutch At New London 

In 1946, when New London was celebrating its 300th Anniversary, we were 
gently reminded by Barnard L. Colby that this portion of the coast had been 
explored a generation prior to May 6, 1646 and had been claimed by the Dutch as 
part of New Netherland.1 

In her book, History of New London, Frances Manwaring Caulkins notes that 
in the Map of 1616,2 the geographer describes "a small island lies to the south-west 
by south from this river as the coast runs (Fishers Island;) near the west end of it, 
a north-west by west moon causes low water. The next find on the main, a small 
stream to which our people give the name of Little Fresh River, where some trade is 
carried on with the natives, who are called Mo(r)hicans."3 Caulkins wrote that this 
stream was probably named by Capt. Adrian Block in 1614. It was named Little to 
distinguish it from the Connecticut River which had been named by the Dutch, 
Fresh River. Little Fresh River4, is the Thames River. 

Departing from the format that I set for this book. I have chosen to continue 
the Dutch history 300 years later with the autobiography written by Hendrik 
Verkade, Jr. I have not edited what follows. (Carmelina Como Kanzler) 

Verkade Family History in the United States 

Hendrik Verkade, Sr. was born on December 17, 1892 in Leiden, Holland. His wife, 
Florien Brouwer was born on December 5, 1896 in Waddingveen, Holland. Their 
families lived in Boskoop, Holland where the Verkade's had been respected 
nurserymen for over three generations. They were married, started a family, and 
worked in the local nursery industry. In 1916, the Verkade family found that their 
lucrative export business was threatened by the German naval blockades of World 
War I. To keep the family income flowing, Hendrik and Florien moved to 

1Barnard L. Colby, "White Men Here A Generation Before Founding" New London 
Day, Special Edition, May 6, 1946. 

2Frances Manwaring Caulkins, History of New London. From the First Survey of 
the Coast in 1612 to 1860. (H. D. Utley, publisher, 1895), pp. 23-24. 

3Ibid. 

4Ibid. 
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Nottingham, England where Hendrik sold the family nursery plants and worked at 
a nursery. When England became involved in World War I in 1916 and importing 
plants became hampered, they sailed from Liverpool, England with their two 
children, Annie and Gerrit, with the ultimate destination of Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A. 
Tragedy struck when infant Gerrit died soon after arriving in America. The ship 
they travelled on was sunk by the Germans on it's return to Europe. Gaining 
strength from each other, and with limited cash, they carried on. Their plan was to 
collect substantial debt owed to them by nursery companies on the East Coast and 
in the Midwest to start anew in Chicago. 

Hendrik left his wife and children at Ellis Island and travelled to New London, 
Connecticut to collect the first debt, a considerable sum at the time, from New 
London Nurseries. He arrived by train at Union Station, looked up State Street and 
saw the Crocker House where he, and later his family, were to stay. At dinner that 
evening, he was served corn-on-the-cob along with the main course. He recognized 
it botanically as maize, but had never seen it eaten. After a number of attempts to 
eat it with a knife and fork, he finally gave up. No doubt he spent that evening 
planning the rest of their travel, anxious to collect the money owed to him. This first 
collection was critical to their plans of relocating in Chicago. pisast.er struck again 
when the nursery was unable to pay it's debt and, in fact, iYwas unlikely that any 
of the companies which owed him money would be able td pay. The best that New 
London Nurseries was able to do was to offer Hendrik employment. This was an 
offer that Hendrik had to accept because it was clear that they would quickly deplete 
their savings before reaching their destination of Chicago. 

Hendrik brought his family to New London, first staying at the Crocker House 
and later on Green Street. Desiring to reestablish his own business, he bought a 
wheelbarrow from Aben Hardware, paying on installment - 50 cents per week until 
it was paid for. He gardened and cared for yards in the area and worked as a 
landscaper for a number of estates including the Newcomb' s Beechwood, Guthrie 
Manor (Lighthouse Inn), and Mrs. Starr's property on Parkway South. 

The Family moved to Crocker Street which was closer to these estates, but 
Hendrik walked as far as Baltic to conduct business. With rebuilding a nursery 
business in mind, they purchased their first property on Montauk A venue. The 
modest parcel extended from 809 Montauk Avenue back to what is now Lodus 
Court. He established a nursery on this property, first growing pansies. Initially he 
sold both wholesale and retail, but found the retail sales too ti.me consuming for 
money generated and eventually was able to sell the entire crop wholesale. Over the 
years, he was to add to this property and ultimately built his home and greenhouses 
on this block. 

Verkade's Nursery prospered and in 1925 business was so good for Hendrik 
and Florien that they were able to pay for the house they built at 98 Gardner A venue 
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out of the profit of that single year. However, times were not always to be that 
profitable. First the depression took ifs toll, but through hard work and ingenuity 
they survived. The nursery found a market for it's plants through the Genung's 
clothing stores on State Street and it's branch stores. Truckloads of plants were 
shipped to stores in Philadelphia and, with the help of local people, the trucks 
returned to New London full of coal collected along railroad tracks to heat the 
Verkade greenhouses and homes. The hurricane of 1938 also was devastating for 
New London and Verkade's Nursery. Of a $100,000 crop ready for sale, the year 
only grossed $9,000 mostly due to proceeds from work done on estates. Damage 
from the salt spray extended as far inland as the nursery's plantings in the Jordan 
area of Waterford, Connecticut. 

Hendrik and Florien' s family was to grow and fill their household. Surviving 
children are Annie, Jan, Mary, Lillian, Gerald, and Hendrik, Jr .. In addition they 
were responsible for bringing a number of other family member to the United States. 
Hendrik's parents, Jan and Ankje, and Florien' s parents, Marie and Gerrit, came to 
this country and are buried in Cedar Grove Cemetery in New London. Hendrik's 
brother Jan settled in Patterson, New Jersey and established a large and prosperous 
nursery. Florien's brothers Pieter Brouwer, Jacob Brouwer, Eleazar Brouwer and, 
sisters Paulien Lok, Geraldine Holford, and Marie Pelitier all settled in New London. 
After World War II Florien's nephew Antonie Deurloo also came to New London to 
settle. 

The nursery continued to grow, with locations in New London, Waterford, Salem, 
and ,Canterbury, with other land holdings not under cultivation. Over the years all 
six children and their spouses were to work in the nursery and become accomplshed 
horticulturalists. Jan branched out and established a new company, Preston 
Nurseries in Montville, Connecticut and Hendrik, Jr. began Verkade's Hortus Agency 
and later Green Survival Gardens with Hendrik, III. Plants introduced by Verkade's 
Nursery which became known world-wide include Taxus Densiformis 'Henryi', Acer 
disectum atropurpurea 'Crimson Queen', Pieris japonica 'Crystal', and Kalmia 
latifolia 'Nathan Hale'. 

Florien Verkade passed away on April 22, 1971 and Hendrik passed away on 
November 17, 1982; both buried in Cedar Grove Cemetery. However, the 
horticultural heritage they established continues with nine grandchildren in 
horticulture professions. They would even be pleased to know that a number of 
their great grandchildren are interested in horticulture! 

Hendrik Verkade, Jr. 

© April 1, 1996. Hendrik Verkade, Jr., 11 All Rights Reserved 11 
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© April 1, 1996. Hendrik Verkade, Jr., "All Rights Reserved" 
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Custom House, Bank Street Looking Toward State Street 
Courtesy of Richard Gipstein 

Daui.d Bishop House • Courtesy of New London Landmarks 
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Hispanics In New London 

The Hispanic population in New London is quite diverse and reflects a 
microcosm of the Spanish-speaking world: residents from Cuba, Mexico, Peru, 
Spain, San Salvador and Argentina, to name but a few. They have made New 
London their home, but the preponderance of Hispanic residents are Puerto Ricans. 
Puerto Ricans were the first to arrive and are the first group which comes to mind 
when speaking of Hispanics in New London. 

Any discussion of the history of Puerto Ricans in New London must be 
prefaced with a few historical facts. Puerto Ricans were granted United States 
citizenship in 1917, and although a small number of Puerto Rican families had 
immigrated to the United States previously, subsequent to 1917, an ever increasing 
number moved to the mainland, the primary destination being New York City. 
Either because they became disenchanted with the risks of big city life or in search 
of better jobs, a number of Puerto Ricans moved to Connecticut, especially to cities 
such as Bridgeport and Hartford. A much smaller number still settled in a few 
small cities such as New London, Meriden, and others. 

In response to the frequently posed question, "Why would you leave a 
beautiful island paradise for a remote, cold place like New London, Connecticut?" 
the reply echoes that of other immigrant groups to the United States: 11 

••• in search 
of a better life for my family." Each family's reasons for emigrating offer a 
multiplicity of personal reasons including economic hardship, the deprivations of 
poverty, the lack of opportunities for upward mobility, or political unrest, but all 
share "the American Dream" of a life where each day is a little better than the one 
before, and where children can look forward to a life which is easier than that of 
their parents. 

The Puerto Ricans who migrated to New London and settled here did so from 
the late 1930s, continuing into the present and came from all walks of life: farm 
laborers, factory workers, teachers, clergy. They came in all colors, from all socio
economic classes, religions and educational backgrounds. These differences in 
backgrounds have resulted in a highly diverse level of acculturation of Puerto Rican 
immigrants in New London. And as the New London of the 1940s and 1950s is 
completely different from that of the 1980s and l9?0s, as many of long standing 
residents will attest, so too has the degree of acculturation been influenced by the 
conditions prevailing at the time of emigration. 

In the post depression, post war economy of the 1940s, New London and its 
surrounding towns were fortunate to be able to count a good number of industries 
and factories which provided employment for virtually any resident who desired it. 
Most notably, the Electric Boat Division of General Dynamics, Pfizer, Incorporated, 
and Robertson Paper Box Company were the larger employers. In addition, there 
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were a number of smaller factories in the textile and manufacturing industries that 
provided employment opportunities for women as well as men. 

Feeling the need to socialize and share their cultural background, a group of 
Latin-American residents of New London met, in 1969,. with the express purpose 
of developing social and cultural activities. Additionally, a group of women headed 
a fund raising committee; with the funds collected, they were able to purchase a 
three story house at 97 Truman Street. They held weekly meetings and discussed 
the needs of their community; education was to be primary. A tutorial program was 
initiated as a voluntary program with Electric Boat employees providing the staff. 
They offered reading, writing, and a math skills program geared to the Latin
American community. 

At the inception of Model Cities, a federal government program in effect in 
New London, the Spanish-American Cultural Organization (SACO) received a grant. 
SACO hired a full time director, a social worker, and a secretary. Several 
developments ensued: 

The Latin-American community with its cultural dimension, music, food, 
festivities, and costumes were becoming part of the New London community 
and its media. 

The Latin-American community started to identify this organization as an 
agency where it could be assisted and understood not only linguistically but, 
above all, culturally. 

The service demand was continuously increasing. At that particular point, 
the Diocese of Norwich inherited a house on Jay Street. The Bishop felt it 
could be utilized by the Spanish community. This was an opportunity to 
expand the services to the Latino community. Nuestra Casa was established. 

From 1971 to 1981, the Spanish-American Cultural Organiution specialized 
in providing services to the children and youth, and Nuestra Casa did the 
same for adults with an emphasis on educational services. 

From the beginning the organization was aware that in order to empower the 
people it was necessary to provide proper conditions for them to study and work. 
Knowing the culture, it was essential that children's needs had to be addressed. The 
development and establishment of a day care center for the .Spanish community was 
a priority. As a result, Trabajamos and Nuestra Casa were established. 

The early 1980s was a time of austerity and the need to become efficient was 
mandatory. In the last decade almost everyone has had some kind of experience of 
consolidation. It was something new and it meant changes. 
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The Spanish-American Cultural Organization and Nuestra Casa made it to 
the 1980s as two consolidated specialized Hispanic social service providers. Spanish
American Cultural Organization and Nuestra Casa's boards became aware of the 
necessity to consolidate. Both boards chose to study the feasibility of merging both 
Latin-American organizations. The merger was imperative! It was a difficult 
process. The consolidation of both agencies required the coordination of vocational, 
employment and educational programs for adults, youth and children. The 
challenge was met and overcome. 

Centro de la Comunidad emerged as the name of the combined agencies. In 
providing educational services, every year, approximately 20 students graduate from 
the G.E.D. program and 100 students are served in the English as a Second 
Language program. An average of 7 to 10 people are served every day with some 
form of social service. 

With the growing Spanish community in Norwich, it became necessary to 
provide services there as well. Centro de la Comunidad, at Norwich, started with 
one staff member and there are now three staff members. Several programs have 
been developed and Centro de la Comunidad is well accepted by the general 
population. 

In recognition of Centre's ability to respond to the cultural problems of those 
in need, it was awarded a grant for a program at the Crystal A venue apartments. 
Centre's Winthrop Family Support Center is a place where the residents find 
warmth and understanding to aid them with all of their economic and human 
difficulties. 

The challenges in today's society are greater than they have ever been. With 
the presence of AIDS, drugs, poverty and violence it has had profound consequences 
on the family structure. To meet this complex situation, Centro de la Comunidad 
has seen the need to review its social service orientation. Therefore, Centro de la 
Comunidad reemphasized its main goal: to be an agency for children and families. 

There have been frustrations and sorrows, but undeniably, more joy and 
satisfaction in the last twenty-five years as Centro de la Comunidad (and its parent 
organizations) has experienced growing pains. It is representative of what the 
Hispanic community has endured, as it has added immeasurably to the richness of 
this multi-cultural community. 

The follawing is noteworthy and is indicative of experiences shared by the many 
families who came and settled in New London: 

The family of Evelyn Sanabria who also emigrated from Puerto Rico followed 
a different path in their adjustment to life on the mainland. Evelyn and her siblings 
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who were born in Puerto Rico had originally settled in New York City where they 
found employment in the ship building industry. One of Evelyn's brothers was 
transferred to the Electric Boat Division of General Dynamics in Groton, and Evelyn 
had visited New London on several occasions. 

Evelyn gradually came to the realization that the prospects for a good 
education for her three young sons were better in New London than in New York, 
attributable in large measure to the slower paced life of the smaller city. Thus, in 
1984 Evelyn, her husband, and their three young sons moved to New London. After 
enrolling her children in Edgerton Elementary School, Evelyn enrolled in the General 
Equivalency Diploma (G.E.D.) programs at Centro de la Comunidad. Evelyn 
successfully completed the G.E.D. program at Centro under the tutelage of Ms. Ivon 
Diaz who also served as a good friend and mentor. Evelyn became an active 
participant in Centro' s after school tutorial program as well as in her own children's 
school activities. 

As a result of her excellent bilingual skills and enthusiasm, Evelyn was 
recommended for a position as a volunteer in Edgerton's Special Education Program. 
She was subsequently employed to tutor students one-on-one on a part-time basis 
and later hired as a bilingual Teacher's Aide, a position which she still holds today. 
Evelyn was eager to continue her education and was accepted into the "Teacher 
Opportunities for Paraprofessionals" program at Mitchell College. This was a time 
in her life which was both challenging and demanding, as Evelyn struggled to 
balance the roles of wife, mother and full-time student, as well as responsibilities to 
her extended family. (In Puerto Rican culture, one never shirks familial obligations. 
Evelyn's health deteriorated as a result of the stress, however, she has no regrets 
when she reflects upon the sacrifices that she and her family made. Her attitude is 
reflected in the statement, 11 I think that a woman has an intellect as well {as a man}). 11 

Evelyn's husband, Bienvenido Sanabria, who is not as proficient in English 
as she, nevertheless obtained an excellent position as custodian for the Groton Public 
School system where he has been employed for the past ten years. He is highly 
regarded and loved by the teachers, administration and students. 

Evelyn and her husband are especially proud of the fact that their oldest son, 
Jose, will be receiving his Bachelor's degree in Criminal Justice this spring from the 
University of Delaware where he received both academic and athletic scholarships. 
Their son, Henry, plans to enroll in college in the near future. The Sanabria' s own 
their own home in New London. The family's success is attributable to their hard 
work and strong sense of family unity, and it is also due in large measure to their 
philosophy that Evelyn adheres· to, "If you have the desire to succeed, you can. 11 
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Thousands of pioneer Latino families have chosen to make New London their 
home in the last five decades. They have confronted the problems of poverty, 
language, and culture, as have thousands of America's immigrants before them, and 
they have assimilated into the American culture with varying degrees of success. 
What distinguishes the rate of Hispanic acculturation from that of other immigrant 
groups is that many have encountered the double-edged sword of discrimination 
based on color as well as national origin. Those who have realized their dreams 
attribute their accomplishments to the unfailing support of their families, a 
tremendous amount of hard work and sacrifice, and an inner drive 11 to count for 
something. 11 In the process of assimilation, Hispanics have had to give up part of 
their heritage and learn to accept a new culture. They have faced frustrations and 
sorrow, but have also found increasing happiness and satisfaction. The Hispanic 
community has endured and will continue to enrich the multi-cultural community 
of New London. 

About the Authors: William Garcia, Executive Director of Centro de la 
Communidad, Inc. He has a B.S.C.E. from Columbia University and a M.S.M.E. 
from the University of Rhode Island. He retired from General Dynamics/Electric 
Boat Division in 1987. 

Daphne Morales-Walker, Director of Winthrop Family Support Center. She earned 
a B.A. from the University of Connecticut 
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Connecticut Cbllege;- New London Hall, Fmt Commenament, 1919 • Courtesy of New London Public Library 
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